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DIRECTORYOF CORRESPONDENCE
Dr. Frank F. Warren, President, should be addressed
ence relating to the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

General School Policy
Instructional Staff
Living Endowment
Life Annuity Bonds
Field Represenration
Request for Bulletins

Dr. Merton D. Munn, Dean, should be addressed
relating to the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

on all correspond-

on all correspondence

Educational Program of the College
General Welfare of Students
Guidance Program
Wi~hdrawal of Studenis
Summer School
Work Toward the Master's Degree
Scholarships

Mr. J. L. Oakes, Executive, should be addressed on all correspondence
relating to the following:
a. Business lntrest of the College
b. Payments of Accounts
c. College Work Program and Grants-in-Aid
Miss Esteila Baldwin, Registrar, should be addressed
relating to the following:

on all correspondence

a. Scholastic Requiremenis, Including Entrance, Classification,
and Graduation
b. Admission of Students
c. Evaluation of and Requests for Transcripts
d. Scholastic Progress
e. Certification and Placer.13nt of Teachers
f. Request for Catalog
Miss Marion Jenkins, Dean of Women,
correspondence relating to the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Room reservations
Opportunities for
Permission to live
Questions relating

should be addressed

on all

for women
women to work for board and room
off campus other than with parents
to women's activities

Address Rev. Mark Koehler, Whitworth
rela+:ng to the Alumni Association.

College, on all correspondence

Whitworth
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CALENDAR FOR 1944-1945
SUMMER QUARTER
Jun e 19

......... ......... ........................... Registration dates
. . . .....

June 20 .... ... .

..

... ...... ........Class instruction begins

. ..................... ................ ................................... Holiday

J uly 4

September 7-8 ............. ..................... ........ ........................ Final examinations

FALL QUARTER
September 25-26 ...... Monday, Tuesday .......... Registration of Freshmen students
September 27 ..........Wednesday ............... Registration of Three Upper Classes
September 28 ..........Thursday...... ...............
September 29 ..........Friday.

. ......... Class instruction begins
.................... Formal Convocation

Septe mber 29 . ........ Friday .. .... .. ................ ....
Octob er 13- 15. ...

...... Women 's Conference

..... Last day to withdraw from a class and receive a "W"
without grade

Octob er 13

November 3-4...... .. .. .
November 7

....... Faculty Reception

. . . . . .... ..

...... ..... ... ....... .. .. .

.

Novembe r 22 .

.Annual "Home Coming"
..... .. Mid-term grades due

Wednesday, 12:30 p.m.

November 27 ........ Monday , 8: 10 a.m.
Dece mber 14-15
Dece mber I 8 .......... .

Thanksgiving Vacation Begins
Thanksgiving Vacation Ends
...... Final Examinations

. ..... ............. ..... ........... Final grades due

WHITWORTH COLLEGE
WINTER QUARTER
Lower Division Pre-Regisira~ion Dates
(All
students in residence must register during these dotes
or poy late registrotion fee)
............Tuesdoy..... ... ............ Registration of New Students

December 8-15 ........ Upper ond

January 2

January 3.............. .Wednesday . .. . ....... ...... . . Class Instruction Begins
January 23................ Last doy to withdraw from a closs ond receive o "W"
,,_,-,~" + " --~

. ........... ...............

Mid-term grades due

February 26-March 4 ............................

..............Religious Emphasi$ Week

February

I 3.

March 20-21-22....

.................. ............. .. . ......

.Final Examinations

March 26

Final grades due
SPRING QUARTER

March 12-23.. ........ Upper and Lower Division Pre-Registration Da~s
(All
students in residence must register during these dotes
or pay late registration fee)
March 23-24

..Friday-Saturday

March 26 ................Monday .
March 29

Registration of New Students

..............
........... ..

without gra de
...... Friday

..

.Mid-term grades due

Campus and Field Day

April 20-22.

Men's Conference
.. .....Friday ..

Moy Day Festival

June 12-13-14 ... .

Final Examinations

June 9 . . ....... .... Saturday
June 9 .

Easter Vocation Begins

................Lost day to withdraw from a doss and receive a "W"

April 13
May 4

Class Instruction Begins

......... .Thursday, 4:10 p.m.

April 8 .
April 9..

..........

............ Saturday..

June 10 . ......... .....Boccolau reate

Facu lty Senior 8reakfost
... . .......... ..

Alumni Banquet

Sunday

June

I !....................Annual Meating of the Boord of Trustee s

June

II

. .... Mondoy

June 12-13-14 ......... ........
June 18.

Commencement
(Freshmen-Sophomores-Juniors) Final Examination
Final grades due
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WHITWORTH COLLEGE

Board of Trustees
CLASS OF 1944
Williom L. McEochron, Choirmon .........................................................Spokone
Rev. Paul C. Calhoun, D. D. ....................................................................Spokane
Frank R. Fursey, M. D. ........................................................ ...................Spokane
Jay P. Graves , L. L. D.................. ...........................................................Spokane
L. G. Pattullo ................................ ..........................................................Seattle
C. M. Hull ........ ....................................................................................Yokima
Joh n F. Reed ........................................................ ..................................Seattle

CLASS OF 1945
Albert K. Arend, Treasurer ....................................................................Spokane
Rev. Charles F. Koehler, D. D. ................................................................Spokane
George W. Sommer, Secretory ............................................................Spokane
Davis Weyerhaeuser ................................................................................Tacoma
Rev. Evert Top ........................................................................................Spokane
Rev. Sheldon 0 . Price ........................................... ..........Coeur d'Alene, Idaho
Charles R. Mowery, M. D. ......................................................................Spokone

CLASS OF 1946
Arthur E. Symons .................................................. ..................................Seottle
Alfred Carlson ....................................................................................... Spokone
Rev. J . Renwick McCullough, D. D. .......................................................Tacoma
Otto R. Rabel ..........................................................................·- ········· ....Seottle
Frederick G . Kennedy . .......... ..................................................... . Spokane
•cfarence Block ·······················································-·······-······-··················Seattle
Dave Jones .................. .............................................................................Seattle
Grant Dixon ............................................................................................Spokane
Robert N. McLean, D. D. ..... .... ....................................... .... . . ... Yakima
*U. S. Na vy
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Executive Committee
WilliamL. McEachran, Chairman .......... ........ ...
.......... Spokane
Jay P. Graves, L. L. D. ..
....................~
................ .......... Spokane
Frederick G. Kennedy
... .........
Spokane
..............................•. .. ....................... Spokane
Albert K. Arend .......
Fronk R. Fursey, M. D.
··················-················ .. ·-····· ···· Spokane
Alfred Carlson . ....... ..... .. .. ............................. . . ····-··· ·· ...... ... Spokane
R6v.Charles F. Koehler, D. D. -··· .................... . ........ ·... .. . .•.... Spokane
Rev. Paul C. Calhoun, D. D. .. ............................................. ...... .... Spokane
... Spokane
George W. Sommer, Secretary ............................. .. .
Rev. Evert Top . ... . ........ .............. ...................... ... ...
.. . . .. Spokane
Rev. Sheldon 0. Price ........
····-· ... .. . .. ...
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho
Grant Dixon .
......... .................. .. ..........
Spokane

Faculty
FRANK FURNISS WARREN. M.A.; 0. O.

President
B. /'-... Seottle Pocific College , 1922: M. A , Drew University , 192-4: D. D.. Seottle Pocific
College, 19-41. Teocher in the Osoko Theologicol Seminory , Osoko , Jopon , 1925-1928 .
Deon of School of Religion, Seattle Pacific , 193-4-1'HO.
Whit,.•orth College, 19-40Whitworth College Compus

MERTON 0 . MUNN, ED. 0.

Dean
B.A. Greenville
c,nneli , 1938.
Whitwor th College,

College ; M. /'-.

University

of M;chigon·

19-41-

Ed. D.. Univenity

of Cin-

Whitworth Collego Compus

MARION R. JENKINS, M. A.

Dean of Women, Ch;-istian Education
B. A., Whitworth College: M.A .. New York University: groduete
Son Jose Teocher's
College, California· greduote work et University of Colifornie end New York Biblicol
Seminory.
Whitworth c,,llege, 1931McMillan Hell

ono

G. BACHIMONT,

M.A.

Modern La.Jtgicages
Dortmund end Hormennsburg , Germony; B. A, Wortburg Colloge, Clin-ton, Iowa; B. A ..
State University of Iowa ; M.A . State University of lowo ; two summers ' graduate work,
University of lowo ; two years' grodueta work toward Ph. 0 ., University of Wisconsin.
Whitworth Colle ge, 1930-4727 N. Post

ESTELLAE. BALDWIN, M. A.

Registrar, Bible
B.A., M.A ., Whitworth College;
Whitw orth College , 1931-

Bible Institute of Los Angeles , California .
H ome Economics Bldg.
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MARY BOPPELL,B.S.

H ome Ec01:omics
B. ~ .• University of Woshington.
Whitworth College, 1941-

Horne Economics Bldg.

JOHN. ARVID CARLSON, M. S.

Mat hematics and Physics
B. S., M. S., University of Washington.
Whitworth College. 1935

Country

Hc,rnes

ANNA JANE CARREL, M. M.; A. A. G. 0 .

Piano, Organ, and Assistan t Dean of Women
Mus. B., Oberi,n Con servotory of Music; Mus. M., Cincinnati Cons e rvatory of Music;
stucient of Ernest Hufchesc.,n and Sigismund Stojowski in New York C ity; B.A., Whitworth
College .
Wl, itwort h C ollege, 1937Bella rd Holl

JAMESW. COUNTERMINE,M.A., D.D.

Bible and Chris ti,an Education
II. Th .. Princeton Serninory; M.A., Parsons College; D. D., Bueno Vista College, 1910;
Groduote work U niversitias of Princeton and Hewoii in Grecian philosophy, Europeon
history ond Oriento! religions.
614 Pork Plac,
Whitworth College, 1928-

JANE CLAIRE DIRKS,Ph. D.

Biology
B. A., linfield College; Ph. 0., University of Illinois.
Whitworth College, I 94-4-

Home Economic, Bldg.

OSCAR KIRK DIZMANG, M. A.

Economics and Business Administra tion
B. S., Kon$OS Stote College of Agriculture and Applied
Chicog o; mo re +hon two yeors work toword Ph. 0 .
Whit wc rth College, 1935-

Science;

M.A. , Univet5ity of
N. 5411 Post

ERNESTI
NE EVANS
.., M.A.

Secretarial Science
Western Wo;hington College
Whi!vtorth College, 1941-

of Education;

B. A .. M.A.,

Washington State College.
Home Economics Bldg.

RUTH FULLER,B. A., B. A. Ed.

A rt
B. A. , Bates College; B. A. Ed .. Chic a go Arts Institute:
of Colorado .
Whitworth College, 1943-

Gr11du11te work et th o Universi ty
W. 1608 9th Avenue

PAULV. GUSTAFSON,PH. D.

Biology
B. $., Whitworth College; M. S. ond Ph.D ., University of Illinois.
Whitworth Co llege, 1939-0ecember
1943
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FRANCISTILEYHARDWICK, PH. D.

Educatiori, Psyc ho"log
y and Gr eek
B. A .. London, England; M . A., Ph.D., University
v~rsily of Wisconsin , Chicago, and California.
1938-1940.
Whitworth College, 1929-

of Washington;
gr odu ote work, Uni
Acting President Whitworth College,

81b Gordon

WINIFREDMcNAIR HOPKINS, B.A.

Voice
B.A., Albany College; Voice Diploma from Americon Conservotoire of Music, Fontoine
bleou, Fronce ; studied at University of Southern Coliforni o, University of Oregon; speciol
work under Yeomen Griffith, W. 0. Lymon, C horles Stone Nelson.
Whitworth College, 193'42709 N. W oll

WILMA LUCILEKENNEDY
, PH. D.

En glish Language, and Litera tur e
Journalism
M.A., University of Minnesota;
Whitworth College, 1942-

Ph.D., Yole Universi ty.

824 W . Fourth

MARKL. KOEHLER
, TH. M.

Bible and Chris tian E du.cation
8. A., Whitworth
College;
M.A..
Princeton Theological Seminary.
Whitworth College 1943-

B. D.. Son

Francisco

Theologic al semin ery;

Th. M ..

Country Homes Estates

THOMAS LARGE, B. A.

Biology
8. A., lndiono University; Groduote
Whitworth College, 1944-

work ot University of illinois ond University of Chicago.
N. 290b Center , Orchord Avenue

BERT
HA NEUSTEL
, B. S.
Chernistry
8. S., University of Nebrosko ; Groduate
of Chicogo .
Whitworth College, 1943-1944

work ot University of Woshington

ond University

Count ry Homes Estates

**BENJAMIN CONRAD NEUSTEL,M. S.

Chemi.stry
B.A., Willamette

University; M. S., Washington Stole College;
botony ond education, University of Woshington ; Woshington
Wh :two rth College, 1928-

groduote work in chemistry
Stole College.
Country Homes

STANLEYSPENCERNEWCOMB, TH. B.
Public Spe aking and Dramat ics
B.A. University of Redlends;

Th. B.. Princ eton ; groduole

Un,vorsily of Redlands.
Whitworth College, 1941-

••u.

...ark toword

Master's

Jayroe

Whitworlh

S. Servi ce
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JOHN L. OAKES,B.A.

Business Manager
B. A., Colgote University , Homilt on, New York; greduete
Albany, New York.
Whitworth College, 1942-

of Albany Business Collage,
Ballord Hall

RHEA J. STRAWN,B.A.

Library S cieiwe
B. A., Montene State University .
Whitworth College, 1943-

39181/i N. Wall

GUSTAV HERMANSCHLAUCH, PH.D.

Sociology
B. A., Spokone University; M.A.,
College.
Whitworth College, 1942-

Ph.D.,

University of Washington ; Washington

State

E. 1007 29th

CHARLESJOHNSONTILLEY,
M. A.
History and Political Science
B. A., Duke University; M. A., University Southern California:
Ph. D.. University of Southern California.
Whitworth College. 1943-

Graduate

work towards
Y. M. C. A.

BONDETUVESON,B.S.
Chernistry
B. S., Whitworth College; Teaching Fellow in Chemistry, Washington State College.
E. 1228 Courtland
Whitworth College , 1944-
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War Training Service
MERTON D. MUNN, Ed. D...............................................................Coordinator
THOMAS P. STAFFORD, B. S...........................................................Aeronautics
RICHARD C. HUNN ER, 8. A. .......................................................... Aeronautics
LAWRENCE C. NORTHQUIST ........................................................Aeronautics
ELIZABETH GUSTAFSON. M. A .........................................................Secretary

Student Assistants
BEGGS, DOROTHY
Assistant in Biology Department
DEERING, EVELYN
Assistant in Biology Department
GOULDIN, RUTH
Physical Education for Women
HOOK, ELEANOR
Assistant in English Department
MUNCE, DOROTHY
Assistant in Biology Department
SCHWAB, RICHARD
Assistant in Chemistry Department
STOKES, LILLIAN
Assistant in Biology Department
DOUGLASS, BETIY ANN
Secretary to the President

College Nurses
CALIE SNODDY , R. N.
GLADYS LOGSDON, R. N.

9
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Administration
FRANK F. WARREN............................................................................. President
MERTON D. MUNN ...................................................................................... Deon
MARION R. JENKINS................................................................Dean of Women
ANNA J. CARREL......................................................Assistant Deon of Women
JOHN L. OAKES...................................................................... Business ManagerESTELLAE. BALDWIN............................................................................ Registror
IVAH HELM ..................................................... Manager of the Dining Room

Faculty Standing Committees
Adminstration-Th e President, the Deons, Schlauch, Oakes, Baldwin
Athletics-N ewcomb, Munn, Boppell, Koehler, Bachimont
Building and Grounds-Oak es, Gustafson, Carlson, Countermine , Bochimont
Academic Affairs-Baldwin , Gustafson, Munn, Hardwick, Jenkins, major and
minor advisers
Library-Strawn , Tilley, Kennedy, Evans
Personnel and Guidance-Munn,
Jenkins, Newcomb, Hardwick, Corlson,
Boldwin
Publications-Kennedy, Koehler, Dizmong
Press, Publicity and Radio-The President, Schlauch, Kennedy, Hopkins
Religious Life-Koeh ler, Countermine , Tilley, Jenkins
Social Functions-Jenkins, Correl, Boppell, Evans, Four Closs Advisers
Student Council-Schlauch , Munn
Post-War Planning-S chlauch, Munn, Carlson, Baldwin
Scholarships-Munn, Baldwin, Jenkins, Schlouch
The president is an ex-officio member of each committee.
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History and Purpose

W HITWORTH

COLLEGE wos founded in 1890 at Sumner, Washington.
In 1900 the College was moved to Tacoma, Washington, where it continued until 1913. In thot year the Spokane Presbytery of the Presbyterian
Church invited the College to move to its present location, and the following yeor Whitworth was moved to its present favorable situotion. The College is named in honor of one of the outstanding pioneers of the Northwes t ,
Dr. George Whitworth. Following the trail of Whitmon , Spaulding, Meeker,
and other pioneers this Christian minister came to the for west to build
churches and to become an outstanding leoder in the early life of Washington. The churches he founded are still extant in Portlond, Olympia, Grond
Mounds, Chehalis, Whidby Island, Steilacoom, Wh ite River, and in other
communities. Not only was he an outstanding minister, but o splendid educator. He was twice president of the University of Woshington . Lorgely due
to his untiring efforts the School which now beors his name was founded. In
those trying years when it appeared that the School could not continue, he
valiantly stood by, assisting in every possible way t o enoble the Coll e ge t o
weather the storm. Whitworth is proud of its name, and in its doctrine, vision
Md work would emulate the life of its great founder.
Today after fifty-three years of splendid achievement Whitworth stands, a
Christion College dedicated to the great task of Christian education. It continues under the guidance of the Washington Synod of the Presbyte rion
Church and cooperates fully with the Boord of Education of the denomination. For a long period of time is has succeeded in meetin g the va ried
needs of discriminating young people of all denominations who wish to pursue their studies in a Christian atmosphere. Its scholarship is recognized by
ihe larger institutions, and its graduates have consistently maintoined hig h
records of scholarship as they have pursued their higher education. Whitworth
is primarily a co-educational, liberal arts college, not a university, nor yet a
professional school. Its primary purpose is to provide a broad education unde r
conditions which develop Christian character and at as low costs as possible.
It offers opportunities for the best of culture, but does not neglect the fact
that many students desire courses which will enable them to earn a living, or
will give them pre-professional training. Opportunities
are provided for
leisure-time activities ond social amenities. Special supervision is given to
freshmen in order that through various tests and an orientation course in psychology, they may discover their poss ibilities and aptitudes. There a re p revocational train ing courses in law, medicine, the ministry, social work, business adrr.inistration, nursing, etc. A five-year course is provided for the training of high school teachers.
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Its basic policy as an institution of higher learning may be stated as fof.
lows:
I. To insure by every means that the college life in teaching and living
is decisively and uncompromisingly Christian.
II. To provide a wholesome, friendly, cultural atmosphere to help in the
expression of the Christian life in worship, in social attitudes, and general behavior.
Ill. Side by side with its positive Christian emphasis, to provide the best
opportunities for good scholarship and high standards in all of its
offerings.
IV. To provide this splendid combination of spiritual living and high cultural training at the lowest possible cost to the student.
Acknowledging the changes which have been made in every realm of
life, Whitworth desires to be progressive iri its method of teaching. The administration is frank to admit that only those teachers are appointed who give
clear evidence that they possess a genuine Christian faith and are actively
related to some evangelical church. It believes also that its teachers must be
leaders in their chosen fields of teaching. The College can adequately serve
the youth of America only to the degree that its faculty is both scholarly and
Christian. Education in the smaller institutions is more conducive to the wellrounded education of youth-intellectual,
spiritual, physical, and social. The
undergraduate courses of the liberal arts college make the foundation upon
which man may build the superstructure of his life. !n the small institution the
student receives much individual attention from his instructor. On the athletic field he has a greater opportunity to participate in body-building sports.
Lay the foundation in the small Christian college and specialize in the university!

DOCTRINAL STATEMENT
Whitworth College accedes to the historic faith of Protes tantism and
stands unequivocally for its fundamental principles. We believe the Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments to be the inspired Word of God and
the only infallible rule of faith and practice.
We believe in the sovereignty
of God, in the deity of Jesus Christ our only Saviour and Lord, in His work
of redemption on the cross, and in the Holy Spirit who dwells in every believer
as the Spirit of Truth , of Holiness, and of Comfort.

NEEDS OF THE COLLEGE
A rapidly growing college require s constant nourishment and help. The
outstanding need of Whitworth at present is for financial sponsors who be lieve in the program of Christian education and who will invest in buildings
and equipment t o care for the rapidly increasing student bcdy. T~e most
pressing needs at present are: A Library and Science building each estima t12
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ed oi $50,000 and on Administration-Classroom
Building which would cost
at least $140,000. Christian investors could do no greater service than in
meeting these imperative needs. Any one of the gifts suggested would entitie the donor to give a name to the benefaction.

TO REACH THE COLLEGE
The college operates o bus which meets the Spokane United Railways
-,t DoIke and Wall. The schedule for this bus service to and from the college
is given below. The cost for this transportation
is only ten cents a day or o
ticket for the quarter can be purchased for $3.60. This provides a safe and
insured method of transportation. Students who find transportation in private
cars ore toking avoidable risks for whic~ the college may in no way be held
responsible.

BUSSCHEDULE
MONDAY TO FRIDAY INCLUSIVE

Whitworth College

City Limits

Leave
7:30 a. m.
12:30 p. m.
2:45 p. m.
4:30 p. m.

Leave
7:45 o. m.
12:45 p. m.
3:00 p. m.
4:45 p. m.
SATURDAY SCHEDULE

Whitworth College

City Limits

Leave
8:15 o. m.
12:45 p. m.
5:00 p. m.

Leave
8:30 a. m.
1:00 p. m.
5:15 p. m.

Students coming into Spokane by bus or train ot the opening of the
college year will be met by cars from the college provided that a request is
sent to the college giving time and place of arrival.
The College hos special arrangements at f ovorable rates for the delivery
of baggage. Students may bring their baggage checks to the College office
to insure prompt attention and delivery. Immediate needs should be provided
by hand baggage.

CAMPUSAND BUILDINGS
The buildings of Whitworth nestle in o thickly wooded forty acre campus
surrounded by one hundred and fifty acres of beautiful, rolling forest, owned
by the institution. This unusual campus was mode possible by the generous
gift of Mr. Joy P. Graves, se nior member of the Board of Trust ees. The main
13
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buildings on the campus consist of McMillan Hall, Ballard Hall, the Home
Economics Building, J. P. Graves Hall, Whitworth Hall, Whitworth Hall Annex
the president's home and residences of faculty families.
The present library of eighteen

thousand

books is housed in McMillan

Hall.
The administrative
Ballard Hall.

offices and the science laboratories

are housed in

A natural amphitheater with its view of high hills provides a turfed
athletic ground of unique beauty. Two concrete tennis courts are available
on the campus. The J. P. Graves Hall houses a large student commons
room, concession, student offices, music practice rooms, a large class-room,
and auditorium-gymnasium.
The Home Economics Building is designed
the most modern methods. It will accommodate

and equipped according to
one hundred young women.

ENDOWMENT
Whitworth College depends for its maintenance not only on tuitions and
fees but upon the splendid support of the Washington Synod of the Presbyterian Church, and gifts from its friends and alumni. The "Living Endowment"
Campaign was launched two years ago . This plan is working very successfully in
a large number of colleges and it is expected that it will prove to be a great
success at Whitworth .

ACCREDITATION
Whitworth College is recognized as a standard four-year college of
liberal arts and sciences by the Northwest Association of Secondary and
Higher Schools, with an unqualified membership in that Association. It is
also a member of the American Association of Colleges, is on the approved
list of the American Medical Association, and the National Council on ChurchRelated Colleges.
The College is also accredited by the State Board of Education for givi·,g complete training for high school certification in the State of Washington. For a long period of time it has done outstanding work in training for
high school teaching. All of its fifth year graduates have been successful in
obtaining teaching positions.

COL LEGE EXPENSES
The College year is divided into three academic quarters. All bills
are payable in advance at the beginning of each quarter. A student is
not considered registered and cannot be allowed to attend classes until
satisfactory arrangements have been made with the Bursar.
14
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SCHEDULE OF COLLEGE FEES
A summary of fixed charges for one quarter is as follows:
Tuition, full-time enrollment , 12-16 hours........................ .......................... $60.00
Excess above 16 hours, per hour $3.50
Part-time enrollment, 9-11 hours, per hour $4.00
Part-time enrollment under 9 hours, per hour $4.50
Associated Student Fee ............................................................................
6.00
Library Fee ................................................................................................
2.50
Health Fee, dormitory students ................................................................
I .SO
(Town students, $ I .00)
Board and Room (two in a room) ...................... ...................................... 124.00
$194.00
All students living on the campus at Whitworth have the privilege of
working at least one hour per day to meet the additional cost of board and
room which has been added to the total cost.
LABORATORY FEES
In certain courses, such as: Biology, Chemistry, Art, Music, Home Economics, Secretarial Science, and Physics special fees are charged and the
amount of such fees will be found following the course description.

MUSIC
Class lessons in Voice or Instrument ............................ .............................. $ 6.50
Chorus, Band and Orchestra (If taken for non-credit). ........... .................. 1.50
Private lessons in Piano, Voice and Violin:
One period a week or two half periods ........................................... . 24.00
One thirty minute lesson per week..... .............................................. 14.00
Private lessons in Organ:
One thirty minute lesson per week .................................................... 20.00
Music: Rental
Piano, one period a day per quarter ............................................ .... 2.00
Piano, two periods a day per quarter. .................... ............. ............ 3.00
Practice studio, one period a day per quarter (Voice, Violin)........ I .SO
Practice studio, two periods a day per quarter (Voice, Violin)........ 2.00
Organ, one period a day per quarter. ............................................... 4.00
SPECIAL FEES
Locker fee .................................................................................................. $
Associated Student fee (must be paid at time of registration)
Each Quarter ............................................ .............................................. ..
15
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Auditor's fee, per hour ........................................................................... .
I.SO
Change of registration after one week ................................................... .
1.00
Graduation fee ....................................................................................... . 10.00
Examination fee (for examinations taken out of schedule) ..................... .
1.00
Fee for additional transcripts, each ....................................................... .
1.00
Health fee: Dormitory students .................................................... ........... .
1.50
Town students ................................................................................... .
1.00
Infirmary service over three days, per day ........................................... .
.50
Late registration ($1.00 per day, maximum $5.00)
Library fee ....................................................... .........................................
2.50
Matriculation fee (new students only)............................................ ............
5.00
Room deposit (to be credited to total amount of room expenditure) ..
3.00
Room and board ....................................................................................
124.00
Test fee (freshman entrance tests, one quarter only)............................
.50
Text-book fee (where text.book is not specified in class)........................
1.00
Typing ........................................................................................................
3.50
Cap and gown rental ...... ............... ............ ...............................................
2.50
Towel fee (students taking Physical Education)..... ...................................
1.00
For individual students the cost of books, stationery, laundry, laboratory
fees, private music lessons and incidental expenses will vary according to
the program and inclinations of the student. Economy is the rule of Whitworth College campus life and is rendered possible because of the fortunate
lccation of the College outside of the city limits. In no circumstances need
the personal expense_s be more than 15% in excess of the fixed charges.

CONDITIONS GOVERNING THE EXTENSION OF
FINANCIAL CREDIT
No credit will be extended on board and room. These charges, however, may be paid by the week or by the month in advance.
In case of students requiring a deferred payments plan, one-third of
the expenses should be paid in cash at the time of registration and the
balance secured upon a six per cent promissory note signed by parent or
guardian.
The administrators of Whitworth College desire to provide such help for
deserving students by work opportunities and deferred payments on small
portions of accounts as will make it possible For the student to secure the best
advantage of a college education. The College is not in a position to extend
credit for any considerable period of time and then only within rather definte
iimits.
When credit is extended notes are to be made payable during the current quarter. Should such circumstances arise as to make the terms of the
agreement impossible for the student, the student must report immediately
to the Business Manager to apply for an extension of the terms or for a new
note for the unpaid balance. Failure to meet contractual arrangements will
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seriously reflect upon finonciol standing ond will involve the concellotion of
registrat ion.
After April 30 in ony given yeor o student with on unpoid bolonce must
rep ort in person to the Business Manager's office to arrange payment before
permission will be granted to write exam· nations.
Students ore expected to show some oppreciotion of the credit privilege
which the College extends by giving their educational obligation prior consideration over ony subsequent commitments.
Transcripts of grodes and diplomas will not be issued until all college
accounts ore paid. The College must insist upon the satisfactory adjustment
of financial obligations before any grades will be recorded .

REBATES
A fair pro rato rebate will be allowed on tuition ond board ond room expt.nse 'n the cose of students withdrawing during ti,e first three weeks of the
quarter. If a st udent withdraws thereafter a rebate of 75% of the unexpired
boord ond room will be granted. If a student is unavoidably obsent o full
week or more 75% of the chorge for board will be rebated.
Students withdrawing under discipline forfeit all claim to rebate.

BOOK STORE

J
'

A book store is maintained for the convenience of the students. All
purchases of books and supplies are on a cash basis. No credit can be extended.

SELFSUPPORT
Whitworth makes every possible e fort to ossist young people in obtaining on education. Practically all of the work in coring for the grounds,
buildings and secretarial work is done by the students who must obtoin some
work in order to help with expenses. Money earned in this way is credited
to the student account. Opportunities for work in town occur chiefly in domestic ond ofi-ice ossistonce, personal service of various kinds, canvassing,
manual labor, etc. Students who find it necessary to work during the regular
college yeor will be expected to reduce thei r acade mic lood os follows:
Those working from :
1-2 hours per day, 15-17 quarter hours.
3-4 hours per day, 14
quarter hours.
5-6 hours per day, 8- 12 quarter hours.
7-8 hours per day, 6-8 quarte r hours.
Any student desiring to enroll for more hours than the obove schedule
would permit must petition the faculty for permission ond obi de by the faculty oction token .
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SCHOLARSHIPAND PRIZES
A limited numbe r of schola rships a re available to needy students.
By
action of the Board of Trustees ten full tuition scholarships are given to graduating seniors of high schools of the Northwest who are in the upp e r ten
per cent of their clas ses.
I. The Alaskan scholarship of $60.00 given to a young man who is a
member of the Presbyterian Church .
2. The James Silliman scholarship of $20.00 given to a worthy student.
3. The Frank A. Magill scholarship of $150.00 available to any student
from Tacoma, Washington, who can qualify.
4. The Nellie Shepherd Millard scholarship of $60.00, appointment
made by Rev. and Mrs. Elton F. Spicer.
5. Athletic scholarsh ip of $250.00 made available by friends of the College.
6. The Whitworth Bible Class scholarship of First Presbyterian Church,
Seattle , Washington, $150.00.

LOAN FUNDS
The Whitworth College Student Rotary Loan Fund is made up of the
following:
Hedley A. Vicker Fund . ............................................ . $1,425.44
100.00
Mrs. Gertrude Mather Fund ..... ········ ····-············· ········
First Presbyterian Church, Wenotchee ........... ............ .
91.53
First Presbyterian Church , Northport ....................... .
50.05
Rev. and Mrs. L. Livingston ...................................... ....
40.00
Dr. and Mrs. C. W . Hoys ........................................... .
25.00
50.00
Doctor's Club .............. ······ ·································-·······
Round Table . ................................... .......................... .
50.00
Spokane Women's Relief Corps ..... ................... ......... .
250.00
150.00
Scholarship Fund ....... ........ ......... ···-·········· ······· ·········-·
Stevens-Swanby Scholarship Fund ............................... .
346.39
60.00
Sarah A. Stewort Fund ... ......... ·-············· ·-·······················

GRANTS-IN-AID
1. For members of ministers' families.
A grant-in-oid on tuition of 25 per cent is ovoilable for sons and daughters of ordained Christian ministers. This grant-in-aid is continuous after the
first quarter only on condition that an average scholarship grade of at least
C shall have been earned in the preceding quarter.
It is also understood that
the scholarship will be continued on the basis of full cooperation by the students in the progrom of the College. This aid is gronted if formally requested
in writing by the parent.
18
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2. For Upper-Division Sturlents Occupying Churches.
Aid is also given to students who are regularly engaged in supplying
.:hurches. The same conditions apply here as those outlined above.

DORMITORY REQUIREMENTS
Students not living in their own homes are required to live in the college
dormitories unless they obtain the permission of the committee on personnel.
Application for such permission must be made on forms secured from the
Dean and Dean of Women .
No arrangements to live off the campus
can be made until the application for such has had the approval of th&
personnel committee.
Off campus students may live only in approved residences which must be properly supervised by a mature woman and in no
case will men and women students be permitted to live in the same building.
Students working for Board and Room must have the consent of the
Dean or the Dean of Women.
Each dormitory student is expected to supply himself with the following:
napkins, towels, linen and bedding for single beds, curtains, rugs, and a
reading lamp .
Each student is expected to care for his own personal laundry and linen.
Limited laundry facilities are provided at the college, and a very inexpensive
service for flat work is available through local laundries.
All linen and clothing should be plainly marked with name or initials
of the owner.
Bedding should be sent several days in advance, by parcel post, ad·
The college cannot supply
dressed to the owner, at Whitworth College.
students with bedding.
The use of inflammable cleaning materials is prohibited in all college
buildings because of the fire hazard.
The college reserves the right to restrict the number and size of electric
lights in students' rooms.
Radios and other appliances using electricity must be registered with
the dormitory director.
The use of irons or hot plates is not permitted in
dormitory rooms. Provision is made for the use of these appliances in special
rooms.
Resident students must secure permission from the dorm itory directors
before entertaining overnight guests. Hosts always assume responsibility for
payment for meals, for which arrangements must be made with the DiningRoom director.
Freshman women desiring to stay overnight off the campus are required
to have written permission from parents .
Absolutely no food or ration points will be furnished from the dining room
or kitchen to individuals or organizations for picnics or other purposes whatsoever.
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The college dining hall will be open for Sunday evening lunch, Septemter 24 and closed after luncheon on Thursday, June 14, 1945 .
The dormitories and dining hall will be closed throughout the Christmas
vacation . If students must remain in residence, special arrangements will have
to be made with the Administration as the charges made for board and room
do not cover this vacation . Each dormitory has its own organization for the
regu lat;on of dormitory life.

PERSONALPROPERTYREGULATIONS
College property damaged by students must be replaced at the student's expense.
The college is not responsible for jewelry, money or other articles left
ir, ~tudents' rooms, classrooms, or on the campus.

EXTRA-CURRICULAR
ACTIVITIES
The extra-curricular activities at Whitworth College are maintained for
the purpose of giving the student opportunity for d evelopment of personality and leadership. These activities ore co nsidered important in the education
of youth. Each student, therefore, is expected to become an active member
of at least two organizations, one of which is his class. It is advisable for
the student to re str ict his acti vities to not more than four organiz at ions. It
is suggested that new students do not join clubs or organizations until the
beginn ing of the third week of the quart er.
Whitworth College or any of its officers or organizations are not responsible or liable in any way for damages done to property or persons in
case of accidents in and around the college buildings or on trips representing
the college in any activities. Students, faculty, and others participating in
any college function, on or off the campus, do so at their own risk.
PO INT SYSTEM. In order to regulate and eval uate +he participation
of each student in these organizations, a point system has been devised .
Points will be awarded for membership as well as for office holding and committee assignments. There is a limit on the number of point s any student may
s'?cure each quarter. In addition to the awarding of points for pa rticipation
in extra-curricular activities, the student will be given quality rating.
RECOGNITION OF ORGANIZATIONS.
In order to be recognized as
a Whitworth College organization in good standing the organization must
have a const itution, a list of charter members, and must have received the
sanction of the student executive board and the faculty. All constitutional
amendments and by-laws of the student association must always receive the
sanction of the student executive board and the faculty. No organization shall
function or be recognized until official notice of approval has been given to
the applying organization by the college office.
ADVISORY SYSTEM. Each student organization must have a faculty
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adviser with whom it counsels as to the programs and policies. The adviser
is held responsible for reports on the character of the work of the organization and also the individual membership.

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
I. Associated Students of Whitworth College. The Students' Association is the general organization of the stud~nt body. Voting members are
those who have paid all their fees for the quarter and are regularly enrolled.
Membership entitles the student to a subscription to "The Whitworthian"
and "Natsihi," admission to games played on the home grounds, and a voice
in the regulation and promotion of the student association activities. The president and the vice-president of this association are chosen annually from the
two upper classes of the college.
2. The Volunteer Fellowship. This organization is made up of students
whose purpose is to prepare for general Christian service. The members do
Sunday deputation work, holding meetings in the churches of the city and
community and help out in the Sunday schools and young people's societies.
3. Whitworth Christian Endeavor. This is organized under the regular
rules of the United Society of Chrisfian Endeavor and funcfions among the
resident students. It conducts a Sunday evening service and assists in the
arranging of the mid-week Vesper Service.
4. Philadelphians. This is composed of young men who are in preparation for full-time service. They meet for prayer and meditation, generally
twice a week. Churches often call upon these young men for assistance
in Sunday services.
5. The Whitworth College Band, Orchestra and Chorus are composed
of men and women whose aim is to study the best choral and orchestral
literature and to acquire a more intelligent knowledge of music. College
credit may be obtained on consent of the Director of Music.
6. Gamma Ki Zeta is an organization of art students whose purpose
is to serve the art interests of Whitworth College in any way that is possible.
7. "Sefelo" is the organization of the women students living in Ballard
and McMillan Halls. Life in the Halls and much of the social life of the group
is governed by this organization.
8. The "W" Club consists of the letter-men in athletics. Its chief interests is the promotion of the athletic interests of the institution.
9. The Women's Athletic Association is an organization of the women
of the college who are interested in hiking, indoor baseball, basketball, volley
ball, tennis, badminton and archery. This is carried on in coniunction wiih the
work outlined and supervised by the Director of Physical Education.
10. The Pirette Club is a women's honorary service organization which
is interested in all college activities and in being of service to Whitworth
in every way possible.
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I I. The Life Service Club is composed of women studen t s who are preparing for full-time Christian service. The purpose of the club is to sponsor
prayer meetings among the students, to promote Christian fellowship among
t he members and to investigate fields of full-time service open to women.
12. Pre-t--~ed Club gives those interested in the medica l professions an
opportunity to investigate and answer problems peculiar to their group. Besides the usual meetings, the club sponsors trips and lectures, and keeps an
organized file of professional school requirements, scholarships, and other
per1-inenf information.
13. Whitworth Players is the dramatic organization of the college and
is open to all who are registered. Its purpose is to give an opportunity to participate in the production of plays, and to furnish entertainment for the students and their friends.
14. Alpha Seta, "the Best in Life," is a Home Economics group offering to Whitworth College women opportunities to promote the best ideals
of the home. The art and science of living in its cultural and social aspects
are emphasized.
15. French and German Clubs. The purpose of these organizations is
to supplement fhe work done in the classroom in a more informal and social
way an d to stimu late interest in the language, culture, and the life of the
French and German people. Students enrolled in the language department
should be active members, others interested may become members.
I6. Phi Alpha is the honorary scholastic organization of the College.
Seniors who have attended Whitworth College for two years and have maintained high scholarship may be elected to active membership while juniors
may be elected to associate membership.
17. Alpha Psi Omega is the first national fraternity on the campus as
well as the first cast of Alpha Psi Omega in the State of Washington. Its
membership is made up of the students who have the distinction of becoming members of the Theta Rho cast of Alpha Psi Omega, National Dramatic
Honorary Fraternity .
18. Alpha Chi is the organization of the men students living in Whitworth Hall. Life in the Hall is governed by this organization.
19. Alpha Kappa Chi is Whitworth's official off-campus club. Organ·
ized in December, 1943, this organization has met all requirements for represenfation in the Student Council. The club exists to promote good fellowship
through social activities in town under the name of the college.

RELIGIOUS LIFE
It is the purpose and desire of the Administration to give such leadership to the religious life on the campus that if shall be helpful, inspirational
a11d thoro1Jghly Christian. Certain factors must be pn,sent if training for
Christiar leadership is given. Among these are: a Christian approach to all
subjects studied; the proper insistence that each and every student be re-
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quired to take some courses in the study of the English Bible and Reiigious
Education; chapel services with attendance required and other religious services held on the campus; a "Religious Emphasis Week" under specialized
guidance; and definitely Christian student organizations through which the
student may exercise and grow.
Many cf the students worship in down-town Churches, teach in Sunday
Schools or assist in the religious program of various churches. Howev'3r, the
Whitworth community supports a Church with a pastor on the college campus
and students who are not engaged elsewhere are expected to attend these
services. The local Christian Endeavor organization sponsors a vesper service
each Sunday night and a well-attended mid-week service on each Wednesday these assist the student in building Christian character.

SOCIAL LIFE
The social and recreational life on the campus is of an exceptionally
high type. Because there are no sororities or fraternities the student body
is free of those social classes which too often divide a college. Many splendid
social events are scattered throughout the year, such as student mixers, faculty receptions, Home-Coming, Colonial Party, the Women's April Frolic and
May Festival, besides numerous class functions and other entertainments. As
a rule Friday evenings ore reserved for social functions. Social activities
during the week that would militate against study are definitely discouraged.
Under the guidance of the Proctor in the Men's Dormitory and the Deon of
Women, the dormitory life is particularly friendly and wholesome. Social
dancing and playing cards are not permitted o+Whitworth.

ALCOHOL AND TOBACCO
The college considers the use of alcoholic beverages at complete variance with the accepted standards of Ch ristianity and so detrimental as to
prohibit the user from being connected with the institution. The use of tobacco by American youth is d e pre c ai·ed t:nd the college takes a positive stand
against its use by students . Smoking is not allowed on the campus at Whitworth. It is understood that the campu s extends wherever the name Whitworth is used.

GUIDANCE PROGRAM
The College has the desire to give to each student who comes, a defin ite plan of guidance. Various tests are given, counsellors are appointed and
various remedial methods are u~ed. It is the part of the Christian College to
give to every student individual care. Special attention is given to the freshman class and orientation is made as thorough as possible.
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ATTENDANCEAND ADMINISTRATION
Regular attendance is required in all classes and at all college convocations. Class attendance is kept by the individual instructors and absences
shall be reported to the Dean's office .
Voluntary absence from class or laboratory is a distinct loss to the student and will be considered in the preparing of grades. A student may not
withdraw from a class or change his registration from one class to another
without written permission. Such changes must be filed with the Registrar.

An absence fee of $1 is charged for each class missed two days before and two days after the Thanksgiving holiday and the Christmas and spring recess.
The Dean of the College may at any time dismiss a student from a
course if in his judgment the student has neglected the work of that course.
It is also understood that students may be relieved of campus responsibilities
if at any time they fail to discharge their duties.
The Administration of Whitworth College reserves the right to exclude
at any time students whose conduct or academic standing it regards as undesirable, and without assigning any further reason therefor; in such cases
the fees due or which may have been paid in advance to the College will
not be refunded or remitted in whole or in part, and neither the College nor
any of its officers shall be under any liability whatsoever for such exclusion.

SUMMERSESSION
The Summer Quarter extends over a period of six to twelve weeks during the months of June, July, and August. Its organization is mainly for school
teachers who wish to extend and intensify their knowledge in certain subjects;
for those who wish to complete the work for a college degree but cannot
take the work during the regular school year; and for those who for any reason
wish to push ahead or make up work of which they may be in need.
In some departments the work is especially arranged
ing toward advanced degrees.

A summer bulletin is prepared

for students work-

and sent to anyone upon request.

GRADESAND POINTS
A counts 3; B, 2; C, I; D, O; W, O; I. O; N, O; S, Satisfactory, and F,-1.
The -I of the grade Fis used only in preparing the honor list.
An "Incomplete," must be made up within the first six weeks of the
next college Quarter in order to receive credit for the work. If not made up
within that period, it becomes an "F." A "W" will be granted to a student
who withdraws from class within four weeks after registration providing he
is making a passing grade in that subject at the time of his withdrawal and
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has written permission from the instructor and the Dean of the College.
Otherw ise he will be marked "F" in the subject.
"N " is given following the numbar of hours in a hyphenated course.
Hyphenated courses are those given over a period of more than one quarter
and credit 1s withheld until the entire course is completed. This rule may only
be waived with the consent of the Academic Committee.

SCHOLARSHIPS
AND REPORTS
Parents or guardians of Freshmen or special students will be notified of
unsati sfacto ry or failing work at the end of the first six weeks of each quarter.
PROBATION . A student who is not doing satisfactory work at the close
of any quarter is placed on probation according to the foliowing plan:
a. Any regular student classified as a freshman must pass successfully
in 10 of his registered quarter hours carrying 10 quality points or he must
pass in all of his registered quarter hours. Failures leading to probationary
status of part-time students shall be handled by the Academ ic Affairs Committee.

b. Any regular student classified as a sophomore, junior, or senior
must pass successfully in all of his registered quarter hours carrying an equal
number of quality points. Failure leading to probationary status of part-time
students shall be handled by the Academic Affairs Committee.
c. Probationary status applies for the two succeeding quarters after
it is first placed upon a student . While on probation a freshman must earn
Sophomores, juniors,
10 quarter hours and 10 quality points each quarter.
and seniors must pass successfully all of their quarter hours with an equal
number of grade points . A student failing to meet the above requirements
is dismissed unless in the judgment of the Academic Affairs Committee his
record is due to circu mstances beyond his control.

HONORS
Four classes of honors are recognized

at Whitworth College.

i. QUARTER HONORS: Granted to students carrying fourteen quar·
ter hours of work and making twenty-eight grade points. Students carrying
more than fourteen quarter hours must make two additional points for each
quarter hour, in order to win honors.

2. CLASS HONORS: The class receiving the highest general average
for the quarter will be entitled to receive the W. L. McEachran Class-Trophy
to hold for the succeeding quarter.
3. YEAR HONORS: Granted to students making first, second and
third quarter honors entitling such students to honorable mention at commencement exercises.
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4. GRADUATION HONORS: A student will be graduated c:um laude
if he hos earned an average of two and three-tenths grade points; magna
cum laude if he hos earned an overage of two and seven-tenths grade points;
and summa cum laude if he has earned an average of two and nine-tenths
grade points. To secure graduating honors a student must have been in residence ot Whitworth two of his four college years. The required points ore
based on 186 quarter credit hours for graduation.

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
Graduates of accredited high schools, who are in the upper three-fourths
of the graduating class are admitted to full freshman standing. In special
cases, students from the lower one-fourth of the closs will be admitted on
probation.
Those not graduates of accredited high schools may gain admission for full freshman standing by passing the College Entrance Board
exominotion.
On or before registration the student must present or have sent to the
College a testimonial of good character from his school principal or super intendent, or his church poster, and o transcript of oil subjects pursued in his
high school course together with a statement or other evidence of graduation.
I.

Beginning freshmen who have been gradu ate d from an accredited high
school must:
a. Submit an official application blank for admission. (May be obtained from the Registrar.)
b. Submit an official transcript of high school record together with
a statement of graduation.
c. Hove completed at least 16 acceptable units (or 15 units exclusive
of activity credit in physical education, debate, etc.) with grades
acceptable for college entrance.
d. Have included in the required units, 3 units of English, and 6
additional units in academic fields (English, mathematics, foreign
language, social science, natural science.) The other seven units
may consist of further academic study in the above fields or may be
selected from the subjects ordinarily known as non-academ ic or vocational (agriculture, art, music, shop, home economics, commercial,
etc.) Less than a unit will not be considered in a fore ign language.
e. Students entering with a grade point average of less than 2, but
who have satisfied the subject requirement will be admitted on pro bation. If at the end of the first quarter, the work of any entering student is not satisfactory he shall be subject to the action
of the Academic Affairs Committee.

2.

Advanced undergraduate students must :
a. Submit on official application for admission.
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b.

c.

Submit an official transcript of any college or university work completed or begun, together with a statement of honorable dismissal
from the institution last attended.
Evaluation of transferred credits:
( 1.J Students who have taken three year's of college prior to entering Whitworth may not apply for more than 144 quarter
hours toward the bachelor's degree requiring four years of
regular college study. The last year's work must be taken
in residence at Whitworth in such coses.
(2.J Credits transferred from institutions accredited for less than
four yaors will not be accepted in excess of the accrediiation
of the individual institution concerned.
Example: students
transferring from a regular junior college may r.ot transfer
more tho+ a total of 90 quarter hours or (60 semester hours)
of college credit.
(3.) Students who present credits earned in unaccredited schools
offering specialized instruction are permitted to appeal to the
Academic Affairs Committee for the evaluation of such credits. In cases of work having been done in institutions whose
standing is unknown, or with private teachers, advanced credit will be granted only after the student has been in attendance at Whitworth at least one quarter and has presented
a request for evaluation to the Academic Committee which
will be followed by an examination given by the department
in which credit is being sought.

3. Graduate Students:
a.

Fill our regular application form.

b.

Present to the registrar a complete transcript of all college or
University work together with an honorable dismissal from the
last institution attended.
These records will not be returned to
the student.

c.

See requirements under Master's Degree.

REQUIREMENTS
FOR GRADUATION
The College year is divided into three quarters. A quarter hour consists
of one hour per week of lecture or recitation pursued for a quarter. Two or
three hours of laboratory work is equivalent in credit to one hour of lecture
or recitation. One hour of lecture or recitation pre-supposes at least two
hours of preparation on the part of the student.
Fifteen to sixteen hours is the usual load carried. Without special action
of the faculty a student may not carry more than seventeen hours of college
work, except in case of honor students, who may carry eighteen hours.
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In order to graduate, a student must earn at least 186 quarter hours of
college credit, and he is also required to earn an equal number of grade
points: A student must obtain a C average in his major field.
No degree will be granted in absentia unless special arrangements are
made and permission is granted by the faculty.
Any student who graduates provisionally upon attending summer school
must attend the last summe r session at Whitworth in residence.
A reading knowledge of one foreign language is generally requ ired for
graduation. This will be determin ed by special examination taken any time
during the Freshman or Sophomore years or by t aking two years' work in
College in one la nguage.
In some cases, perm ission may be granted by the faculty committee to
students to substitute courses in English fo r language req uire ments.

SPECIALREQUIREMENTS

:~

i..
•c

The following courses are required of all students who expect to receive
the deg ree of Bachelo r of Arts or Sciences:
English I, 2, and 3............ .................................... ................................... 9 hours
Personal Hygiene (Women Students) ............ ............ ......... ............. ........ 2 hours
Labo ratory Science (Che mistry, Biology or Physics)........... .... ............. 15 hours
Histo ry or Socia l Science .... ........ ..................... .... .......... ............ ............. 8 hours
Public Speaking, Fundamentals (preferably taken in freshman yea r)...... 3 hours
Foreign Language (See above )
Bible and Christian Educa t ion ...... .... ...... ............ ....... ........... ............ ...... 12 hours
(Nine hours must be in Bible, three hours may be in
the field of Christian Education.)
Orientation .............. ........ ............. .............................. ...... ................ ..... .... 1 hour
Psychology, General ........ ............ ........ ........ ...... ...... ................................ 5 hours
Philosophy (except where eliminated by prescribed course) ............ ... 5 hours
Physical Education ....... ....... ...... ............... ...... ........ ........... .............. ....... 6 hours
(Only 6 hours of regular gymnasium work shall be
counted toward the required 186 quarter hours for
graduation.)
Up per Division Courses, at least.. ...... ......... ........................ ................... 60 hours

RESIDENTREQUIREMENTS
Transfer students must have earned at least 42 quarter hours in residence
at Whitworth College .
Students transferring in their senior year must complete at least 42 quarter hour s regardless of the total number already completed towards their degree .
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MAJORS AND MINORS
The student must elect o moior cou rse not later than the close of the
!ophomore yeor. A major shall cons·,T o• not less thon forty-two ond not more
thon seventy-two quarter hours in ony one deportment. The student also must
elect ot least one minor study wh;ch ii, to be approved by the heod of the
deportment in which the moior is token. A minor shall consist of l'lOt loss thon
twenty-four hours. The requirements for mojors ond minors ore set forth in
the deportment where the offerings ore listed.
In the cose of tronsfer students. IO hours of their mojor field must be
idken ot Whitworth College, unless requirement is woived by the Academic
Committee.
lndividuol study moy be undertoken only by students in the Senior student
division who hove demonstroted o copocity for work of high quality ond for
initiotive ond independence in study.
Such work must be opproved by the Instructor ond Deon of the college.

DIVISIONAL ORGANIZATION
I. DIVISION OF LETTERSAND FINE ARTS
I. Deportment of Art
2. Deportment of Dromotic Arts ond Speech
3. Deportment of English
4. Deportment of Greek.
5. Deportment of Library Science
6. Deportment of Modern Longuoges
7. Deportment of Music
8. Deportment of Speech Educotion
II. DIVISION OF NATURAL SCIENCES
I. Deportment of Biology
2. Deportment of Chemistry
J. Deportment of Home Economics
4. Deportment of Mothemotics, Physics, ond Engineering
5. Deportment of Pre-Medico! Studies ond Nursing
Ill. DIVISION OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
I. Deportment of Bible ond Christion Educotion
2. Deportment of Economic s, Business Administrotion ond Secretoriol
Science
3. Deportment of Education , Psychology ond Philosophy
4. Deportment of History ond Politico! Science
5. Deportment of Physicol Educotion
6. Deportment of Sociology

REQU IREMENTS IN A DIVISION
Each of the divisions constitute o field of concentrotion. A minimum
of sixty quarter hours including the mojor requirements must be completed
in the field of concentrotion contoining the mojor subject.
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LOWERAND UPPERDIVISION
The subjects offered at Whitworth College are divided into lower and
upper divisions. The lower division subjects consist of foundation courses designed primarily for Freshmen . Lower division students are not permitted to
enroll in upper division courses without permission from the Dean and the
Head of the Department in which the student is to be enrolled.
Upper division courses presume the satisfactory completion of foundation courses and are intended for junior and senior students only. A minimum
of sixty upper division hours is required for graduation.
A satisfactory arrangement must be made with the instructor before a
senior will be enrolled in a lower division course.

INVESTITUR
E
Every year just before Commencement arrangements are made for investiture services at which all graduating seniors are required to wear the
academic dress denoting their academic status. These occasions together
with the Fall Convocation, Baccalaureate and Commencement services, constitute the formal ceremonies for the year.

CLASSIFICATION
Students credited with a minimum of the following quarter hours will
be promoted to a higher classification:
Freshman to Sophomore, 42 hours and 42 grade points.
Sophomore to Junior, 90 hours and 90 grade points.
Junior to Senior, 135 hours and 135 grade points.

DEGREESGRANTED
The degrees of Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Science are granted,
according to ihe courses pursued. Three graduate degrees are offered, the
Bachelor of Education, Master of Arts, and Master of Science.

BACHELOROF EDUCATION DEGREE
Any student having completed the five-year teacher training course may
receive a degree of Bachelor of Education if he has satisfied the following
conditions:
I. Has received a Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science degree from
an accredited institution.
2. Has fulfilled the requirements for the Three-year Secondary Certificate.
3. Has forty-five quarter hours of residence work at Whitworth College beyond the bachelor's degree.
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4. Has thirty-nine quarter hours in education, including the twenty-four
required for certification, of which at least fifteen quarter hours have been
earned at Whitworth College.
5. Some work should be taken in the teaching major and minor the
hours and courses to be determined after consultation with the Head of the
Department of Education.

REQUIREMENTSFOR THE MASTER'SDEGREE
Students who hold a bachelor's degree from Whitworth College or from
an0ther accredited college or universi~ may file an application witii the
Committee on Graduate Work. This applicaticn should be made before the
opening of the first quarter of the college year so that arrangements may
be made for suitable courses to be taken, and before the first day of December in the same year, an outline of courses, and the subject of the thesis
should be in the hands of the graduate committee of which the major advisor shall be the chairman.
Undergraduate work can not be counted towards the Master's Deg ree
unless permission was granted at the time it was taken, and this work must
not be used towards the bachelor's degree. A proper foundation for the
graduate major and minor must be laid in the undergraduate work.
The work for the Master's Degree must be done in residence, and, if
it is expected to complete this work in one year, the candida te must be ab le
to give his whole time to it, but if the whole of his time can not be given,
the period of preparation must be extended according ly. All work, including
+he lhesis, must be completed within a five-year period.
Twenty-seven quarter hours must be completed in ti1e maie r field of
which nine quarter hours are given to the thesis. The candidate may select
with the approval of the committee in charge, one minor of eighteen quarter
hours, or two minors of nine quarter hours each. The Master's Degree is only
offered in those departments in which the staff and equipment make it possible. A transfer of not more than nine quarter hours from other institutions
is allowed. Any candidate for the Master's degree enrolled in a course for
undergraduates must do additional work for credit.
Not later than three weeks before the commencement at which time
a graduate degree is sought, the candidaie must present three copies of his
completed thesis and appear before the committee which may be enlarge d
by additional members for a comprehensive oral examination on his fields of
study and his thesis. The work must be of either A or B standard. The Master's
Degree will only be conferred at the end of the regular academic year.

DESCRIPTIONOF COURSES
Departments are arranged in alphabetical order. The list of courses
numbered from I to 20 are courses open primarily to Freshmen, and courses
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from 1-49 are open to Sophomores. These are designated as lower-division
work. The courses listed as 50 or above are open in most cases only to Juniors
and Seniors and constitute upper-division work. The courses listed as I00 or
above constitute graduate work. The term "hour" means a quarter hour of
cre dit. Laboratory courses involve from two to three hours of laboratory
work for one quarter hour of credit. The administration reserve s the right to
wi1hdraw any course when the enrollment does not warrant its continuance.

DIVISION OF LETTERS
AND FINE ARTS
Department
Department
Department
Department
Department
Department
Department

of Art
of English
of Greek
of Library Science
of Modern LMguages
of Music
of Speech Education

ART
Mrs. Fuller
Training in Art is of particular value culturally because of its close
relation to life.
The curriculum is planned to give a general knowledge of art princ iples.
The courses will be of particular value to students majoring in home economics, journalism, education, or history.
A minor in art consists of at least twenty-four hours.

1-2-3. DRAWING AND PAINTING

Two hours each QUXJ,rter

An ,ntrnduction to drawing from nature forms; still life; figure. This course offers
an exploration of techniques and a sound foundation in graphic presentation. Mediums:
Charcoal, pencil, lithographic crayons and watercolor. Laboratory fee $2.00 per quarter.

25.

Two hours first quarter

LffiERING

Alphabets and their uses. Principles of design in relation to composition of letter
forms. Emphasis is upon art quality, but skill in lettering can be realized by those who
are able to give enough time to practicing this art. Mediums: Drawing inks, showcard
color. Laboratory fee $2.00.
{Given 1948 and every third year.)

26.

INTERIOR DECORATING (Home Furnishing)

Five hours second quarter
For course description see Home Economics.
and alternate years)
{Given 19~5
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27. ARTESSENTIALS
FOR RELIGIOUSEDUCATION

Two hour s second quarter

Blockboord drowing with colorod cholks. Hondc roft problems
with dosigns ,1,·toble to Biblicel subjects.
( Given 19+4-I 945 end olternotive yeors.)

suitoble

for different

llOe<

Two hours each quart er

31-32-33. ART STRUCTURE

An oppr dCh t creolive dos1gn and color th rough on orderly, orgon,c seq uenc e of
problems based upon the princ,plos of design. Also on introduction to colo r thoory, its
significonco and use
Madiums: chorcool, ink, showccrd colors.
In the third quortor
designs will be ooplied to croft problems.
Loborotory foe $2.00.

T ico ho1trs th ird quart er

'45. ART APPRECIATION

T
port ployed by the ~rts of color 11nd form in our contemporo ry living.
(l:i,ven 1944-1945 o d
· rnoro ye r

50-51-52. ADVANCEDDRAWING AND PAINTING

T wo hours e,ach quarte r

(Givo

9•

194

ll

d

01 ·

r oto yccrs.}

','wo hours th ird qu.arter

Sb. HAND WEAVING
For • u
• .ri
(Given 1945-1946.)

Hom

E~nnomics

57. AllT ESSENTIALS FOR RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

Two hours second qua rt er

A study of religious pictures throughout
diffornnl usos with different oges.
( Given 1945· 1946 end ol•ernote yeors .)

55-5b. COMMERCIAL ART

ne

the cg

end

' re· )n into groups

for

T wo hours second and third quarter s

u e of de~ign prin ,pies end c:,lor in the f ield of odvertising ert. The poller e nd
•oloted problems. Pockego des,gn. Drowing for reproduction
in pen ond ink, ond wosh
I end 25; Loborotory
drowing. Modiums: Drewing inks, showccrd color. Prerequisite:
fee $2.00 .
(Given 1947 1948 end every third yoor,)

T wo Jv,u rs f ir st quar ter

71. ART EDUCATION

Pr
· I e · J pr Pdu, · in proporing and cerrv
~ · ork in ·u r e~d senio r
rugn schools. Review of mediums ond tccl,-;c;uos. Pr b ems su,lcble to Ina secondary
~chool level.
G,v• n 1944· 1945 ond every fourth yo.:r.j

T wo hour s third quarter

75. ART HISTORY
A survey of •he h toy of Architec:turo, ?oinling
(Given 1945-1946 ond every thi rd yeor.)

or d Srulpt uro

ENGLISHLANGUAGE & LITERATURE
: JOURNALISM
Dr. Kennedy
A major in English co nsist s of at lea st forty -five quarter ho urs and a
minor of at least twenty -four. English 1-2-3 does not count toward a major
or a mino r. Requ ired co urses for a ma jor ore : 1-2-3: 21-22-23: 31-32-33:
Req uired cour ses fo r a minor are 1-2-3:
41-42-43: 51-52: 8 1-82:: IOI.

21-22-23; 31-32-33.
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SUGGESTEDPROGRAM FOR MAJOR STUDENTS
FRESHMAN YEAR
FALL QUARTER
Hours
Freshman English ···-3
4
Foreign Language __
Hist ory ( Man and
Civilizati o n) ................ 3
Laborat ory Science ···5
Physical Education ·-· ·-- I
Orientation ···········-···-·I

Hours
Freshman English ··- - -· 3
Foreign Language -· -·
4
History (Mon and
C ivilizati o n) ................ 3
Laborotory Science ........ 5
Physical Education .......... I

Hours
Freshman English ....... ..... 3
Foreign Language ···-····· 4
Bible ...... ......................... ... 3
Labor otory Science ........ 5
Physica l Education .......... I

17

16

16

WINTER QUARTER

SPRING QUARTER

SOPHOMOREYEAR
FALL QUARTER
Hours
World Literature ······-·· 3
History of English
3
Language· ··· ········-·
Foreign Language _ __ 3
3
History (English) ··-Music Appreciotion ·····- 3
Physical Education - ·-I

WINTER QUARTER

SPRING QUARTER

Hours
······- ·· 3

World Literoture
History of English
Longuoge ···-·-Foreign Language -- ··
History (English) -·-···· ·
Music Appreciation ---··
Physical Education ···-·-

16

3
I

Hours
World Literature ·······-··· 3
History of English
Longuage ··- ········· ····· 3
Foreign Language .......... 3
Bible -·----·-···
··············· 3
Music Appreciot ion ........ 3
Physical Educat ion .......... I

16

16

3
3

3

JUNIOR YEAR
FALL QUARTER

WINTER QUARTER

Hours
English Literature ·····- ·- 3
Elizabethan Drama .......... 3
Bible ···············-··-···· ········· 3
General Psychology ···-·- 5
Elective ······· ················· - ·· 3

Hours
English Literature ··········- 3
Elizabethan Drama ········- 3
History (American) ··-·· 4
Sociology .......................... 4
Elective ·······-········-········· 3

Hours
English Lit eratu re ............ 3
Milt o n ........ ...................... 3
Histo ry (Ame rican ) ...... 3
Personal H ygiene ···-······· 2
Elective ....................... ....... 5

17

17

16

SPRING QUARTER

SENIORYEAR
FALL QUARTER

WINTER QUARTER

Hours
American Literature ····-· 3
Anglo-Saxon ···············- ··· 3
18th Century English
Literature ·····-·-· - ·· 3
Philosophy ······-· ·-· ···· ··- ·· 5
Elective ··················· ······- I

Hours
American Literature ........ 3
Ang lo-Soxon ................... 3
18th Century English
Literature ···········- ·- 3
Christian Education ·-···- 3
Elective ········ ········ ···- ···-- 3

Hours
Americon Literoture ........ 3
Angl o-Saxon .................... 3
19th Century English
Poetry ···-········-········· 3
Logic ......... ....................... 3
Art Appreciot ion ............ 2

15

15

14
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE

SUGGESTED
PROGRAMFORSTUDENTS
SPECIALIZING IN JOURNALISM
FRESHMAN YEAR
FALL QUARTER
Hours
freshmen English ___
3
Introduction to
Journolism -···---2
Foreign Longuoge __
-4
,fatory {Mon end
ivilizotion ___
__
3
Physicol Educotion ____ I
Typing --······-·
·-··-Orientolion
-··-··-

I
I

SPRING QUARTER

WINTER QUARTER

Hours

Hours
Freshmen English ···---·
3
Introduction to
Journolism
___
2
Foreign Longuoge ·- _ '4
History ( Mon end
Civilization
-···-·-3
Physicol Educotion ··-I
Typing .
-··- -·-- I
Elective

3

Freshmen English

Introduction to
Journolism .••

•

Foreign Longuoge .....

Bible
•...... ·-·.
···-·Physical Edu cation -··-··
Typing ·······-··-··-·-···-Elective .... _

I
I

I

__

IS

15

16

2
'4
3
I

SOPHOMORE YEAR
FALL QUARTER
Hours
3
Tho Speciol Article __
World Literolure - -·3
Foreign Longuoge ·3
Gonerol Psychology ··S
Music Appreciotion _
3
Physicol Edu cotion ·-I

WINTER QUARTER

SPRING QUARTER

Houn
The Spociol Article ··-···· 3
World Literoture
-·3
Foreign Longuoge -···3
Sociology ··-·-········-··-··
'4
Music Appreciotion __
3
Physicol Education ··-····- I

Hours
History of Journalism ·-· 3
World Literature ----···
3
Fore ign Longuoge ·-3
Bible ··--···--·-·-········
3
Music Appreciation ·3
Physical Education ....••••.• I

18

17

16

JUNIOR YEAR
FALL QUARTER

WINTER QUARTER

SPRING QUARTER

Hour5
Newspoper & Society _ 2
American Literature __
3
Bible •...
··-- -·······- 3
S
Loborotory Science __

3

Hours
Editoriol Writing
__
3
Americon Literoture -·-·- 3
History {Americon} .. -- -- '4
Loborot• ,ry S, ence
__ S
Personol Hygiene .
. . 2

Hours
Editoriol Writing .•....• .. 3
,&.merican Literature _ .. 3
History (American} ·····-· 3
Laboratory Science
. 5
Art Appreciation
• . -· 2

16

17

16

Elective .

-···--

SENIOR YEAR
Hours
History of Criticism ···-··· 3
S
Sociology ..
... . .. 3
Politico! Science
Philosophy
·-·-·3
Elective

-·

SPRING QUARTER

WINTER QUARTER

FALL QUARTER

_ 3

Hour·
Criticol Writing .
Christion Education
Politicol Science _
Politico! Geogrophy

·- ·- 3
- 3
3
-·- 3

3

Elective

15

17
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Critical Writing .
Public Opinion
Political Science • -··
Logic ..
Elective

15
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WRITING LABORATORY.

0.

No credit .

Two hours a week each quarter
Writing under supervision required of all freshmen with a rating of CEnglish entrance test.

1-2-3. FRESHMAN ENGLISH

or less on the

Thr ee hours each quarter

A laboratory course in reading and writing designed primarily to lead the student
through actual practice to an understanding of what it means to read and write as
an educated person should, and to train him in effective expression of the results of
the impact on his mind of the world in which he lives. One hour each week: Approach
to literature.
English I is required of all freshmen. Students who do excellent work
in English may substitute English 22-23 for English 2-3.

15-16-17. INTRODUCTION TO JOURNALISM

Two hoiws ea,ch q1.1,art
er

An exploratory course: what journalism is; how it evolved; how it functions; and
what vocational opportunities it offe rs. Fundamentals of general reporting, interviewing,
news analysis. Introduction to writing of features, columns, editorials, ond other spec ialized work. Emphasis on the press of the world of today.

21-22-23.

WORLD LITERATURE

Thr ee hours ea,ch quarter

Open to all students but first-quorter freshmen. A st udy of the thought of the leoding
nations of the world other than Greot Britain and the United Stotes, os exp ressed in
representative prose and poetry, sacred and secular, including the d romo.
(Given 1945-1946 and alternate years .)

25-26-27.

SHORT STORY

(Given 1945-1946 ond alternate

Two howrs each quarter
yeors.)

31-32-33. SURVEY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE

Thr ee hours each quarter
Open to all students but freshmen. This course aims to give the studen t such o comprehensive view of the whole field of English literature as will provide the necessary
background for more specialized courses. It traces the development of English literature
from Beowulf to the present doy. It endeavors, through the study of literary types,
to acquaint the student with such principles ond standards of good taste os will enable him to read with pleasure ond appreciation.
(Given 1944-1945 ond alternate years.)

35-36.

THE SPECIAL FEATURE ARTICLE

Three hours first and second quarter s
Emphasis on studying the market, in addition to learning to gather, outline, ond write
oll types of newspaper and magazine articles.

37.

Thr ee hours third quarter

HISTORY OF JOURNALISM

A study of the development of the newspaper in the United States from I 690-1940.
Emphas is on the newspaper os the interpreter of events and ideos to the popular
a udien ce .

41.

LITERATUREOF THE 0TH ER AM ERICAS

A course designed to promote understanding
through the reading of recommended translations
(Given 1944-1945 ond alternate years.)
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Two hours first quarter

of our Latin-American neighbors,
of representative prose and poetry.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
42-43.

SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE OF THE UNITED STATES

Two hours second and third quarters
A study of the growth of our Americen literelure from its beginning to the present
time, through the work of the principel writers of the successive periods.
Specie!
emphesis on Irving, Hewthorne, Emerson, Poe, Melville, end Welt Whitmen.
(Given 1944-1945 end elternete yeers.)

51-52. SHAKESPEARE

Thr ee hours first and second qiocirters

An ntens;ve study of the chief historie< comedies, end tregedies, with e repid reeding
of end reports on others. Colleterel reeding will be required on Elizebethen life end
customs.
(Given 1945-194b end elternete yeors.)

55.

THE NEWSPAPERAND SOCIETY
(Given

56-57.

EDITORIAL WRITING

(Given I 945-194b ond olternote

61-62.

Two hours first quarter

1945-194b end olternote yeors.)

Three hours second and third quarters
yeers.)

EIGHTEENTH CENTURY ENGLISH LITERATURE

Thr ee hottrs first and second quarters
A study of the literery

ond socio! ideos reflected by the leoding poets ond prose
writers from Swift to Burns, with speciol emphesis on Dr. Somuel Johnson end his group.
(Given 19+4-1945 end elternote yeers.)

71.

NINETEENTH CENTURY ENGLISH POETRY

Th ree hou:rs third quarter
A study of one of the chief English poets of the Romentic period end one of the
Victorien, with reports on others. The two poets suggested for specie! study in 19#1945 ere Wordsworth end Tennyson.
(Given 19+41945 end elternete yeors.)

81-82.

HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE

Two hours first and second quarters
(Given 1945 194b end elternete

91.

yeers.)

Three hours first quarter

HISTORY OF CRITICISM
(Given 1945.194b end elternete

92-93. CRITICAL WRITING
(G,ven 1945 194b end elternote

yeers.)

Th-tee hours second and third quarters
yeers.)

Three hours third quarter

101. MI LTON

A greduete course required of English mejors. The principel objectives ere these:
l I ) To ocqueint the student with ell the works of John Milton: to inspire him to
reod Milton with enthusiosm: (2) To moke him thoroughly femilier with beckground
meteriels necessary for understending Milton"s poetry; (3) To give him en introduc ion
to greduete study.
(Given 194b-1947 end olternete yeers.)

Three hours each quarter

115-116-117. ANGLO-SAXON
(Given 194b-1947 end elternete

yeors.)
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LIBRARYSCIENCE
Mrs. Strawn
70.

CATALOGING

AND CLASSIFICATION

Five hours second quarter
An introductory course with special application
labor11tory work providc.s for practical experience
books. ( For soniors and fifth year students.)

71.

ORGANIZATION

to the high school library. The
in cataloging a wide variety of

AND ADMINISTRATION

Three hours third quarter
A course designed to give a thorough <nowledge of the organization and administration of the high school library. It includes a study of the function of t he high school
library, cooperation with departments,
business practice, budgets, records, charging.
mending, accessioning, equipment, library daff, attendance and programming, circulation and publicity. laboratory work in the college library. ( For seniors and fifth year
students.)

GREEK
Dr. Hardwick
The purpose of this department is to enable the student to read New
1 estamen t Greek with some ease and profit.

Four hou1·s each quarter

1-2-3-. ELEMENTARY GREEK
(Given 1945-1946 and alternate

53-54-55.

years.)

Thre e howrs each, quarter

THE GOSPEL OF LUKE

(Given 1944-1945 and alternate

years.)

57-58-59. THE ACTS OF TH~ APOSTLES
( Given 1946-1947 and alternate

Three houirs each quarter

years.)

MODERN LANGUAGES
Mr. Bachimont
The courses in this department are intended to serve two main purposes:
(I) To enable the students of various departments to read foreign :iterature
dealing with their major or minor subjects for purposes of scientific information and research and for application in all walks of life; (2) To afford a
purely literary training and to create in the student an interest in the language as a source of aesthetic pleasure and cultural as well as human value.
A major in French or German consists of at least 36 hours. A minor
in German or French req1Jires at least 24 hours. French and German I, 2, 3,
do not count on either a major or minor.
The elementary courses have been planned to meet the needs of those
who began the work in high school, as well as those who take it up for the
first time.
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French

1-2-3.

Four hou,rs each quarter

ELEMENTARY FRENCH

French phonetics, essentials of grammar, acquisition of vocabulary, elementary composition end conversation. Reading of graded texts and collateral material with reports.

4-5-6.

Three hours ur,ch quarter

INTERMEDIATE FRENCH

An intensive study of several works of modern authors: collateral reading and reports; review of the principles of French syntax; composition and conversation.

51-52-53.

SURVEY OF FRENCH LITERATURE

Three hours each quarter
A survey tracing ihe development of the Frt1nch language and literature in connection with the history of French civilization from its earliest times up to ihe present.
The spring quarter will be devoted lo the study of modern literature and reading of
representative masterpieces.
(Given 19-45-19'46 and alternate years.)

54.

SEVENTEENTHCENTURY FRENCH LITERATURE

Three lun,rs one quarter
History of ihe ideas of the French 17th century through prose wrilers and a study
of the classic drama of Corneille, Racine, ar.d Moliere. Collateral reading and reports.
(Given on demand.)

61-62.

ADVANCED FRENCH COMPOSITION AND CONVERSATION

Three hours first and second quarters
The course seeks lo develop in the student the ability to express himself freely in
l=rench both in conversation and in written work. A thorough knowledge of French
grammar is essential. Prerequisites: French '4-5-b or equivalent.

Three howrs each quarter

71-72-73. DIRECTED READING

Intended as a supplement to advanced courses. Study of the French short story,
novel, dromo, poetry. Especially adapted as supplementary work for extra credit.
(Given on demand.)

92.

INTRODUCTION TO ROMANCE PHILOLOGY

Thr ee hotirs one quarter
This course is intended to give the student o historical survey of the French longuoge and help him to acquire a more accurate knowledge of French grommor and
syntax. Prerequisite: French +-5-b or equivalent.

Germen

Four hours each quarter

1-2-3. ELEMENTARY GERMAN

Pronunciation, essentials of grammar
acquisition of vocabulary, elementary composition end conversation. Reeding of graded texts end collateral material with reports.

4-5-6.

Three hours each quarter

INTERMEDIATE GERMAN

An intensive study of several works of modern authors; collateral reading and reports; review of the principles of German syntax: composition and conversation. (Th•
spring quarter will be devoted to an introduction to general scientific Germon . )
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51-52-53. SURVEY OF GERMAN LITERATURE

Thr ee howrs each qUC11rter
A traci~g of the German longuage and literature from the beginning to t he present
time in connection with Germany's history and civilization. The spring quar t er will
be devoted to the study of modern literature and reading of representative masterpieces.
( Given 1945-1946 and alternate years.)

54.

GERMAN CLASSICISM

Thre e hours one quart er

Intensive study of the works of le ssing, Goethe,
and reports.
(Given on demand.)

and

Schiller. Collate ral reading

61-62. ADVANCED GERMAN COMPOSITION AND CONVERSATION

Three hours fir st and second quart ers
Intensive grammar review, composition and dictation work, as well as vocabulary
and conversational drills. Prerequisites: German 4-5-6 or equivalent .

67-68.

SCIENTIFIC GERMAN Three hours first and second quarters

A course primarily for science majors. Reading and study of selected texts with
,oc abulary and principles of grammar peculiar to scientific German. Prerequisites:
German 4-5-6 or equivalent.
( Given 1945-1946 and alternate years.)

71-72-73.

DIRECTED READING

Supplementary reading
novel, drama, poetry.
(Given on demand.)

Thre e hours each quarter

course for additional

credit.

Extensive reading

of German

Spanish
1-2-3. ELEMENTARY SPANISH

Four hours each quarter

Spanish phonetics, essentials of grammar, acquisition of vocabulary, elementary
composition and conversation.
Reading of graded texts and collateral mat erial with
reports.

4-5-6.

INTERMEDIATE SPANISH

Three howrs each quarter

(Given on demand.)

MUSIC
Mrs. Hopkins, Voice Instructor
Mrs. Carrel, Piano and Organ Instructor
Major work is offered in applied music (voice, piano, organ.)
To be recommended for a music major a student must secu re the
minimum of thirty credits in applied music and forty-two cred its in theoretical music, including the following courses: 1-2-3; 4-5 -6; 7-8-9; 22-23-24;
55-56-57. The credits in applied music must be approved at the end of
each quarter by the instructor and the musical director . Their judgment
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will be based on the progress shown by the student in private lessons and in
pub lic appearances.
The student will be expected to appear in recital at
times to be designated by the instructor. All who major in instrumental
music are required to take orchestra each quarter. All voice ma jor s are required to take chorus each quarter.
To be recommended for a minor in theory, the student must secure a
minimum of twenty-s even credits, including the following courses: 1-2-3; 4 -5-6;
7-8-9. Not more than twelve credits earned in band, orchestra, and chorus
will be accepted in fulfillment of the requirements for graduation.
All seniors who are seeking a degree
are required to give a senior recital.
An elementary
in music.

with a major in applied

music

knowledge of the piano is required of all who graduate

No cre dit for class work in piano , voice, or instruments will be given
toward a bachelor's degree.

DIPLOMA: Students planning to earn diplomas in piano, organ, voice,
or violin must present the regular college entrance requirements.
After
comp leting not less than two years of professional work they may receive
a dipl oma from that course.
They must complete at least six quarters of upper division work in
applied music and theoretical work as outlined by the head of the department. In addition, one year of English, public speaking, general psychology
and six quarter hours of Bible must be completed.
Voice students must complete two years or its equivalent of French or German.
At the end of this
time the student must give recital appearances.

SUGGESTED
PROGRAMFOR MAJORSTUDENTS
FRESHMAN YEAR
FALL QUARTER

WINTER QUARTER

SPRING QUARTER

Ho urs
English Composition ...... 3
Foreign Language .. ....... 4
Solfeggio and Theory.
3
Physical Education ........ I
Applied Music ............... 2
Chorus, Orchestra ___...... I
Orientat ion . .._ . ........... I

Hours
English Comp ositi on ...... 3
Foreign Lang uage ... .... 4
Solfeggio and The ory .. 3
Physical Education ........ I
Applied Music .. .. ...... 2
Chorus, Orchestra ...... .... I

Hours
English Composition ..... . 3
Foreign Language ...... . 4
Solfeggio and Theory .... 3
Bible
.............. ............ 3
Phvsical Education ... - ... I
Applied
Music .............. 2
Chorus, OrchPstr a ... . . .. I

15

14

17
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SOPHOMORE YEAR
FALL QUARTER
Hours
General Psychology ........ 5
Sight Singing and
Dictation ··········-·········· 3
Foreign Language ..•....... 3
Harmony ·····················-··· 3
Applied Music ···········-··· I
Physical Education .......... I
Chorus, or Orchestra ····- I

WINTER QUARTER
Hours
Sight Singing and
Dictation ...................... 3
.......... 3
Foreign language
Harmony ··-····· ··········· ······ 3
Applied Music ................ 2
Physical Education .......... I
Chorus, or Orchestra ...• I
Bible ........ ...... .................... 3

SPRING QUARTER
Hours
Hymnology ...................... 3
.......... 3
Foreign language
Harmony .................. ...... .. 3
Applied Mus ic ................ 2
Physical Educat ion ......... I
Chorus, or Orchestra .... I
Electives ............................ 2

17

16

15

FALL QUARTER
Hours
lab oratory Science ........ 5
Music History and
Appreciation
··············- 3
Applied Music ···-· ·····-·- 2
Personal Hygiene ·····--· 2
Chorus, or Orchestra -·· I
Elective ............................ 3

WINTER QUARTER
Hours
laborat ory Science ........ 5
Music History and
Appre ciation ................ 3
Applied Music ................ 2
Bible ·······-·················-······
3
Chorus or Orchestra .... I
Electives ···-········-···········
2

SPRING QUARTER
Houn
laborat ory Science ........ 5
Music H istory and
Appreciation ................ 3
Applied Music ................ 2
Chorus or Orchestra ...... I
Philosophy •....................... S

16

16

16

JUNIOR YEAR

SENIORYEAR
FALL QUARTER
Hours
Bible or
Christian Education -·· 3
Form and Analysis -··-·- 3
Applied Music .............. 2
Chorus, or Orchestra _ I
6
Electives ········-· ·····--

WINTER QUARTER
Hours
Form and Analysis ···-·· 3
Applied Music ...............• 2
Social Science ···-······-··· 6
Chorus or Orchestra -··
I
Electives ·······-······· ············ 3

SPRING QUARTER
Houn
Modern Music ···-········ ··· 3
Recital, senior ·······-··-··· -4
Social Science ................ 2
Chorus or Orchestra ...... I
Electives .......................... 5

IS

15

15

Course Outline
1-2-3. SOLFEGGIO AND EAR TRAINING

Three howrs each quarter

The aim of this course is to teach the student to think in tones, and
feeling and the ear that he may learn to sing, name, play, and write
This implies a knowledge of rhythmic, harmonic, and formal elemen ts
is done through dictation and sight.singing by letter in all the clefs.
conducted on a laboratory basis. For beginners.

so t o train the
what he hears.
of music. This
The course is

Thre e howrs each quarter

4-5-6. HARMONY

Prerequisite: Music 1-2·3 or equivalent.
Study of harmony, including the harmonization of melodies,
alterations, and transpositions. One lecture and two recitations
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7-8. DICTATION AND SIGHT SINGING

Thre e hours first and second quarters
Prerequisite: Music 1-2-3 or equivalent.
Threa doss meetings weekly. An odvonced doss in eor training, designed to follow
the work given in theory 1-2-3. Practice in melodic, rythmi c and harmonic dictotion; sight singing in various clefs. Special emphasis on cultivation of pitch.

9.

Three lwur s th ird quarter

HYMNOLOGY

Study of the history of some of our great hymns, together with the technique oi
hymn ploying ond singing. Procticol study will olso be mode for the directing of congregotional singing ond accomponying.

One hour each quarter

10-11-12. CHORAL STUDY

Two rehearsals weekly. Study ond performances of some of the serious ond lighter
forms of choral compositions. Clossicol ond modern work. Public performances of
stondord numbers. Candidates must satisfy the chorus conductor os to specification
before registering for the course.
Sae special note regarding non-credit students.

One hour each qWJlrl,er

13-14-15. COLLEGE BAND

Two reheorsols weekly. Open to students who ore sufficiently proficient in the use
of some instrument of the modern bond. In addition to the regular reheorsols the
bond is required to ploy for special college functions.
See special note regarding non-credit stude nts.

One hou1· each quarter

16-17-18. ORCHESTRA

Two reh,,orsols weekly.
This course offords qualified
students
on opportunity for the study of the better grades of orchest ral compositions. Public performonces,
ond orchestral accompaniment of contolos ond operettos produced by the choral doss.
Prior to registration, opplkonts must get permission from the orchestral conductor.
See speciol note regarding non-credit students.

19-20-21. ELEMENTARY CONDUCTING

One hour each quarter

Two doss meetings weekly. This course is designed for those who hove hod no
procticol experience previously and begins with the study of the technique of the boton.
It includes supervised experience in conducting, vocol, ond instrumental groups. Must
be token three quarters for credit. Prer equi$ite : Music 1-2-3 or the equivalent.
( Give n I945- 1946 ond olternote ye ors.)

22-23-24. HISTORY AND APPRECIATION OF MUSIC

Three howrs each qUaJrter
Three meetings weekly: Two recitations ond one devoted to listening t o music.
This course is o gene ral survey of the great movements in the development of the
art of music from primitive mon to the present time. Short papers will be required
throughout the year.

50-51-52. PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC

Three howrs each quarter

A study of the methods ond moteriols used ,n teoching public school music in the
elementary and secondory schools. Inc lude s problems of chi ld ond adolescent voice,
appreciation,
rhythmic ond creative work, choral si~ging, instrumentation,
operetta
production, ond the p,ychology of music teochi~g.

53.

Three hours third quarter

KEYBOARD HARMONY

Procticol opplicotion ot the piono of the work done in Music 4-5-6. Hormonizotion
of melodies, tronsposition, with emphasis upon modulation to oil keys.
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55-56. FORM AND ANALYSIS

Two hours first and second quarters
Prerequiiste: Music 4-5-6.
Two class meetings weekly. Analysis of many examples of music forms. Homophonic
forms. Study of the larger forms of musical composition.

57. MODERN MUSIC

Two hours third quarter

Survey of the trends in musical composition from ihe late Romanticists through the
Impressionists and including contemporary writers. StJdy of the harmonic structure of
the modernists will be e:nphasized.

58-59-60.

COUNTERPOINT

Two hours each quarter

Prerequisite: 1-2-3-4-5-6.
Two class meeting~ ,veekly. The study of principles of contrapuntal
writing in two,
thre,;, and four voices in the various "species" known as "strict counterpoint"
and
the writings of "inventions" in a free style.
(Given 1945-1946 and alternate years.)

61-62-63. ORCHESTRATION AND INSTRUMENTATION

Two hou1·s each quarter
The purpose of this course is to thoroughly familiarize the student with the instruments
of the modern orchestra as regards their history, technical limitations, and orchestral
use. Scores a, well as the various orchestral clefs and transpositions will be studied in
detail.
(Given 1945-1946 and alternate years.)

64.

PIANO PEDAGOGY

Thr ee hours second quarter

Three class meetings weekly. A study of methods and survey of materials for teaching piano, including group instruction for children. Outlining of courses of study.
Teaching of advanced technique. Open to advanced students.

Special Note
Regarding courses 10-1 1-12; 13-14-15; 16-17-18; with the instructor's
consent, students may enroll for the work in these courses without rece iveing college credit. In this case, the work is to be regarded as extra-curricular
(non-credit) and will not be included in the total of hours carried in determining stur:ent load. All si·udents, however, wishing to participate must
register regularly. When registering for any of these courses on a non-credit
basis, the letter "x" must be added after the course number: Music I Ix
(chorus, without credit). For non-credit course the fee is two dollars.

Applied Music
Work is offered in the departments of Piano (A); Voice (BJ; Violin (C);
and other o rchestral instruments brass or woodwind (DJ; Organ (E). When
registering fo r these courses, the letter printed in parenthesis after the name
of the department indicates the department in which the work is to be
taken . Music majors who are deficient in piano technique may be required
to take from one to two years' work in piano as a part of the Applied Music
requireme nt for a majo r.
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Class Instruction
68-78-SB.
l
""

No credit give n

BEGINNING VOCAL CLA SS

o lo!\ meetings wookly. A study of bra, thing, tone vocol11ed phros1ng, rec1tol
of II simple n, ,ro o:,unc: tion ond
n erl pl tforms experience. Speciol foe.

9C-IOC-I IC.

BEGINNING INSTRUMENTAL CLASS

No credit given

lhreo doss mee ,r.g\ weekly. Solo ond ns mble pby1ng of elementory exo1 ises ond
rat · s. F r b
nno• ,n
y or hostro or bond
r ,mont . Spec111Ifee

12A-13A- 14A.

BEGINNING PIANO CLASS

No credit given

l o ass e ··nci• weekly. Elementary , ... lru lion in notation chords, simple studies,
and pieces. For studenh of voice ond violin and those who are ,nteresled in reading
simple mus·cal scores .

•

Regulations
All music tuition fees are payable each quarter in advance at the College office. Fees must be paid before students can be registered for cou rse.
Lessons lost through enfo rced absence may not be made up unless the instructor has been notified of the intended absence twelve hours in advance
and is will"ng to accept the excuse for the absence. Tuition for lessons missed will not be refunded except in cases of extended illness, when the Music
Department may share the loss equally with the student.
16-17-18.

A, B,C, D, or E APPLIED MUSIC (Freshman)

24-25 -26.

A, B, C , D, or E APPLIED MUSIC (Sophomore)

50-51-52.

A , B, C, D, or E APPLIED MUSIC (Junior)

60 -61-62.

A , B,C , D, or E APPLIED MUSIC (Senior)

One to four hours each quarter
One to four hotlrs each qu,arter
One to four hou,rs each qua.rter
One to fou,r hours each quarte r

ORGAN DEPARTMENT
Mrs. Carr el
SCOPE : The course of instruction in organ prepares the student for

d urch play· ng, teaching, and concert work. The methods of presentation
vary with the individual student, but the aim is for technical fluency and
tic interpretation.
COURSE OF STUDY: Materials used range from the simplest to the
extended forms. Beginners must have adequate piano training before taking
organ lessons for credit.

art"

GRADE I (Freshman Year)
M · ua. erer•
p da, •ud s: hymn lune playing: Boch Chorales and easier preludes ond Fugues. Study of lone colors ond the construction of the orgon. Simple com·
positions for church uso.
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GRADE 2 (Sophomore Year)
Continuation

of Bach. Movements

from the easier sonotas.

Reeding et sight.

GRADE 3 (Junior Year)
More difficult works of Bach, including Preludes, Fugues end Toccetes. Compositio ns
of Rheinberger, Guilment end Franck.

GRADE 4 (Senior Year)
Advanced organ works of Bach, Guilmant
Senior recital.

and Wider. Transposition

end modulation.

PIANO DEPARTMENT
Mrs. Carrel
SCOPE: This department aims to develop not only pianists but musicians. Technique is emphasized, but only as means to an end. Fundamental
def ects are corrected by suitable remedies based upon scientific principles .
COURSE OF STUDY: Individual instruction is given in order that students of varied degrees of advancement may be enrolled. Students registered
in any other department who wish to further their musical interest may also
enroll in the piano department.
The following is an outline of what a student must accomplish to meet
the requirements of a piano major (Bachelor of Arts degr ee).
GRADE I (FreshmanYear)
Scales and arpeggios in moderate tempo. Studies such es: Heller, Czerny, Preludes
end two.pert inventions by Bech. Haydn Sonatas. Pieces by Mendelssohn, Schubert,
Schumann, Chopin, Grieg. Selections from the Classical end Romantic school of
similar grade.

GRADE 2 (Sophomore Year)
Etudes by Cremer end Czerny Opus 740. Perts of the Bech French ~uites end threepart inventions. Sonatas by Mozart end Beethoven. Selections from Classical end Romantic schools.

GRADE 3 (Junior Year)
1:tudes by Clements. Bech English suites. Well Tempered Clavichord.
Sonatas. Seleciions trom the Classical, Romantic, and Modern schools.

Beethoven

GRADE 4 (Senior Year)
Etude of Chopin, Moszkowski. Well Tempered Clavichord of Bach. Beethoven Sonatas
from modern compositions. Compositions of Liszt, Mendelssohn, Brahms. Schubert,
SchumMn, ond Chopin. Concerto for public performance.

VIOLIN DEPARTMENT
SCOPE: A broad field of study is opened to the ambitious student
in this department. He may perfect himself as a solo perfo rme r, a teacher ,
or a participant in orchestral and ensemble groups.
COURSE OF STUDY: On the technical side, a carefully graded and
thorough course of study is indicated in the development of the technique
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of the right as well os the left hond. On the interpre t ive side, equol core
is token to cultivate the student's toste ond to develop o sense of style,
based largely on the compositions of the classic composers.
:nstruction in violin and viola ore given in individual lessons, except
for certain preparatory work which may be obtained through class lessons.
(See Beginning Instrumental Class). Students ore occepted in ony de gr ee
of proficiency.
!n order to mointain the minimum requirements of o violin or viola.
major, it is assumed thot the student enters with sufficien t previous t roining
to meet the requirements of Grade I.

REQUIREMENTS
FORA MAJOR IN APPLIEDMUSIC
Violin Department

(Bachelorof Arts Degree)
GRADE I (Freshman Year)
Alternoting Kreutzor tond Fiorillo etudes (one each wee k) ; Ho ndel D-M11jor S0n11t11;
Vivaldi Concerto in A Minor. Nardini Concerto in E Mino r.

GRADE 2 (SophomoreYear)
Continue Kreutzer 11nd Fiorillo etudes; Viotti Conc ert o No. 20 ; Boch- Movement
from the six solo S0n11t11s,selected solos. Mozart G Majo r Concerto.

GRADE 3 (Junior •Year)
Rode Etudes: Bruch G Minor Concerto, first, second, 11nd lost movements;
S0n11to; Shorter solo pieces. Bruch G Minor Concerto.

11

Moza rt

GRADE 4 (Senior Year)
Continue Boch, Mendelssohn Concerto in E Minor . One Pogo nini Copr ice. A Boch
l=ugue. Prepore progrom for public performonce.

VOCAL DEPARTMENT
Mrs. Hopkins

SCOPE: The aim of this department is to give tr oining to those
planning for public work; for college men and women wishing to prepare
for the teaching of music classes, the directing of glee clubs, choruses, and
choirs· and for those seeking purely cultural ends.
instruction is given in individual lessons, and students of any d egree
of odvancement may enroll.
Cou rse o f Study

GRADE I (Freshman Year)
Clippinger Voice Closs Method. Breoth control, resononce, tone quolity , vowelformotion, melodic exercises, songs, ond their interpretotion.
Stoge presence, solos,
duets ond trios.
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GRADE 2 (SophomoreYear)
Clippinger Voice Cla ss Method continued, Vaccai and Concone 's Thirty Dai ly Exercises, duets and trios by American comoosers, Lamperti's Daily Exercises, participa t ion
in student recitals, $picker's Masterpieces of Vocalization-Book
I plus a con t inuat ion of
the above.

GRADE 3 (Junior Year)
Spicker-Book
2, Lamperti's Studies in Bravura, Sieber's School of Velocity, songs,
due t s, and simp le ari as from op e ra , a nd oratorio. Exercises co ntinu ed , Ju nior Recit al,
co nsisting of on aria from an opera in Italian, French, or Germon, and group of o,ator io
songs.

GRADE 4 (SeniorYear)
Spicker-Book
3-4, especial attention to proqram material. By the end of t his year
a rep e rtoirs of three operatic arias, in at least two foreign la nguages, three oratorio
orios, twenty classic and t wenty standard modern songs must have been a cq uired: a lso
a knowledge of Recit at ive. The student must have sufficient piano study to p lay ac comp an iment of overage difficulty. Recital at the end of the yea r.

SPEECHEDUCATION
Mr. Newcomb
AIM : The aim of this department is three-fold: First, to give the student practical training in public speaking that will help in any vocation;
second, to give a cultural training in the appreciation of literature and in
the power to interpret it; third, to prepare the student for graduate training in an educational career .
REQUIREMENTSFOR A MAJOR: A major in speech consists of at
least forty-five quarter hours and a minor of at least twenty-four. Requ ired
courses for a major are I, 3, 32 or 52, 51, 57, 58, and 59, and for a minor
i, 3, 32-52, and 57.
RELATEDFIELDS: Recommended related fields for speech majors are
English.psychology, social sciences, music and physicai education .
RECOMMENDED COURSES: Art 31, 32, 33; French I, 2, 3; English
60-61; Physical Education 27, 28.
I.

FUNDAMENTALS OF SPEECH

Three hours each quarter

A course designed to give the student development in speaking personality and
powers of communication with the aim of making the student o more effective unit
in the social order. Required of all freshmen unless excused to take other courses in
speech. ( Not open to juniors and seniors except with reduced credit.)

3.

LITERARY INTERPRETATION

Five hours second quarter

The aims of this course are to aid the student in comprehending the intellectual and
emotional meaning as intended by the author and to give such techniques as to enable
him to give that meaning to others. Class recitol required os part of work. Prerequisite:
Speech I.
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5-6.

ARGUMENTATION

AND DEBATE

Three ho1t1·sfirst and second quarters
A course for beginning debaters and orators in the theory and practice of d:3bating,
oratory and public discussion. Practice in finding material, construction of main arguments, rebu tels, and delivery. Attention is given to the national debate question.
Speech 6 is a continuation of Speech 5, with a more detailed study of the national
debate question .

30.

Three hours first qu,arter

INTERPRETATIVEBIBLEREADING

The application of the principles of techniques of expression to the interpretation
of the meaning and spirit of the scriptures. The course is designed to enable the student to orally interpret the Bible in such a way as to appreciate the greatest literature
of the world. Recommended of all students going into Christian work. Prerequisite·
Speech I. Speech 3 is recommended.

Fou,r hours third quar t er

31. HOMILETICS
A course in sermon composition
is required.

32 or 52.

a nd delivery. Supervised practice

ADVANCED PUBLIC SPEAKING

in church services

Thr ee hours third quarter

A course in speech composition. A study in selection, o rganization, and presentation of speech materiel. Practice in prepared end extemporaneous speaking will be
given in the class room. Public engagement s will be req uired . Up per division credit
given for uppe r division students . Prerequisite: Speec h I.

51.

Five hours fir st qua·rt er

INTRODUCTION TO DRAMA
A study of the origin e nd development

53.

of d rama. Selected

rea d ings from the field.

ADVANCED LITERARY INTERPRETATION

Five hou1·s second qu,arter
A careful study of famous Shekespeereen roles and plays will be made. For advanced speech students only. Admission is subject to approva l of instruct ,r. Pm.
requisites: Speech I end 3.
{Given 1945-1946 and alternate years.)

55-56.

ADVA NCED ARGUMENTATION

AND DEBATE

Three hours first and second quarters
A course for students interested
Prerequisite: Speech 5-6.

in intercollegiate

debate

end other speech contests

Five houra second quarter

57. THEORY OF ACTING

The aims of the course ere to develop the individual through the interpretation
of various roles; to guide students in interpreting the playwright's intent to the audience through the medium of acting; to direct students in making up characters so
that the playwright's intent will be emphasized. Prerequisite: Speech I.

58.

Five hoiirs t hird quarte,r

PLAY PRODUCTION

A study of the theory end practice of stage craft. The course consists of the study
of the principles of color, harmony , composition, balance and line es they relate themselves to the stage design: the construction of stage scenery; the study of the lighting
of e stage end actual pr actice in the directing, setting, end lighting of e one-act play.
Prerequisite: Speec h 57.
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59.

Three hours first quarter

RADIO SPEECH

The purp ose of the course is two -fold: First, to 11cqu11intthe student with the t heory
involved with the differe nt techniques of r11dio speech ond second , t o give l11bor11tor y
exp erie nce with r11dio bro11dc11sting.
( G iven 1945-1946 11n d 11ltorn11teye11rs.)

60.

Five houtrs third Q'UO,rter

RELIGIOUS DRAMA

A st udy of t he the ory ond proctice of stoge croft in reloti o n to dr11mo in the church.
Actu a l pr11ctice in d irecti ng ond st11ging religious dromos.
( Given 1945-1946 11nd 11ltern11te ye11rs.)

DIVISION OF NATURAL SCIENCES
Department
Department
Department
Department
Department

of
of
of
of
of

Biology
Chemistry
Home Economics
Mathematics, Physics ond Engineering
Nursing Science

BASIC SCIENCEMAJOR
In order to sotisfy the requirements of mony students who des ire o
broader education than that allowed by departmental mojors, the major in
basic sciences has been devised. This requires fifteen hours in each of the
departments of Biology, Chemistry, and Physics, with fifieen hours of upper
division credit in one of those fields. Modern Languages and Math. 11, 12,
and 13 ore recommended. A minor must be chosen from some other division.

CURRICULA OF PRE-MEDICALSTUDIES
Three curricula are included in this deportment , allowing for preparotion
for medico! school, for dental school, and for o 8.$. in nursing for graduate
nurses from an accredi ted hospital. The courses as recommended will sat isfy
the requirements of most professional schools. Alterations of the course
and electives should be established by conference with the advisor assigned
to this group.
MEDICINE

A four-year cour se is recommended, although some med ica l schools require only three years' preparation. The four-year plan allows more freedom
in selection of electives of a cultural value os well as the bas ic science requirements.
The major selected by a pre-medical student is optional , depending on
ihe interests of the student. The usual majors chosen are Biology, Chemistry ,
or Basic Sciences. Med ical schools require as o minimum the courses starred
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below. They moy be token in the suggested
lotion with the odvisor.

orde r or chon ged by co nsul-

A student who, during his th ree years
m6ets all the institutional requirements for
of o major and the fourth yeor of residence
o B.S. in Pre-medical Studies in the first yeor

in the pre-medicol cur riculum,
graduation except comple ti on
moy meet the requirements for
ot the medical school.

FRESHMAN YEAR
FALL QUARTER
Hours
·chemistry
·······-··-·-···5
•English Composition ... J
• Biology ·······················-··· 5
Orientation
···-················· I
Physical Education . . ... I

WINTER QUARTER

SPRING QUARTER

H ours
· chemistry
..................... 5
•English Composition .. 3
*Biology.........
............. 5
Bible
...• ·· - ... 3
Physical Education •...... I

Hours
*Chemistry ....................
5
*English Composition ... 3
*Biology .........................
5
Electives .................... ....... 2
Physical Education .. . ... I

15

17

lb

SOPHOMORE YEAR
FALL QUARTER
Hours
' Chemistry ..... ....... ..... 5
[Organic or Analysis)
•Fr ench or Germen ...... 4
General Psychology ....... 5
Physical Education ···-··· I
Electives ......
.... I

WINTER QUARTER

SPRING QUARTER

Hours
•Ch emistry ....................
(Organic or Analysis)
*French or Germen ........
Electives
... ················-···
Physical Education .. ......
Bible
.....

lb

Hours
5
4

3
I
3

*Chem istry ···············-·····
(OrCler.ic or Analysis)
*French or Germen ... ..
Electives ..... .................. .
Physical Education ........

5
4
b

I

lb

lb

JUNIOR YEAR
FALL QUARTER

SPRING QUARTER

WINTER QUARTER

Hours
·chemistry
·········-··-··-··· 4
(Orgeni,: or Analysis)
• Physics ............
........ 5
•Biology (Embryology)
5
. .. 2
Electives .. ••

Hours
...... ..... ....... 4
or Analysis)
5

*Chemistry
( Organic
• Physics
Bible .... ···-·· ··················· 3
Electives
.... 3

H ours
*Ch emistry ..... -······· .. 4
(Organic or Analysis)
*Phys ics ..
5
Electives ..... . ...•. ·- ... ..... b

lb

15

15

Senior yeor os determined

by consultation with the odvisor.

DENTISTRY
The following cou rse is recommended
1n dentistry:
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FRESHMAN YEAR
FALL QUARTER
Hours
Biology .............................. 5
Chemistry ........................ 5
English ............................. 3
Physicol Educotion -·· ···· I
Orientotion
....... I

WINTER QUARTER
Hours
Biology . ...
.. ..... 5
Chemistry ........................ 5
English .............................. 3
Bible ··--···-·······················- 3
Physical Educotion ....... I

SPRING QUARTER
Hou"
Biology ............................. . 5
Chemistry ........................ 5
English ... .......................... 3
Physicol Education ........ I
Electives .. ...... ................... 2

15

17

lb

SOPHOMORE YEAR
FALL QUARTER
Hours
Chemistry (Orgonic) ... 4
Physics ............................ .. 5
Electives ........ ................... 3
Physicol Educotion ....... I
Bible ................................ 3

WINTER QUARTER
Hours
Chemistry ( Orgonic) ....
Physics ....................... ......
Electi ves ............................
Physicol Educotion ..........

4

5
b

I
lb

lb

SPRING QUARTER
Hours
Chemistry (Orgonic) ....
Physics ..............................
Electives ............................
Physical Educotion ..........

4
5
b
I
16

NURSING
Through a carefully integrated program, Whitworth College offers o
cou rse leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science in Nursing. This course
requires a minimum of two years of college work in addition to the usuol
three-year hospital training.
In this curriculum the work for the major in Nursing Science would be
taken at the hospital and a minor in Biological Science taken at the college.
It is urged that both college years be taken before entering the hospital school of nursing. However, the first year of work on the college campus
largely satisfies the requirements of such hospitals as demand college
courses as prerequisites for entrance.
With the advantage of basis science work in college courses, many
students find that the hospital curriculum provides more opportunity for
specialization, and advanced work in administrative problems.
FRESHMAN YEAR
FALL QUARTER
Hours
Generol C hemistry ........ 5
Gen eral Zoo logy ............ 5
English Composition ...... 3
Physical Educat ion ..... . I
Electives ............ .............. 3

WINTER QUARTER
Hours
Generol Ch emistry ........ 5
Microbi o logy ................. 4
English Comp osition ...... 3
Physical Educatio n . .... I
Bible ................................. 3

SPRING QUARTER
Hours
Organic Chemistry ........ 5
HumM Anat omy ............ 4
English Composition ...... 3
Physical Educotion ........ I
Electives .............. .............. 3

17

16

16
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SOPHOMORE
FA LL QUARTER
Hours
Humon Physiology . .... 4
Nutrition ......................... 5
Generol Psycho logy ·- .... S

YEAR

P. E..........•.•..•.•...•.• •••••.• I

WINTER Q UARTER
Hours
Bible
.. 3
Sociel Science .. -·-· .... 3-5
Public Speoking ··--·· .... 3
Electives
..6-4

SPRING QUARTER
Hours
Adv. Physiology ...........
3
Hist. of Nursing ···-···· .. 3
Philosop hy . ... ...
.. 5
Electives .. . ____ •.... .. -4

Electives _ .• -· • . ....... .... 7.

P. E. . .•••.•. ·-·········

P. E. • • •••.• .. .••••......

17

I
16

I
16

Graduate nurses can obtain a Bachelor of Science degree up on completion of the course herein outlined or its equivalent as decided by consultation.

BIOLOGY
Dr. Dirks
Dr. Gustafson
Mr. larg e
The cour~es offered are designed to fulfill the needs of a Biology
major as a preparation for teaching or for graduate school, as we ll as preporatory work for various phases of Applied Science, such as Medical and
Nursing careers. A major in Biology consists of 42 quarter ho urs, including
Biology 11, 12, 13 and IOI or I02. A major also requires at least 15 quarter
hours of Chemistry and a reading knowledge of at least one modern foreign
language.
Courses in Organic and Analytical Chemistry, General Physics,
A minor consists of 24 quarter
and General Mathematics are desirable.
hours.

Five hours fi rst quarte r

11. GENERAL ZOOLOGY

This is o survey of the onimol kingdom ond zoologicel principles bosed on o selected
series of invertebrotes ond the frog. Three hour-lectures ond two three-hour leborotory
periods.
Loborotory fee four dollors.

12.

Five hou,rs second quarter

GENERAL BOTANY

This course includes mony of the generol prirciples of biology, especiolly the noture
of protoplosm, cell structure, ond cell division. Plont structure ond o systemotic survey
Throe hour-lectures ond two three-hou r
of the plont kingdom will olso be considered.
loborotory periods.
Loborotory fee four dollors.
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Five hours third quarter

13. FIELD BIOLOGY (Bioecology)

A ~t1.1dyof the re lationships of plants and animals in communities, relationship of
plant and animal communities to each other and how they affect and ore affected by
Three hour-lectures and two three-hour laboratory
the factors of their environment.
periods. · Much of the laboratory time will be spent in field study. laboratory fee
four dollars.

20.

Four hours first and third quarters

HUMAN ANATO MY
The study of the general structure
charts, models, and human skeleton.
laboratory fee four dollars.
periods.

21.

of human bodies through mammalian
Two hour-lectures and two three-hour

dissection,
laboratory

Four hours first and second quarters

HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY

A general survey of human physiology with emphasis on nutritional phases, designed
particularly to meet the needs of pre-nursing students.
Prerequisites: Biology 11 or
Two hour lectures and two threeBiology 20 or.d at least one quarter of Chemistry.
Laboratory fee four dollars.
hour laboratory periods.

22.

MICROBIOLOGY (General Bacteriology)

Four hours first and second quarters
An introduction to bacteria, yeasts, and molds, with especial emphasis on their relation to health and diseas;,. Standard methods of preparing media and of staining ore
included.
Two hour-lectures and two threo hour laboratory periods.
laboratory fee
four dollars.

50-51. COMPARATIVE VERTEBRATEANATOMY

Four hours first and second quarters
This is a detailed study of the anatomy of representative chordates, with most of the
laboratory time spent on the anatomy of shark, amphibian, and mammal. Prerequis ite:
Laboratory fee
Biology- I I. Two hour-lectures and two three-hour laboratory periods.
thre13 :pollars each quarter .
( ~i".e~ ·I945-1946 and olternote years. I

52.

Four howrs third quarter

VERTEBRATEEMBRYOLOGY

The development of certain vertebrates from fertilization of the egg to completion
of organogenesis
is considered.
Most of the loboratory work is devoted to the
examination of chick and pig embryos. Two hour-lectures and two three-hour laboratory periods.
laboratory fee four dollars.
( Given 1945-1946 and alternate years.)

55.

60.

Four Jwwrs second quarter

INVERTEBRATEZOOLOGY

A course intended to follow
study, of additional animal forms
subject of animal parasitology
laboratory
laboratory periods.

General Zoology and to supplement it by a detailed
with emphasis on their environmental relationships.
The
is introduced.
Two hour-lectures and two three-hour
fee four dollars.

Three hours

M_ICRO-TECHNIQUE

Theory and laboratory preparation of microscopic slides are especially emphasized,
Prerequisites: Biology 11 or Biology
but some other laboratory techniques ore included.
laboratory
fee five
12. One hour-lecture and two three-hour laboratory periods.
doll11rs.
(Given 1945-1946 and alternate years.)
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Four hours

61. HISTOLOGY

This course co nsists of microscopic study of the enetomy of various organ systems of
vertebrotas, especially momma ls. Prerequisite: Biology 11. Biology 60 is dosirable.
Two hour-lectures and two three-hour laboratory periods. Leborotory fee four dollars
(Given l'HS-1946 ond alternate yeors.)

63.

Three hours

HEREDITY AND EUGeNICS
A study of the present

•pplicotion

doy facts ond theories regarding inherit an ce , with &spociol
to plonh, domestic onimols, ond mon. Throo hour-locturos.

Three hours third quarter

64. ADVANCEDPHYSIOLOGY

This co urse will include mony of the principles of gonorol physiology in addition to
considering in detoil tho functions of the principol orgon systems of the humon being.
Prerequisites: Biology 11 ond 12 or Biology 21, also one year of chorriistry, Two lectures and one leboretory section. Lebo retory fee two dollers.

IOI.

ADVANCED BIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS

Hours to bt>arranged

This cou rse is designed to offer edvonced students en opportunity to strengthen their
major. /1.ssign&d work on specie! topics may receive credit under this course number ;
it moy include odditionol reading or edvonced leboretory investigation in fields not
covered by cour ses listed in this cotelog.
Prerequisite,: Biology 11, 12, .·11. end on&
yoor of upper division courses in the department.
Loboretory fee two dolton per
loboratory hour .

Hours to be arranged

102. THESIS

Reviews of r&eent literoture on present day problem, in biology to be · Integrated
with historical relationsh ip s by moans of conferences end the proparotion of a thesis.
This course or Biology IOI requir&d of ell senior studanh mejoring in biology. One or
two hours of credit.

CHEMISTRY
Mr. Tuveson
Mrs. Neustel
*Mr. Neustel

A mojor in Chemistry consists of 50 quorter hours, including courses
1-2-3, 12-13, 53-54-55, 90-91-92. In oddition to the speciol requirements,
mojors are required to hove o reoding knowledge of Germon, Freshmon
Mothemotics, ond Generol Physics. Breokoge deposit $4.00 per quorter
for eoch course. No credit for hyphenoted courses until entire course hos
been completed.

Fiv e hou,rs first two quarters

1-2. GENERAL CHEMISTRY

The fundamental principles of the science. The occurance, preparation, physical, and
chemica l properties, essential compounds, and the reactions of the most important
elements are studied in the l1<bo ratory and lecture. Prerequisite: High school algebra.
Three lectures and two three- hour lab oratory periods per week. Laborato~ fee $6.75
per quartar.
•On leave, U. S. Army.
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3.

QUA LITATIVE ANALYSIS

Five hows third quarter

Continuotion of Chemistry I ond 2. Includes the elements of quolitotive onolysis.
Frerequisite:
High school olgebro ond Chemistry I ond 2. Three lectures ond two
three-hour loborotory periods per week . Loborotory fee $6.75.

11. ADVANCED QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS

Five hours first quarter

Systemotive anolysis of the metols ond the ocid rodicals by semi-micro method.
Students will be required to onolyze fifteen un~nowns . Prerequisites: Chemistry 1-2 ond
3. Two lectures ond three loborotory periods per week. Loborotory fee $6.75.

12-13.

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

Five hours second and third quarters
G rovimetric ond volumefric onolysis of stondord laborotory compounds. Prerequisites: Chemistry 1-2-3. Two lectures ond three loboratory periods per week . Laboroiory fee $6.75.

30.

SPECIAL ORGANIC

Five howrs third quarter

A spec ial course inte11ded for nursing, biology and home economics majors. A study
of the aliphotic and aromatic compounds of ca rbon with the laboratory preparation
of iypical group repressntotives,
Laboratory fee $6.75.

53-54-55.

ORGANIC

Four hours each quarter

CHEMISTRY

A study of the oliphatic ond oromatic compounds of carbon with the loboratory
prepara t ion of typical group rep resentotives.
Prerequisites:
Chemistry
1-2-3. Two
lectures ond two laboratory periods. Laborotory fee $6.00 eoch quarter .

56.

ORGANIC

Four hours third quarter

PREPARATIONS

A laboratory study and preparation of different
laboratory periods. Loboratory fee $8.00.

60.

types of organic

compounds.

Four

Five hours third quarter

BIOLOGICAL CHE M ISTRY

Chemistry of the proteins, carbohydrates,
and lipins with special reference to their
<Jigcstion and meiabolrsm. Prerequisites: Chemistry 1-2-3 and 30 or 53-54-55. Lobora tory fee $6.00.
(Given 1945-1946 and alternate years.)

7 1-72.

ADVA NCED QU AN TITATIVE A NALYSIS

Four hours first two quarters
A lab o ratory study of th e moM o iffic ult methods of analysis.
i,try 12-13. F.:iur laborotory periods. Laboratory fee $6.00.
(Given 1944-1945 and alrernate years.)

90-91-92.

Prerequisites:

Chem

Four hours each quarter

PHYSIC AL CHEM ISTRY

A course dealing with the elements of physical chemistry.
1-2-3-12 and 13; Physics: Calculus. Laboratory fee $6.00.
( Given 1945-1946 and alternate years.)

Prerequisites:

Chemistr1

Four hours two quarters

101-102. O RGAN IC ANALYSIS

Qualitative tests for the principal groups of organic compounds and quantitative
unalysis of anim e l ond veqetoble substances. Two lectures ond two laboratory periods.
( Given 1945-1946 and alternate years.)
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HOME ECONOMICS
Miss Boppell
Training in Home Economics prepares young women for various professions, as well as for home-making. Such training is closely related to the
fundamental sciences and art, and gives prepa ration which enables young
women to formulate the standards essential in making the choices necess"ry
in mordern living.
The courses of instruction are planned primarily for those who desire a general knowledge of Home Economics, and for those who desire to
teach Home Economics ir. secondary schools. They may well serve as a preparation for more specialized train ing in the various related professions.
A major in Home Economics consists of forty-five quarter hours. A
minor, at leas t twenty-four hours. Required courses for a major are~ I, ~. 6,
: I, 12, 25, 60, 63: for a minor: 5, 6, I I, 12.
For those majoring in Home Economics cou rses in Art, Chemistry,
Biology, Physiology and Sociology are req uired. Courses in Bacteriology.
Physics, Economics, are advised.

HOME ECONOMICS
FRESHMAN YEAR
FIRST QUARTER
Subject
Hours
Intr oduction to Home
Economics ···-·-············ 2
C lothing Selection ···-··· 3
English Composition --·· 3
General Chemistry ···-··· 5
Physical Education .......... I
Orientation
...... .............. I

SECOND QUARTER
Subject
Hours
Textiles and Clothing .... ..
General Chemistry ......... .
English Composit:on ......
Physical Education ..........
Bible ................. .............

4
5
3
I
3

16

15

TH IRD QUARTER
Subject
Hours
Textiles ond Clothing ....
Spc. Organic Chem .......
English Composition ......
Physical Education ..........
Electives ············-·········· ····

5
5
3
I
2

16

SOPHOMOR E YEAR
FIRST QUARTER
Subject
Hours

Food Preparation ·······-···
General Psycholog y ···-···
General Biolog y -·-··-···Art Structure ·······-··· ······

4
5
5
2

SECOND QUARTER
Subject
Hours
Advanced Food
Preparation
...............
5
General
Physi ology ...... 5
Physica l Education
.... I
Electives .. ... ... ..... ..... 2
Public Speaking ......... ..... 3

THIRD QUARTER
Subject
Hours
Household Manag ement ···-············-······ .... 2
Bacteriology ........... ........ 5
Electives ....
. ......... ....... 2
Physical Education ······-·· I
Electives ............................ 5

16

16

16
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JUNIO R YEAR
FIRST QUARTER
Subject
Hours
C onsumer Prob lems ······- 3
4
Sociology .......................
Liter ot ure or Foreign
Long uage ...................... 4
Personal H ygiene ····-···-· 2
Physico l Educa ti on ········- I
Electives . ..... . ...... ........... I

SECOND QUARTER
Subject
Hours
Home Furnishings ............ 5
Soc iology Elective .......... 5
(The Fomily, pr eferred)
Lite ra t ure o r Fo reign
Languoge ..................... 4
Elect ives ........................
2

15

THIRD QUARTER
Subject
Hours
The H ouse ........................ 3
Diet etics ............................ 3
Litera tu re or Foreign
Longuoge .....................

4

Bible ············-···················· 3
Physical Educ a tion ........ I
Inco me M onogement ...... 2
16

16

SENIOR YEAR
FIRST QUARTER
Subject
Ho urs
N utrition
...... 5
5
Economics
U poer Division
Elective ,
5

SECOND QUARTER
Subject
Hour s
Home Econ . Elective s .... 2
Up pe r Division
Electives
.. I 0
Christion Educotion
. 3
or Bible

THIRD QUARTER
Subject
Hours
Philosophy ........................ 5
Up per Division
Electives ......................
5
Child Development
·-·· 5

15

15

15

General
I.

INTRODUCTION TO HOME ECONOMICS Two hours fi rst quarter
Aims to or ient students beginning their work in this field ond to ossist them in
adj ust ing themselves to college life; opportunities
in home economics to oid students
in choice of o major. Historv of home economics, function.

Tex+ilesand Clothing

Three hours firs t quar ter

4. CLOTHING SELECTION

A study of tho problems ond importonca of being well dressed; design principles
os appl ied to clothing; the effect of figure, personality, personal coloring on clothin g
choices; the clothing inventory. the clothing budget ond wardrobe planning.

Four hours second quarter

5. TEXTILESAND CLOTHING

A study of the selection and construction of clothing, the use of the commerc,ol
patte rn. the textile fibers, stondord ond new fabrics. Prerequisite: Home Economics 4.
Laboratory feo $1.50.

Five hours third quarter

6. TEXTILES AND CLOTHING

A co ntinuation of Textiles ond Clothing 5. A study of th e economic on d hygienic
ospsch of clothing, tex1ile testing; construction of garments requiring more odvonced
met hods than in the preceding course. Prerequisite: Home Economics 5. Loborotory
fee $ 1.00.

Two lwur s third quarter

20. WEAVING

Ho nd weav ing as o medium of artis tic express ion. Lobor oto ry fe e.
(Gi ve n 1945. 1946 ond olternote yeors. )
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Foods and Nutrition

Four hours first quart er

11. FOOD PREPARATION

A study of the fundomentol principlos involved in the selection,
serving of foods. Perequisite: Chemistry 1-2. Lebo retory fee $5.00.

12. ADVANCED FOOD PREPARATION

prepnrotion,

ond

Five hours second quarter

A continuation of Foods 11: includes the planning, preporotion,
ond serving of
meels: food costs ond marketing. Prerequisite: Home Economics I I. Loboretor y fe e $5.00.

19. NUTRITION FOR NURSES

Thr ee hours second anrl third quart ers
Special emphasis is given in this course to the principles of norme l nut rition ond
the principles ond procedures in the cere ond preperotion of foods tho t will be of
greatest volue to the student os on individual, 11s II nurse, and os II toac ~er of heolth.
Loborotory foe.

60.

Five hours first quarter

NUTRITION

A study of the compositio~ ond nutritive volue of foods: relation of foo d to heolth.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 30.
(Given 1945-1946 ond ollernote yeors.)

Three hours third quart er

61. DIETETICS

A study of the principles of Nutrition applied to the feeding of individuals ond
the fomily group. Loborotory work includes the planning ond preperotion of diets.
Loboretory fee $2.50.

Home Administration

Three hours third quarter

24. THE HOUSE

Housing from the standpoint of fomily needs ond interests; building costs: floor
plons ond construction; verietions omong households in needs ond interests; housing
stonderds and socio! regulation.

26.

Five hours second qwarter

HOME FURNISHING

A study of the problems involved in the decorating

51. HOUSEHOLD MANAGEMENT

ond furnishing of the home.

Two hours third qunrt er

A study of the orgonizotion ond menogeme nt of ti me ond lobor, select ion of equipment; fomily development.
(Given 1945-1946 ond olternote yeors.)

Thr ee hours first quarte r

52. CONSUMER PROBLEMS

A study of the principles of consumption end their
of various classes of commodities used in the home.
(Given 1944-1945 ond elternete yeo rs.)

opplicotion

to the purchase

Two hours third quarte r

54. INCOME MANAGEMENT

Planning personal ond femily spending; problems of choice-moking: guides ond
stendords for planning expoadittKes; consideration for tho family's long-time savings ond
investment program.
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63. CHILD DEVELOPMENT

Five lwwrs third quarter

The child, his needs, care, and developm&nt,
with spocial emphasis on nutrition.
(Given 1945-1946 and alternate years.)

from infancy through

pre-school

years,

70. METHODS OF TEACHING HOME ECONOMICS

Thr ee hours second quarter
The f:-roblems involved in teaching Home
presentation of subject matter, equipment.
(Given 1945-1946 and alternate years.)

Economics;

objectives,

organizat ion and

MATHEMATICS, PHYSICS, AND ENGINEERING
Mr Carlson

A major in Mathematics consists of a minimum of 48 hours, including
courses 11-12-13, 47-48-49, 97-98-99, and nine additional hours. In addition
to these special courses, majors are required to take Physics 11-12-13.

I.

Five hours first quarter

ADVAN CED ALGEBRA

A study of factoring, exponents, radicals, logarithms, quadratic equations, and determinant;. This course should be followed by Mathematics 2. Pre,equ isite: One year
high school i,lgebra or general mathematics. No college credit for science majors.

2.

SOLID GEOMETRY

Five hours second quarte'l'

This course consists of synthetic solid geometry ond an introduction to the methods
of onalyticol geometry of three dimensions. Offered alternate yeors. Prerequisi t e: One
yeor high school olgebro ond plone geometry. No credit for science mojors.

11-12-13. GENERAL MATHEMATICS

Five hours each quarter

An introductory course, consisting of o study of the elements of college olgebro,
and onolytical geometry, from the functional standpoint
wit h o brief
trigonometry
introduction to the methods of the calculus. Prerequisite: One and one-holf years of
students ond
high schocl algebra ond pla ne geometry. Required of oil pre-engineering
physical science majors.

21. MATHEMATICS OF FINANCE
A mathema1icol study of compound interest,
bonds, life insurance, and others. Prerequisite:
spe cial permission.
(Given 1945-1946 ond olternote yeors.)

Five hours third quarter
annuities, sinking funds, valuation
Mathematics
I or its equivalent,

of
or

47-48-49. DIFFERENTIALAND INTEGRAL CALCULUS

Five howrs each quarter
A first course in the elements of the infinitesimal colculus, including o study of
time-rotes, moximo ond minima, centroids, moments of inertia, multiple integrals ond
elementary differential
equations.
Prerequisite:
Moth. 11-12-13. Required of mothemotics mojors ond pre-engineeing students.
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51-52. THEORY OF EQUATIONS

Thr ee hours first and second quarters
A study of the properties of higher equations, graphs and complex numbers. Solution of equations by Newton 's and Horner's methods, determinants, systems of linear
Prerequisite: Math. 49.
equations, symmetric functions and discriminants.

53.

Thr ee hours third quart er

MODERN GEOMETRY

An introductory course including a study of the properties of the triangle and the
circle. Prerequisite: Math. 49. Recommended to those students who are preparing
to teach.

63.

Three hours third quart er

HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS

A general survey of the historical development
of the science of mathematics.
Emphasis on library work and preparation of individual papers. Pre requisite: A mino r
in mathematics. Required of students who are preparing to teach mathematics.
(Given 1945-1941, and alternate years.)

71-72. ADVANCED COLLEGE ALGEBRA

Thre e hours fir st and second quart ers
Includes introductions to the theories of matrices, continued
ber concepts. Prerequisite: Math. 49.
{Given 1945-1941, llnd alternate years.}

and

partial

groups,

num-

Thr ee howrs each qumrter

91-92-93. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
A year course including ordinary
tions to qeometry and physics.

fractions,

differential

equations

with applica-

Three howrs each quarter

97-98-99. ADVANCED CALCULUS

A year course embracing an introductory study of explicit and implicit functions,
Beta, Gamma and Bessel !unctions, vectors, line, surfllce end space integrals, elliptic
integrals, ordinllry and partia l differential equations, functions of a complex variable.
?rerequisite: Math. 49.

141- 142-143. VECTOR ANALYSES AND TENSORS

Thr ee hours each quarter
This course includes a thorough study of vectors with applications to geometry and
physics. The spring quarter will be devoted to an elementa ry study of tenso rs with
~ome application to the geometry of Riemann.
{Given 1943- I 944 and alternate years.)

PHYSICS
Five hours each quart er

I 1-12-13. GENERAL PHYSICS

A general introduction to the facts, methods and principles of physical science.
Fou r clas s moe iogs and one lllboratory period per week. Prerequisite: Trigonometry.
students, physics and chemist ry majors. Labor11tory
Required of 11il pre-engineering
fee $3.50 each quarter.

15W. METEOROLOGY AND NAVIGATION

Five hours th ird quarter

An elementary course designed primarily to meet the needs of candidates
for
;ervice in the air corps, the army, and the navy. The present11tion will be such as to
be of int1Jrest to the gonerlll liberal arts student and will appeal to both men and
women stud en Is.
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Thr ee hours each quarter

53-54-55. MODERN PHYSICS

An introduciory study of t he recent advances in atomic physics, the nature of the
atom, rodiont energy, radioactivity, wove mechanics, relativity and similar topics. Prerequisites: Math. 49, Phys. 13.
(Given 1945-1946 ond olternote years.)

57-58. ELECTRICTYAND MAGNETISM

Five hours first and second quarters
A theoret,col study of the lows of electricity ond magnetism end their applications
in the field of electrical engineering.
Prerequisites: Math. 49, Phys. 13. Laboratory
fee of $3.00 eoch quarter.
( Given 1945-1941, end alternate years.)

59. OPTICS
A rheoreticel

spectrometry.

Five how,·s third quarter
srudy of the general lows ond principles of physical optics;
Preraquisites: Math. 49, Phys. 13. lab oratory fee of $3.00.

elementary

Two hours each quarter

91-92-93. THEORETICAL MECHANICS

/\ s1udy of the dynamics ond statics of particles ond rigid bodies, kinetic theory,
ela shcily , wove motion ond the behavior of fluids. Prerequisites:
Moth. 49, Phys. 13.
(Given 1945-1941>and alternate yeors.)

PRE-ENGINEERINGCOURSE
The following subjects are recommended for Pre-Engineering. Students
making d bette r than average grade in Pre-Engineering work will be able
to complete their engineering degree in some of the best enineering schools
with two years of additional work. It would take longer for others to complete the raquirements for the enginee ring degree , depending upon tl-ieir
abiliiy. Other schoo ls may require three more years of engineering work
for the degree, while some schools require that the full four years be spent
with them.
FRESHMAN YEAR
FIRST QUARTER
Subject
Hours
General Mathematics __ 5
General Chemistry ·-5
Engineering Drawing ___ 3
Physical Education ······-·· I
Orientation
........... ........ .. I

SECOND QUARTER
Subject
Hou~
General Mothemotics .... S
General Chemistry -······· S
Descriptive Geometry .... 3
Physical Education . ····-·- I
Bible
3

15

17

SOPHOMORE
FIRST QUARTER
Subject
Hours
Differential end Int.
Calculus ···--·---5
General Physics ···--··· · 5
Shop ······--····-····-··-·--------··-· I
English Composition __
3
Physical Education ····-··- I
Bible ·········-·····-······-··········· 3

THIRD QUARTR
Hour.
Sub ject
General Mothemetics .... 5
Quol itotive Analysis ....... 5
Plona Surveying ....•..... .... 5
Physical Educatio n ........ I
11>

YEAR

SECOND QUARTER
Subject
Hours
Differential ond Int.
Colculus -·-·········-··· ·-·-·- 5
General Physics ·····-·····--· 5
Shop ............ ················-··- I
English Composition ...... 3
Physicel Educ-ot:c-n ...... I
Engineering Problems .... 3

Subject
Hours
l>iffert'nt iol end Int.
Calculus .....................
5
General Physics ···-··-···· · 5
Shop ·······-························· · I
English Composition ...... 3
Physical Education ······-· I

18

15

18
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ENGINEERING
Three hours fi rst quart er

3. ENGINEERINGORAWING

Fundementols of engineering
d rawing, leitering, orthographic
ond isom&tric
students.
jection, cabine t end wcrking d rawings. Roq uired of oll pre-engineering

4.

p~o-

Three howrs second quar ter

DESCRIPTIVE
GEOMETRY

A continuation of Engineering 3. A study of points, lines, ruled surfeces, ond curved
surfo ~ils in spoce. 11 i~volves problems in orchi•ecturo ond construc•:on such 0$ findRe·
ing true lengths, true 6roos, true cross sections, lines or planes of intersection.
quired of oil pre•ongineering students.

Five hou.rs t hird quarter

5. PLANE SURVEYING

Study of methods in field ond office, use ond core of instruments, simple surveying
problems including traverses, levels, meridian detarminetions,
latitudes ond dysort« 1u~
~urveying. Prerequisites: Mot h. 11-12 ond Engineering 3. Re
elementcry topographic
students. Loborotory fee of $4.00.
quired of oll pro·engineering

6.

Three hours firs t quarter

ENGINEERING PROBLEMS
A study of statics ond dynamics
solving mechonicol problems.

7-8-9.

with o libero! opplicotion

of graphic

methods

of

One hour each quarter

SHOP

Lothe onJ shop foo ls, gloss bloNing, instrument
fee of $4.CO eod, quorter.

building

ond collib roting.

Leborotory

DIVISION OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
Department of Bible and Christian Education
Department of Economics and Business Administration
Department of Education, Psychology and Philosophy
Department of History and Political Science
Deportment of Physical Education and Hygie ne
Department of Sociology

SOCIAL SCIENCE MAJOR
*Option I
Economics -······ . --· .... ····--·········· ··- ........
·····-- . ···-·--- ·-- ···
History o nd political Science ... • ................ .•. .. .. . -- -·- ·· ..•.•........ ···- ·····Sociology
.. ···· ······-·· .••..• .. • ...•.... .. .....•• ......•... .......•.............
Totel.. .... -·· ·-·· · _ ........... -········· .......... .•

*Option

•..... • ...... •.

houn
houn
hours

54

II

Twenty- t hr&e q uerie r hour, in e och of the two fields e nd eight
the third.
Majors in either
• M ust incl ud e Fundem e nt ols of St atistics.
consult with the profNson of el 1 th ree d ep ortments represented .
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BIBLEAND CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
Mr. Koehler
Dr. Countormine
Miss Jenkins
Miss Baldwin
AIMS:
I. To aid the student in understandinq
God's redemptive plan.

the Bible and its unfoldinq of

2. To prepare the student for courageous Ch ristian living based on convictions and knowledge.
3. To instruct and prepare students in the field of Christian service.
4. To meet requirements of the Board of Christian Education; namely,
twelve hours of Bible instruction which may include three hours of Christian
Education.
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION :
I. Twelve quarter hours are required for graduation.

2. Entering freshmen are required to take course 21, 22, or 30 during
their first year.
3. Six quarter hours must be completed at the end of the sophomore
year.

4. Any change in these requirements
tation with the Registrar's office.

can be made only after consul-

REQUIREMENTS FOR MAJORS AND MINORS

A major in Bible consists of forty-five quarter hou rs. Course to be d etermined after consu ltation with the Head of the Bible Department. Minors
in Bible or Christian Education require twenty-four quarter hour s.
A major in Christian Education offers training fo r professiona l or nonprofessional service in Christian Education in Church, schools, and on the
nat ional or foreign mission fields.
A major consists of forty-five quarter hours including twenty-four quarter
hours of "Christian Educati on" and twenty -one quarter hours of "Bible."
The required courses in Christian Educa ti on are: 40, 61 or 62 or 63 , 74, 76,
77 and 80; ;n Bible, 21, 30, 42 or 47, 60 and 87. Additional required courses
are: Psychology 56 or 65; Music I, 2, 3 and 9; one year of Literature; and
Secretarial Science I , 2, 3, and 7, 8, and 9 (or th e equivalent to be determined by o proficiency test).
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THE DEGREEMASTEROF ARTS IN
CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
The d egree Moste r of Arts in Christion Educotion is owo rded t o stu dents completing o minimum of forty-five quorter hours of grodu ot e work
with o "B" grode or better. The required co urse consists of o mo jor of
twenty-seven quo rter hours including on occeptoble Thesis, with o minor of
eighteen quorte r hours, o r two minors of nine hours e och . Studen t s who hove
not hod undergroduote work in this field must toke up the under gr od uot e
deficiency. A reoding knowledge of o foreign longu oge is requi red .
PA RT I, BIBLE

21. SURVEYOF BIBLICALLITERATURE

Three hours f irst and second quarters
I\ p~~oromic view of tha antira

figures, structura.

Scripturas. Deal, with origins, history, facts a nd
purpose, and tha massoge of this rovolotion of God and His Wor d.

22. LIFEOF CHRIST ACCORDING TO MARK

Three hours each quarte r
This study is based upon tha Gospel of Mork. presanting Jasu, Ch rist as t ha sa rvont
of God. The shortest Gospe l, direct. full of pow e r and action.

30. OLD TESTAMENTHISTORY, I.

Three hours fi rst and third quarter
I\ systemotic studv of God's chosen people from the Gerden

of the Promi,ed Land, as gi,en

of Eden to the Getes
It is bosic to Biblicel knowledge.

in the Pen+oteuch.

31. OLD TESTAMENTHISTORY,2.

Three kou,rs second quar ter

I\ continuetion of course 30, deeling with the Children of Israel from their entrance
into Co noon to their return from the 8,sbyionian captivity, a period of neorly I 000

yeors. From Joshuo !o Esther.

Three hours f irst quarter

42. GOSPEL AND EPISTLES
OF JOHN
study of Johonnine
our faith.
I\

literature

which presents

tho ev,donce

for the bases

of

47. NEW TESTAMENTLITERATURE
(Luke and Acts)

Three hours fir st quarter
The presentation of Jesus Christ as the Son of man and the rise and growth of
rlis church ~s presented by Luke the Physician.

Three hours third quarter

48. NEW TESTAMENTLETIERS

I\ study of the fo:low,ng le1ters. Golotions, I and II lhessolcnions,
Poter, and Jude. These letters servo os o guide to Christion living.

Jomes, I and II

Three hours second quart er

49. PRISON EPISTLES

Four letters Ephesian,., Phiiippions. Colossiors, and Philemon written by Poul while
in prison in ~ome. The student will bs expected to master these letters ond the
historicol circumstances surrounding them os well os their application to present-day
Christion living.
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50. THE EPISTLETO THE HEBREWS

Three hours third quarter

The bridge between the Old ond the New Testoment.
Christ's complete superior·
it y to oil the provi$ions of the Old Testoment shown. A study is mode of teoching
plons for the book. Prerequisite: course 30.

55.

PAUL TO THE CORINTHIANS

Thre e hours third quar ter

The Church of Christ is the most significont ond imp ortont society estoblished
omong men . Its clo:m is of divi ne origin al tho ugh the conduct of its members moy
,1ot vindicote this. These two episrles oim lo correct mony of its mistokes.

56.

PAUL TO THE ROMANS

Three hours second quart er

Here is Paul's mosterpiece: it stonds !It the heod of his thirteen letters. "The only
hope of Christionity is in the rehobilitoting
of the Pauline theology."
This book is
bosic to a knowledge of Christiani ty ond concerns questions of vitol importance.

57. MINOR PROPHETS

Three hours second quarter

An introduc!ion to, ond on onalyticol study of eoch of the twelve, beginning with
Hosea and ending with Malachi ; wi!h the aim ond purpose of learning the message
of eoch, and its opp!icotion to Christion living. Prerequisite: Course 30.

58.

,.
..~:

HEBREWPOETRY,I, (Psalms)

:

t..
!:

Three hour s second quart er

We hov~ here the epitomf' of the Bib le. In many respects the Psalter stands alone,
nothing like it in o!I liter a ture . It truly mognifies God, ond sets forth in greater
range the person ond work of the Messioh, from His advent to His ascension, os
Red eemer .

59.

HEBREWPOETRY,2, {WisdomLiterature}

Three hours third quarter
J ob, Prove rbs, Ecclesi ~ste, . and Song of Solomon may be colled b ooks of wi!dom,
The meaning of wisdom, os applied to these writings, is exactly what is intended today by the word philosophy.
While preeminently religious, they ore pr imar ily philosophic.

60. TEACHINGS OF JESUS

Three hours second quarter

This course is designed to answer th e question, "What did Jesus octuolly soy?"
The study will foll into two parts: the "Se rm on on the Mount" ond the Porobles of
our Lord.

85. HEBREWPROPHECY,I, (Isaiah)

Thr ee hours f irst quarter

At the head of the sixteen books of prophecy is Isaiah. It is even first of the
major proohets.
Its position is indicotive of its importance
in prophetic writings.
It reveols the abiding throne of God ond the principles of its octivity in the offoirs
of men.

87. FUNDAMENTALS
OF THECHRISTIANFAITH

Three hours third quarter
A systemotic study of whot the Bible teoches
(Given 1945- 1946 and alternate ye ors .)
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SOCIAL SCIENCES
PART II, CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
Cou rses offered unde r this heod moy be coiled opplie d Chistionity.
They ore preporotory for speciol service. The student shoJld hove hod
three hours of Bible before enrolling fo r ony of these courses. It is olso re·
commended thot Generol Psychology be token prior to the courses listed below.

40. PRINCIPLESAND METHODS OF CHRISTIAN EDUCATION

Thr ee hours first quarter
A study of the principles, objectives, end modern methods of this field of educe on A J ,,erel in:roduction to the entire subject of Christi11n Education.

61. CHRISTIAN EDUCATION OF CHILDREN

Three hours third quart er
The problf'lms of childhood studied from the Christian point of view, with the
methods ar-d lechni,11 e, nf'eded to g•ve proper gu:d11nce end instruction to them.

Thre e hours second quart er

62. YOUTH AND THE CHURCH

rhe interests, development,
end religious needs of edoles, ents, end
of the chu,cli which is Ssertiel to meet their needs.
(Given 1945-1941, end elternete years.)

the program

6

63. CHRISTIAN EDUCATION OF ADULTS

Thre e hours second quart er
The need of adult educetion in our churches today is studied,
of the prob1ems, plans, 11nd methods of corrying on this importont
Educe lion.

with consideration
piece of Christion

71. ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

Thr ee hours fir st quarter
A study of the vorious progroms for Christion Educotion, including the Sundoy
church sc~ool, v11cotio11church school, young people's orgentZolions, end generol religious work. lndividuol projects will be developed, end clinic11l work promoted.
( Given 1945-1941, 11nd oltern11te years.)

Three hours second quart er

73. RELIGIONS OF AMERICA

A two-fold purpose· first, to study the hislory of religious development in America
end second, to meke o survey of modern religious movements, "ism" end ..cu,ts.'
{Gi en 1945 1941, end 11ltern11teyears.)

74.

HISTORY OF CHRISTIAN MISSIONS Thr ee hou1·s third quarter
(C ven 1945-1941, end elternete

years.)

76. GEOGRAPHY AND ARCHAEOLOGY Three hours third quarter
-ho fir ,t pert cf 11,is <'.ourse is devote~ to Bibi ,eel geography end the rest to "The
voice of th.i spode in Bible lends." Stendnrd led books will be used in both subjects,
together ""ith m11ps, cherls, slides, end di11grems. A knowledge of both perts of this
course is esse~tiel to on understanding of Biblt, history.
{G,ven 1945-1941, end elternote years )

Three hours first quarter

77. PSYCHOLOGY OF RELIGION

A system,tic investigation of religion end the opplicotion of psychologicel phenomena
to Christion experiences.
Includos root end nolure of religion conversion, prayer, etc.
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7'1S
. H ISTORY OF THE CH RISTIAN CHURCH

Three hours third quarter
Trocing the life of the church from ii> New Testoment origin to modern times.

80.

FIELD PROBLEMS IN C H RISTIAN EDUCATIO N

Three hours second quarter
A cc,urse spociolly designed for studenh who ere plonning to corry on octive loodership in Christ;on educetion. A study will be mode of specific problems in this fold,
end supervised work in the student's chosen field will be e requirement.
A seminer
course.

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION,

ECONOMICS

AND SECRETARIAL SCIENCE
Mr. Dizmang
Miss Evans
The courses offered here are designed (I) to acquaint the student with
the gene ral field of business and industry, to give him an understanding of
dConomics (2) to provide training in a social science of a cultural nature to
help fit the student for the art of living.
A major in Business Administration consists of forty-five quarter hours,
including courses I, 2, 15, 20, 21, 55, 64, and 68.
A major in Economics consists of forty-five quarter
courses I, 2, 13, 51, 56, 64, 65, 68, and 92.

hours, including

A major in Secretarial Science consists of Economics and Business Administration I, 9, 15, 16, 20, 21, 23, 55, or 68 and 64, and Secretarial Science
1-2-3*; 4-5-6; 7-8-9*;

10-11-12; 20-21-22.

A minor in either Economics or Business Administration consists of twenty·
four hours. It should include courses I and 2 which are prerequis;tes for
most advanced courses. It is recommended that the remaining courses be
A minor in Secselected after conference with the head of the department.
retarial Science shall consist of twentw-four hours of work. These courses
should be selected after conference with the head of the department.
In planning his schedule the student should bear in mind that some of
the courses are given in al~ernate years.
See also Art 55-56, Home Economics 52 and Math. 41.
Graduate and summer courses can usually be arranged to meet the individual needs of the students, either from listed courses or others.
'"Courses con be weived if sotisfoctcry
typewriting ond shorthend.
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SOCIAL SCIENCES

BUSINESSADMINISTRATION
FRESHMAN YEAR
Hours

Hours

Hours
Principles of
Economics -····---English Composition -··Laboratory Science ···--··
Physical Educotion ..........
*Typewriting ·······-······-·Orientation
.... •............

SPRING QUARTER

WINTER QUARTER

FALL QUARTER

Principles of
Economics
............
English Composition ......
Loboratory Science .. .
Physicol Educotion ..........
•Ty pewriting ...... ....... •.....

5
3
5
I

I
I

Introduction
to
Business ···-······-···········
English Compositio n ....
Loboratory Science ........
Bible .................
.............
•T ypewriting ..... ..............

5

3
5
I
I

3

5
3
I

17

15

16

5

SOPf-;O:J.OREYEAR
FALL QUARTER
Hours
Accounting
....... ............... 5
General Psychology ______5
Sociology ················ ·-··-·· · 5
Physical Education .......... I

WINTER QUARTER

SPRING QUARTER

Hours
Business English
... 5
Accounting ...................... 5
Applied Psycho logy ........ 5
Physical Educotion ......... I

H ou rs
Bible ..... ..........
·········- 3
Business Mathemotics .... 5
Business Low ········--········ 5
Public Spooking ···-·······- 3
Physicol Educotio n ......... I

17

16

16

JUNIOR YEAR
SPRING QUARTER

WINTER QUARTER

FALL QUARTER
Hours
Foreign Longuoge .......... 4
Argumentotion
............•.. . 3
Bible - ····· ........................... 3
-4
Electives ····-······- --Physical Educotion ........ I

Foreign Longuoge
Philosophy _____
Electives

Hours
......... A
_
5

-----··-· ······ ··. 6

Hou rs
___..... 4
Statistics --·--····-········
5
Electives ···- ·················· ... b
Foreiqn

Longuoge

15

15

15

SENIOR YEAR
FALL QUARTER
Hours
Business Finonce ..... ....... 5
Foreign Longuog e ..•. . . 3
Morketing .. ···-················ 5
Bible ................................
3

SPRING QUARTER

WINTER QUARTER
H ours
lnternotionol Trode .
. 3
Foreign Longuoge .......... 3
lnsuronce . ···- ······ ······ .. 3
Electives ........•• . ......... 3
History of Economic
Thought ··············· - ... 3

Hours
Advanced Economic
Theory
·-········· 3
Foreign Longuoge .... _ 3
T ronsp ortotion
5
5
Electives
..•..........

15

16

16

*This will be waived for students who d emonstrat e that they hove o
good mastery of the typewriter.
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ECONOMICS
FRESHMAN YEAR
FALL QUARTER
Hours
Principles of
Economics .................... 5
English Composition .....• 3
Loborotory Science ........ 5
Physicol Educotion .......... I
Orientotion
. ............... .... I

WINTER QUARTER
Hour~
Pr,nc,ples of
Economics .................... 5
English Composition ...... 3
Loborotory Science ···-··· 5
Physicol Educotion ......... . I
Eleci ives .......................... . 2

17

16

SPRING QUARTER
Hours
Introduction to

Business ........................
English Composition ......
Leborotory Science ..... ...
Physicol Educotion ..........
Bible ..................................

5

3
5
I

3
17

SOPHOMORE YEAR
FALL QUARTER
Hours
Economic Geogrophy .... 5
Foreign Longuoge .......... 4
Generol Psychology ........ 5
Physicol Educotion .......... I
Elective ............................ I

WINTER QUARTER
Hours
Economic History
of U. S.... ..................... 5
Foreign Longuoge .......... 4
Applied Psychol ogy ........ 5
Physicol Education .......... I
Elective ...........................
I

SPRING QUARTER
Hours
Bible .................................. 3
Foreign Longuoge .......... 4
Public Speoking ···-········· 3
Physicol Educotion ......... I
Electives ... ............. . .... 5

lb

16

FALL QUARTER
Hours
Foreign Longuoge .......... 3
Bible····· ···························- 3
Morketing ....................... 5
Sociology ························- 5

WINTER QUARTER
Hours
;:oreign Longuoge .......... 3
Money ond Booking ........ 5
Politicol Science .... ....... 5
Electives ........................... 3

SPRING QUARTER
Hours
Foreign Lenguog e .......... 3
Stotistics •..................... ...... 5
Politicel Science ·······--·· 5
Electives ............................ 3

lb

lb

lb

FALL QUARTER
Hours
Business Finonce ···-········· 5
Electives ········-·········-·······
7
Bible ........................... ....... 3

WINTER QUARTER
Hours
Advonced History
of Ee. Tht . .................... 3
Philosophy ........................ 5
Electives ........................... 7

SPRING QUARTER
Hours
Adv. Economic Theory .... 3
Electives ........................
12

15

15

15

lb

JUNIOR YEAR

SENIOR YEAR
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SECRET
ARIAL SCIENCE
FRESHMAN YEAR
FALL QUARTER
Ho urs
English Co mp ositi on ···-· 3
Typing ···-···· ···- ····-···-·· - I
· 3
Shorthend ··-·····--·---·
Physicel Edu ceti o n ···- ··- I
S
Acco unti ng ·······-·-···-·Person el Hygiene -····2
Or ienlet io n -·---···
··- I

WI NTER QUARTER

SPRING QUARTER

Hours
English C om po sition .
3
Typ ing .. ········-········
I
Sho rthend ........ ............. 3
Physic el Ed ucet io n ......
I
A ccou nt ing ···-·
S
Elect ives . ·······- ············· . 2

H ou rs
Engli sh C o mp osit ion
.. 3
Typ ing .. ·--····- ........... I
Shorthend
................ ....... 3
Physicel Edu ce ti on ··· - ·- I
Sec reteriel Treining ... . 3
Bible ······················-······· ·- 3
Electi ves ·- ······-- - ··
2

lb

IS

lb

SOPHOMORE YEAR
FALL QUARTER

W INTER QUARTER

SPRING QUARTER

Hours
Principles of Eco no mics.. S
Shorthend __ ____
3
Typing ___
___
I

H o urs
Business Engl ish
5
Shorth e nd ······-· ... ·- ···· . 3
Typing ... ·- ·····-··· - -·· .. I
Bible .......
1
Physic el Edu ce t io n ...... .. I
Electi ves . ···-······· ·-······ 2

Ho urs
Business Lew ······-······ ... S
Short he nd ··-··-··-··-··-···
3
Typ ing --······ .•. ·····-······· I
Introduction
to
S
Business .....................
Physicel Educ etion ..... . I

15

IS

Generel Psyc hology ··--

S

Physic el Edu cetion .... __

I
IS

JUNIOR YEAR
FALL QUARTER

WINTER QUARTER

SPRING QUARTER

Houn
Leb ore tory Scie nce ........ S
Foreign Leng uege .• ··-·· 4
Introducti on to So c __
S
Elect ive s
.....• .... 2

H o urs
Le bore t ory Scien ce ........ S
Fo re ig n Le ng ue ge ......
4
Bible ...... •.................... 3
Elect ives ·········-· ··· ....... 3

H o urs
Leboretory Science ····-· · S
Fore ign Lenguege
..... . 4
Business Me theme t ics .... S
Mechines ··- ·······-·····-····· 2

lb

15

lb

SENIOR YEAR
FALL QUARTER
H ours
Business Finen c e or
Me rket ing -···········- S
Fore ign Lenguege --·-3
Electiv es ..
......•... 8

WINTER QUARTER

SPRING QUARTER

H our s
..
3
Bible --· ·
Se cr eteri e l Sc . Me thods .. 3
Fo reign Lenguege .......... 3
Electives
-··-······· 7

H o un
Stet isti cs ···-·· ······· -········· S
Philoso phy ········-·· -··-·- S
Foreign Lengu ege ........ 3
Electives ·····---············-- .... 2

lb

lb

IS
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ONE YEAR COURSE
FALL QUARTER
H our s
Typing ---············-··------------ I
Shorthand ···-----·-··-······-·-·· 3
English Composition ______
3
Accounting ---------········----· 5
Physical Education ________
I
Bible or
_3
Christion Educ ation _____

WINTER QUARTER
Hou rs
Typing --·-·····--···--------------- I
Shorth a nd ····-··-·---------·-·
·-· 3
Business Eng lish .. ·-·······- 5
Accou nti ng ------·-····----····-- 5
Physical Education ______
___ I

SPRING QUARTER
Hou rs
Typing -····-····-·······-·········-- I
Shorth a nd ·-··-···············-··- 3
Introdu ctio n to
Busine ss --·-········-··-·-··-··- 5
Secretaria l Trai ning -······· 3
Physic al Ed ucati o n ··--·····- I
Electives ······-····-·······-·-··--·- 3

15

16

16

Note:
A one year certificate requires the above course mainta ined
at an average of "C." Typing speed forty-five words per minute ; shorthand
speed one hundred words per minute.
hundred word test .

tii
..:t,.,
:

Must pass a five-minute Gregg one

PRE-LAWCOURSE
A combination six-year iiberal arts and law course leading to a Bachelor
of Arts and Bachelor of Law degrees .
This course has been arranged so that the student may take the first
three years of his college course in Whitworth, and then enter a recognized
law school and be graduated with a Bachelor of Arts degree from Whitworth College, after completing the first year of the regular law work. This
will make it possible for a student to complete both his Liberal Arts college
work with a Bachelor's degree and his law course in six years. The courses
are so arranged in the freshman and the sophomore years t hat the studen t
who desires to transfer at the end of the second year of co llege work to
a law school which will admit him with two years of Libera l Arts work may
do so.
FRESHMAN YEAR
FALL QUARTER

WINTER

H ours
Prin ciples of Economics .. 5
Lab o ratory Science ________
5
English Comp ositi o n ______
3
Physical Educ ation ________
I
Orientati on ----------·-··--·----- I

QUARTER
H o urs
Pri nc ipies of Economics .. 5
Lab orat o ry Scie nc e ________
5
English C omp ositi o n ______
3
Physic al Educ a tio n ·-------·· I
Elect ives ----·-·-···------·--·-······2

15

16

72

SPRING QUARTER
Hou rs
Intr odu cti on to
Business -······--··----·-··--··- 5
Lab ora tory Scien ce -···-··· 5
English C omposi t ion _____3
Physic al Education -·-···-··· I
Bible ····-········ ··--····-·····-·----- 3
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SOPHOMORE YEAR
SPRING QUARTER

WINTER QUARTER

FALLQUARTER
Hours
Economic Geogrophy .... 5
Accounting .............. ..... - 5
Gen erol Psychology ····- 5
I
Physicol Educotion --··

Economic History
5
of U. S. ······-·····-Ac co unt ing ······-·············
5
Europeon H isto ry _ _ .. 5
Physicol Educotion -··-···
I

Hour,
3
Pub~c Spee~ng . --·
-·-··-·
3
Bible ···-·-Europoon History ····5
Physico l Educotion .......•.. I
Sociolo gy -······
-······
4

16

16

16

JUNIOR YEAR
SPRING

FALL QUARTER

WINTER QUARTER

Ho urs
Susiness Finonce •.
.. 5
Foreign Longuoge ··-····- 4
Morketing
-·········· ........ 5
Electives
_ --··--··
2

Hours
Money ond Bonking ····- 5
Foreign Longuoge -·····- 4
Politico! Science
-- 5
--·· . 2
Electives .

16

10

1-2.

QUARTER

Hour;
Pub lic Finonce ···-······
. !,
Foreign L.sngu ~gu . ....
4
Bible . -·····
3
Philosophy • • . .
5
p

PRINCIPLESOF ECONOMICS

Five hours fir st und second qu.art e,·s
This course leys o bosir fou"dotion for future s•udy ·~ e, "Omics ond business. Tho
conven tional treotment is followed including: A con deratio,
o t 1 e severol tac'
s 01
production, ond of money, c re dit, exchonge, vol ue , price, ond distr ibutio n. Co nsidor eble emphas:s is ploced on •he opplicetion
of econo,nic theory to current bu siness
pr blem,

9. INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS

Ffre hour ~ th ird qzutrler

A cour ,e in,ending to convey o gener ol knowledge of prdsent-doy business life to
students speciolizing in this field, ond to studon ts meinly interested in other fiel ds but
desiring sufficient business troining to secure o better comprehension of mony important
sociol ond procticol problems orising out of our complex business structure,
( Given 1944- I945 ond olternote yeors.)

13. WORLD RESOURCES,ECONOMI C GEOGRAPHY

Five hour .~ffrst qu,arl<·r
A fun ction ol opproisol of the ovoilobility of ogriculturol ond industriol resources.
An
of tho culturol-technologicol,
institutionol sociol
otlempt to develop on understonding
os well os the noturol or physicol bosis of the modern econ omic system. The emphosis
is on concepts rother thon mere focluol knowledge olthough relevont d ote will not b9
ne9lected.
{Given 1945-1946 ond olter~ete yeors.)

Ffre hour s third quarter

15. BUSINESSLAW

A conside rotion of the low offecting business trenso, tions. Numerous practical problems serve to cle rify ond exempli fy the bosic principles presented.
Emphasis is ploced
upon the corr.men low with frequent referen;os to its ,.,.,dif; :o· on through s+otutes. Th·>
subjects covered include the low reloting to: Controcts, ogency, negotiob le inst ru ments,
insuronce, soles, business orgonizolion, sec urity re lot ionship, personol ond reol properly,
tort, employer-employee
relolionship, londlords ond tenonts. ond business crimes.
(Gi,en 1945 1946 end olte rnote yeors.)
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Five hours third quarter

16. BUSINESSENGLISH

Prerequisite: English 1-2, or co nsent of instructor.
Business letters in their various
forms. A course designed to give training in business methods as applied to office corresponde nce. Open to oil students who desire o knowledge of busine ss writing.

20-21.

ACCOUNT ING

Five hours first and second quarters

A study of the accounting principles and procedures used in the construction of the
reco rd of the sole proprietorship, partnership, and corporation forms of business units
Some attention is also given to accounting
in the analysis of financial statements.
os o control device, L e., valuation, cost problems, etc. Should precede business
finance.

Five hours third quarter

22. COST ACCOUNTING

Prerequisite: 20-21. Source of cost doto; onelysis, classification, and distribution
expenses; and the linking up of this data with the general accounting records.

23.

of

Five hours third quarter

BUSINESSMATHEMATICS

Review of a rithmetic, progressions, binominol theorem, logarithms , linear equations
a nd graphs.
Simple and compound interest, discount: partial payments and simple
annuitie s.
(Given 1945- 1946 and alternate years.)

ECONOMIC HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES

51.

Five hours second quarter
This course covers the development of American
Various specific indu stries ere considered
present.
the resulting econ omica l social effects.
(Given 1944-194 5 ond alternate years.)

52.

industry from its beginning to the
in their historical perspective and

Five hours first quarter

LABOR PROBLEMS

A treatment of the many difficult labor questions arising in our industrial society
such es: Unemployment: superannuat ion: industrial injury, and fatigue; collective barcooperation.
The recent federal enactgaining: arbitration and employer-employee
ments affecting labor will be included in o discussion of labor legislation.
Prerequisites :
Economics I and 2; also may be co unted on o Sociology major.
(Given 1945- 1946 and alternate years.)

54.

INSURANCE (Risk and Risk Bearing)

Three hours second quarter

The principles and practices of insurance, fire, marine, and other types of property
insurance: some attention on hedging, contracting out and other methods of handling
risks.

55.

Five hours first quarter

BUSINESSFINANCE

A study of the financing problems of modern business in the promotion, operation,
Attention is given to the social ques re co nstruction, and consolidation of enterprises.
tions involved. Prerequ isite: Economics 1-2 and 20-21.
( Given 1945-1946 and alternate ye ors.)

56.

Five hours first quarter

MONEY AND BANKING

The topics treated in this course include: The nature, functions, and reg ulation of
money end credit; foreign exchange; the nature, function, end regulation of banks en d
other financial institutions: the Federal Reserve System: and the ogricultur11I credit
agencies in the United States. Recent monetary, banking 11nd credit legislation covered.
Prereq uisite : Economics 1-2.
(Giv 8'1 1944-1945 end alternate years.)
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Thr ee hours second quarter

57. BUSINESSCONDITIONS

Attention to regional and national business conditions. Some 11nelysis of the ca uses
for change end particularly business cycles. Should be preceded by Economics Sb

Thr ee hours third quarter

and b4.

bl.

PUBLIC FINANCE

An examination of the theories and facts relating to the finances of loca l, stat e, end
national governments, with special reference to the United States. Public revenues from
taxation, government-operated
enterprises, end other sources, public expenditures; en d
publ ic debts form most of the material of the course. Some time will be d evoted to
the present financial position and problems of the City end County of Spokane, the
State of Washington, and the United States. It is recommended that c01Jrses I and 2
precede this course .
(Givon 1914-1945 end alternate

years.)

Five hours third quarter

62. TRANSPORTATION

A general survey of the growth and present status of transportation facilities; the
effects of improved transportation upon industrial society; routes connecting producing
and consuming territories; competition end discrimina tion of carriers; the prob lem of
valuation and rate-making; regulatory legislation, and its results; the period of Feder al
railroad operation in the United States; and operation problems and policies of trans·
portation agencies.
( Given 1944-I945 and alternate

years.)

Five howrs first quarter

64. STATISTICS

Statistical methods and their application to economic and social problems, emphasis
being placed on the use and interpretation of statistical results.
(Given 19+4-1945 and alternate years.)

65. ADVANCED ECONOMICS-HISTORY

OF ECONOMIC THOUGHT

Thr ee hours second quarter

A study of the development of economic theory from the earliest times to the pres ent.
The approach is largely theoretical.
Consideration will be given to t he validity of
the ideas of the various schools of economic thought in the light of the condition s
prevailing at the time those theo ries were developed as well as to the effect of those
theories upon our present-day economic thought.
Prerequisite: Economics 1-2.
(Given 1945-194b and alternate years.)

67. WAR ECONOMICS

Th ree to five ho1trs sum·mer quarte r

Designed especially for teachers and others interested

in the present world conflict.

Five hours first quart er

68. MARKETING

A general survey of the marketing process and functions, channels of distribution,
commodity exchanges, wholesaler, retailers, department stores, mail orde r houses, chei n
stores, cla~ses of commodities, with ettention on the reduction of cost in distributi on.
Prerequisite: Economics I and 2.
(Given 1945-194b and alternete yeers.)

Thr ee hours second quarter

69. SALESMANSHIP

Prerequisite: Economics b8. Principles of seles manship orgenizetion,
management of sales force, seles quotes.
(Given I945-194b and alternate years.)

training end

Three hours third quarter

70. ADVERTISING

Prerequisite: Economics b8.
Advertising
principles
campaigns; the place of advertising in modern business.
(Given 1945-194b and elternate years.)
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78.

Thr ee hours second quarter

FOREIGN TRADE

Prerequisite s : Economics 13 end 68. The development
principal meteriels, trends.
(Given 1944-1945 and a lternate years.)

90.

of world tr e da; theories,

TOMORROW IN THE MAKING

Two to four hours summe r quar ter

An orientation course in the social sciences with the majo r emphasis on economic
problems and their inter-relationship with the other sociel sciences in plenning for the
future. This course can be arranged so as to give two, three, or four hours of credit.

H ours to be arranged

91-110 ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS
Research.

92.

lndividuel st udy.

ADVANCED ECONO M IC THEORY

Three hours third quarter

A review of the principles of economics in the light of the ideals of the leading
contemporary economists, a consideration largely theo retical of t he validity of the
theories of these economists , and an attempt to reconcile their apparent differences.
Required of teaching majors. Prerequisite: Economics 1-2. It is recommended that
Economics 65 also precede this course.
( Given 1945-1946 and alternate years.)

SECRET
ARIAL SCIENCE
Miss Evans

One hour each quar ter

1-2-3. TYPEWRITING

Four class periods ~er week. Fundamentals of typew riting, including techn ique of
stroking, rythm, accuracy, arrangement of work, ecquaintance with the various parts
of the typewriter and how to use them.

4-5-6.
7-8-9.

One hour each quarter

ADVANCED TYPEWRITING

Four class periods per week.

Continuation of 1-2-3.

Thr ee howrs each quarter

SHORTHAND

Four class periods per week. Recommended Sec retarial Science I or its equivele nt.
Completion of Gregg Manual in first two quarter s. Transc ription introduced third
qu arte r with special emphasis given to the development of speed.

10-11-12.

ADVANCED SHORTHAND

Four class periods per week. Continuation
emph e sis to the deve lopment of speed.

20.

Three hours each quarter
of Secretarial

Science

9 with spaci al

Three hours third quarter

SECRETARIA L WORK

Prerequisite: Ability to type. Office dictetion, filing, indexing, handling of mail.
office eppoir.tments. telephone, modern office methods, duties of stenog rephic end
allied depertments: secretarial ethics, etc.

23.

Two hours third quarter

BUSINESSMACHINES

A laboretory course which gives training in the use of various types of office mechines ,
such as adding machine, calculetor, dictaphone, mimeogreph , etc.

24.

TYPING FOR PERSONAL USE

J

One hour fall quarter

. Open to ~tudents not secreteriel mejors) who understand the fundementals of typ·
rng but dome a review of the keyboard, improvement in speed , correct letter forms,
tabula tions, manu sc rip • writing a nd general use of the rnachine.
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EDUCATION
Dr. Munn
Dr. Hardwick
Dr. Schlauch
A mojor an Educotion consists of at least forty-five quarte r hour s; o
minor, ot leost twenty-four hours. Psychology 21 does not count on o mojor
or minor. Required courses for o major ore: 52, 56, 57, 6 I, 62, 63, 64 , 65 ,
ond 68. Required courses for o minor ore: 51, 56, 62, and 65.

REQUIREMENTS
FOR TEACHING CERTIFICATION
Three-Year Sec ondary Certificates
Appliconts for the secondary certificate
lowing courses and requirements.

must have comp leted th e fol-

I. A total of f ,rty-f,,.,e quarter hours beyond the b11ccel11uro11
te degree.
2. If no+ already completed in underg,oduole work tho following courses in education must be included Edu :otionol psychology, general methods, specia l methods,
secondary educatio n, cadet teaching. A total of twenty-four qu11rt,3r hours ia
education is required.
3. Stole manual mu,t be token eithe r as II course in summer school or by e•ominolion. In which case II grade of 85 m~s~ be obtained, and canno t count toward
requirements I and 2.
4. The 11pp:ic11r.t must hove compleled
one teaching major of 111 least thirty-si•
quarter hours and two teaching minors of eighteen quarter hours. The majors
and m1no,s must be in distinct teaching fields and in subje cts regularly offered
in the sc~ondory schools of Woshingtor..
5. The 11pp1iconl must hove completed fifteen quorter hours of conte mporary social
pr c biems. Such co urses ,,s: socio~ogy, current history, economics, and politico!
science will satisfy this req uirement.
b. Gr.sde tve,~ge 1n majrr end minor field mcst bo C or obove.
7. Coucsfl ·n Washington Hi,tory ond Geography
is required.

Preparation for teaching should begin in the junior year. A major and
two minors with an additional minor in education are required. These should
be chosen in cons ultation with the head of the educotion department as
some subjects are morn desirable than others. It is possible for studen ts to
shape their courses so thoi this extra year's work will lead to the degrees of
Master of Arts and Moster of Science as well as the Teaching Certificate.
21.

Five hours first quarter

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY

( See course write-up under Psychology. This course is requ ired
count towards a major or minor in Education or Psychology.)

25.

INTRODUCTION TO EDUCATION

but d oes

not

Two hours first quarter

A course designed to a .quaint students with the field of education by giving them
11 view of its aims ond organization.
Presents the opportunities and requirements of
leaching with II view of helping them make 11 :hoice of their educ11tion11Iwork.
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Three hours first q®rter

51. HISTORY OF EDUCATION

A study of the development of the ideols of onc ient, medievol, ond eorly Renoissonco educotion. The system of Greece, Rome, the Middle Ages , ond the post-reformotion period ore conside red with respect to their spirit ond content.
(Given 1945-1946 ond olternote yeors .)

Five hours ~econd q®rter

52. SECONDARY EDUCATION

The content of this course is os follows: The Lotin Grommor School, the ocodemy,
the origin ond the development of the high school, o comporison of the secondory
oducotion of tho United Stoles with thot of Englond, Fronce, ond Germony, the
$peciol functions of the high school ond its orticulotion with the other ports of the
school system, the curriculum ond the extro-curriculor octivities.

Five howrs surnmer quarte1·

53. THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Treots of the historicel development , oims of the junior high school, the progrom
of studies, the odminislrotion, teoching stoff, end methods of teoching.

Three hours third q®rter

55. STATE MANUAL

A study of the Woshington Stote Menuel, supplemented by lecture end discussion
of e generol field of secondery educetion in the Stete of Woshinglon. Required for
secondery cerlificelion.

56.

Five hours second quarter

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

This cou rse consists of the following: The physicel besis of men tel life, the
stimulus-response concept, heredity end environment, inherited tendencies, motive.
lion of behevior, the higher intellectuol responses, sensori-molor , perceptuol, ossocietive, end ideetionol leorning, economy ond efficiency in leorning, differences in intelli
gence ond echievement, mentel growth, trensfer of treining, integretion of personelity.

57. EDUCATIONAL AND VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE

Thr ee hours first q®rter
Aims ond methods of educotionl
of occupotions .

ond vocotionol

guidance.

Also o study of types

Three hours second quarter

59. SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION

A study of the problems of supervising 6nd odministering pub lic school instruction
ond directing pupil-school relotionships.
Also o study of the reloiionships of the
school to the com munity, school boord , ond other higher school officers.

61. TESTSAND MEASUREMENTS

Three hou1·ssecond quarter

This study includes individuol ond group inte,ligence tests ond the•r opplicotion to
the progress ond the efficiency cf the sch,:,ols. A fee of fifty cents is necessory to cover
the cost of moteriol.
' (Given 1945-1946 ond olternote yeors.)

Three hours first quarter

62. GENERAL METHODS

This inc udes leorning excerc1ses ond teochers' objectives; motivotion, formotion of
specific hob its; the ocquisition of knowledge through experience , development, reeding and Jse · the orgerization and expressi
of ~nowledge, generol potterns of conduct, doss monogemen , individuo l differences, projects, meosurement of ochievement
ond lesson plonning,
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63. SPECIAL
METHODSIN SECONDARYEDUCATION

Thr ee hours second quar_ter
A. study of the Morrison, Miller, Winnet\:a, and other methods. A study of technique in subiect matter and bibliography will be made in cooperation with the maior
end minor deportments reported by the students enrolled. The students will be required to ma~.e a study of methods used in their respective departments in tho high
schools of Spokane. Ob~ervation and reports will be required.

b4. FUNDAMENTALS OF STATISTCS
Requuirement for ell Education
course description.

end

Five hours third quarter

Psychology mojors.

65. CHILD STUDY AND ADOLESCENCE

See

Economics b4 for

Five ho1trs first quarter

For course descr, ption see Pyschology.
(Given 1945-1946 end elterneto years.)

66.

Five howrs third quarter

EDUCATIONAL SOCIOLOGY

The function of education in society, the nature end function of the school, the
curriculum, the social objectives of education, democracy end educet,on, vocet,onel
guidance, other social agencies besides the !chool, social control, end education.
(Given 1945-1946 end elternete years.)

Six hours third quarter

70. CADET TEACHING

Nine weeks of daily observation end leeching of high school classes in the high
schools of Spokane. Supervision by the regular high school teachers to whom the
cadet is assigned. A one-hour conference period weekly is required of the class, end
individual conferences ere required ot the appointed times. Open to seniors lll\d .graduate students with approved teaching major end minor fields. Required for secondary
certification.

80.

PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION

Five hours third quarter

Prerequisite: Junior !lending. 'Leading philosophies, concepts of the individual
end society, civilization end the piece of education in a democro<.y wil: eceive mejor
emphasis.
( Given 1945-1946 end elternete years.)

DEPARTMENT
OF HISTORYAND POLITICALSCIENCE
Mr.Tilley
The Deportment of History ond Politico! Science offers o four year course
leading to the Bachelor of Arts in history; olso o minor in Political Science. A
major co'nsists of at least 45 hours of work in that department.
Economics
51, Political Science 28, 59, 63, 64, ond 77 olso count toward a major in
history. A minor consists of 24 hours .

HISTORY
I.

Five hours first quarter

MAN AND CIVILIZATION

A survey of world history from pre-literary times to the Reneissence. The c'ourse will
consist of e historical survey of the ancient world, India, Chine, end the Fer East end
Europe to 14-00.
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2.

Three hours second quarter

MAN AND CIVILIZATION

A survey of world history from the Renoissonce to 1870.

Atten ,on w, I be given lo
1h11oxponsion of tho Wost, the colonizotion of 1h11western hemisphere: olso the develop·
menl of Europe ond Asio up to 1870.

3.

Three hours third quarter

MAN AN D C IVILIZATIO N

/\ survey of world history from 1870 to the pre~enl.
development of world offoirs since 1870.

Attention

will be given to the

11. GEOGRAPHICAL FEATURESOF HISTORY

Three hours third quarter
The influence

l..---15.

of geogrophicol

feotures

on contemporory

history.

Fo1tr hours first quarter

HISTORY OF EARLY UNITED STATES

A generol course deoling with the development of the United Stotes to the Civil
War. Attention will be given to the coloniol period, rise of the Constitution,
rise
of Ropublicon democrocy, western exponsion, seclionolism o nd the Civil Wor.

16.

HISTORY OF LATE UNITED STATES

F our hours second quarter

II goneral course stressing the histo ry of the Unitod Stoles since the Civil wor. Attention will be g·von to the rise of big business, prosperity in the eighties , Americon
indu,lriol revolution, the exponsion of the United Stoles, the New Deal, ond the
Second World War

/

../ 25.

Three hours first quarter

HISTORY OF ENGLAND
A survey of Englond os a phase of European
{Given 1945-194b and al•ernate years.)

26.

History.

H ISTORY OF THE BRITISH EM PIRE

Three h01irs second quarter

A study of the development

of the Brilish Commonweolth
be given lo the dominions , colonies, and commonwealths .
Given 1945-1946 and alt e, ,ale yttars)

.;'27.

Attention

will

Three hours first quarter

HISTORY O F THE AMERICAS
A brief course of the llmori :an nations. emphasizing
(Givon 1944-1945 a 0 d alterr,ote yeors .l

fa.

of notions.

their relotionships

to eoch other.

Three hours ~ecollfl quarter

EUROPE SINCE 1370

A study of the main dove! .pments of Europe since 1870. Attention will be given
to tho development
of Modorn Euro pean Notions, the bodground
of the First W orld
War, tho First World War , and Europe in tho twentieth century.
(Gi.-en 1944-1945 and alternate years.)

Three hours thir<l quarter

60. Tr.E PACIFIC AREA

n

s will be a study of '1e
, of the Pacific.
E, ,phosis will be pi ced "pon t~e ;:.,
East, southern Asia, islands of the Pacific and Australasia.
' •iven 1945- 1946 <a :, ale , not e years.)

V63.

MEDIEVALEUROPE

Three hours first quarter

A ,tudy of the
,ry of E.,r• pe fr ~m !he foll of the Romon Empire to tho Renais.anc11.
Attention will be given to the oge of feudoli sm, the rise of the Medi11"al Church and the
rise of European notions.
1Given 1945-1946 and alternate yeors.)
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Three hours third quarter

64. RENA ISSANCE A ND REFORMATIO N

/\ study of the oge of the Reformotion from 1500 to the close of the Thirty Yeon Wor .
The ploce of the Renoissonce on the development of modern times, the Protestont
Reformotion ond the Cotholic Reformotion.
(Given 1944-19'45 ond olternote yeors.)

80. WASHING TON HISTORY AND GOVERNMENT

Three hours third quarter
/\ required course for students working toword their teocher's certificote
ton.

in Woshing-

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Mr. Tilley
11. INTRODUCTION TO POLITICAL SCIENCE

Three houtrs f irst quarte r
A course deoling with the science of government.

12. LOCAL AND STATE GOVERNMENT Three hours second quarter
/\ study of city ond stole government.
Attention will be pieced upon the development of stote constitutions end stote odministrotion: olso something of the development
of municipol government.

13. CURRENT AMERICAN GOVERNMENT Three hours third quarter
/\ study of Americon government

in wor time.

28. CONTEMPORARY WORLD PROBLEMS

Three hours f irs t puarter

A study of the problems of contemporory
tions end problems of wor end peoce.
(Given 1945- 1946 ond oltern ote yeor , .)

world offoirs such es intern otion ol org a nizo-

Three hours third quar ter

52. GOVERNMENTS OF EUROPE

A study of the governments of Europe both the democrocies
governments.
(Given 1944-1945 ond olternote yeo".)

end the totolitorion

59. FOREIGN RELATIONSOF THE UNITED STATES

Three ho1trs second quarter
A course deoling with the diplomotic history of the United Stotes.
(Given 1944-1945 ond olternete yeon.)

63. A NCIENT AND MEDIEVAL POLITICAL THOUGHT

Three hottrs seco-rulquarter
A study of the development of polit,col ideas from Plato to Mochiovelli.
( Goven 1945- 1946 end olternote yeors.}

64.

MODERN POLITICAL THOU G HT

Three ho'ltrs third quarter

A study of the development of modern politico! idoos from the Renoissonce to the
present.
(Given 1945-1946 and olternote yeors.)
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77. AMERICAN CO NSTITUTIONAL HISTORY

Three hours first quarter
A course deoling with the history of the Constitution.
of Americon history end politico! scien ce .

The Constitution

os

O

phose

DEPARTMENTOF PHILOSOPHY
Dr. Hardwick
50.

LOGIC

Three hours third quarter

A survey of the process of reflection, the scientific
reosoning ond the criterie of correct thinking.
(Given 1945-1946 end oltern ote yeers.)

51.

INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY

method , the noture of formol

Three hou,rs first quarter

An introduction To the method of criticel thinking. Some of the mo in prob lems
in epistemology will be indiceted end their enswers considered.

52.

ETHICS

Three Junirs first quarter

A study c:f t~e eth ic ol priciples governing humor. conduct.
Cons iderotlon of the
personol end socio1
theories of ethicol voluPs. Suggested solutions to contemporory
problems.

53. HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY

Three hours second quarter

A survey of the mojor philosophicol syslf,ms in their histor ic ol development.
The
courso will ,~elude ( I ) encient philos~phy: !onions, Eleetics, Pythegoreons,
Atom(b) Modern philosophy: Oescreotes,
ists; Plolo; ,._ristotlo ; Stoics end Epicureons.
Spinoza, Leibniz; Locke, Ber~eley , Hume; Kent end Germon ldeolism.
(Given 1945-1946 end elternete yeors.)

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Mr. Newcomb

Miss Ruth G ouldin
The dep ortment of physical education
instruction to eoch individu al.

strives to give well-rounded

All students ore required to toke six hours of physical education I gym
or its equivalent) before being allowed to graduate. If the individual hos the
ability ond desires to participate in inte rcollegiate competition on o varsity
team, he will receive one hour's credit for each season he ploys on e
varsity squad.
Each student is reguired to hove o physical examination at the open;ng
of the college year. All women ore required to toke the course in Personel
Hygiene in addition to the required six hours of physical education. Eoch
woman is expected to wear the regulation costume which moy be purchased
of the college.
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I. Courses For Men
1-2-3. PHYSICAL EDUCATION, FRESHMAN GYM

One hour each quart e1
Prescribed woric .,jfh leeching of ethleti:: skills end perlicipelion
plus geme, of lower orgenizetion. Clesse, meet tw,ce eech week.

in secsonel

sports

4-5-6. PHYSICAL EDUCATION, SOPHOMORE GYM

One hour each quart er
A c ,n" uetion of the work 1-2 end 3. Cles!es meet twice eech wee k.

One hour first
One hour second
One hour third
Two hours each

7. *FOOTBALL
8. BASKETBALL
9. TENNIS
11-12-13. THEORY OF COACHING

quarter
quarter
quarter
quart er

This course is designed to supply young men who ere expe cting to be come co eches
with o knowledge of the method of teechir.g the fundementel techniques, rules, end
principles of footbell, beskc·tboll, bas e b all, end trod.

Two hours first quarter

15. HYGIENE

II. Courses For Both Men and Women

Two hours first quarter

30. ATHELETIC INJURIES

A s udy oi the types, causes, end cero given to injuries incurred while porlicipoting
,n sports.

Two hours second quarter

50. RECREATIONAL LEADERSHIP

The pu, oose of this course is to oque,nt students with o number of enjoyeble
which do ot require high orgenizetion to meke them ploycble.

60.

HISTORY OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
A brief history of phvsicel educetion
encient t,me to pre,ent doy methods.

go mes

Two hours third quarter

which shows the trends in body !r ei ning from

Ill. Courses For Women
A minor in Physicol Educotion for Women moy be token ot Whitworth
College. The following courses ore required: Four hours from the following
24, 25, 26 or 28; ond 10, 30, 50, 60, 64, 66, ond Psychology 65 (Ad olescent ).
1-2-3. FRESHMAN-SOPHOMORE GYM
10.

PERSONAL HYGIENE

One hour each quarter
Two hours first quarter

The course is requirod of oil women before g rod uohng . A lecture course cove rSpeciel emphesis is pieced on the checking of
ing procticol problems of health.
individuel health ecco1.onts. Meets twice e week.

First and second quarters

22. TENNIS

* Suspended for durotion.
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24-25-26.

SPORTS

Study 11nd development

27-28-29.

One hour each quart er
of gomes ond sports in season.

FOLK GAMES

One hour each quarter

The work is given over to ophasis on folk gomes odoptoble

6-4. CLUB LEADERSHIP

to lorge ond smoll groups.

Two hours second quarter

A study of leodership methods in the orgonizations
os chorocter-building
agents for the odolescent.

66.

Two periods per week.

which ore designed

pa rticul arly

TECHNIQUE OF SPORTS AND GYMNASTICS

Two hours third quarter
An ,nton;ivo study of principal octivities suited to hiqh school girls.

PSYCHOLOGY
Dr. Hardwick
Dr. Munn

t

!:b

..,
•:

I.

ORIENTATION

One hour first quarter

A course designed to aid freshmen to adjust to major problems of college life. The
This ;nformation tocourse begins with tho college testing orogrom at registration.
gether with the loctures and personal conferences ore designed to provide guidance in
the developmer,t of o well-balanced college program. Required of all entering freshmen.

21.

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY

Five hour s first quarter

Psych olog ical preview, the rnnse organs, the nervous system. tho muscles and the
glands. Emotions and emotional conflict, habits, attention and perception, memory
and leornong, thinking, intelligence, personality and its measurement, personality and
social living.

30. APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY

Five hours third quarter

Human motivation, learning and memory, human efficiency, endividual and sex
differences, suggestion, psychology of personality, nd vertising, personnel odministration, psyc~ology of music and morole, psychology of speech, psychology of writing
nnd art, µsy:hietry ond menial hygiene, psychology and education, psychology 11nd
l he profes~ions.

32. SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY

Four hours first quarter

f-'or course a<,scription see Sociology 32.
( Given 1945-1946 and alternate years.)

56. EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

Five hours second quarter

Course description to be found under Education.
Requirements
<111dPsychology majors and minors end for teaching certificate.
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60. THE PSYCHOLOGY OF ABNORMAL PEOPLE

Five hours t hird q'u,arter
The eim of this c-:>ursGis to give e better under51end,ng of normel people by trying
t., underst.ind the noture end ceuses of breekdowns in cherecte r end personality.
Tho followir.g is o ,tetement of he <ubjects considered: Ceusos of mentel disorders, disturhencos of sensation, porcept ion end essociotion; delusions, obnormolities
of memory, emotional disturbances, motor disturbances, intelligence obnormolities, personality, suggestion, hypnosis, regrossion , phycho-neuroses,
compensation,
episodic
disorders, prophylactic measures, end mental therapy.
(Given 1945-1941,e nd oltornote yeor5.)

Five howrs third quarter

64. FUNDAMENTALS OF STATISTICS
For course description

see

Economics 1,4,

Five hours first quar ter

65. CHILD STUDY AND ADOLESCENCE

A careful ,t udy of the physical, mental end morol development in childhood and
doles:en ~e. and the applicetion of the some to the core, tre in,ng end edccetion of
edolescenls.
(Given 1945-1941,and elternete yeers.)

68. THE PSYCHOLOGY OF ADJUSTMENTFour hours second quar ter
This C<'Urse deel, with the origins of behavior, t he modification of behevior, motivel1on and edjustment, verieties of odjustiv..- behavior . the organic factors of personality, the development of personality treils, guidance of reedjustments , end the
opp, colic~ of Mentel hygiene.

74.

Four hours f irs t quar ter

EXPERIMENTALPSYCHOLOGY

This co~rse consists of the study of some of the most importent psychologicel
experiments
together
with leborotory
wor~: natu re of psy~hologicel
ex~orimenl o,eudo-psychologies,
inheritence, meturet1on e nd growth; droves end motives ;
hypnoses nnd suggestibility; development o~ emotion~! behe.vi~r; o~ult ~":'otion; per .:eption, re~en,_bering, leerning end reeso~.'ng; leorn1~g, th1nk1ng, '.meg1n1~g, ~reomong end the nr111n; the development of 1ntel,1gence testing; the meen1n9 of ,ntell1gence
test score s; end ep!itude testing.

SOCIOLOGY
Dr. Schlauch
I.

INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY

Fowr hours first quarter

A survey f the fields of sociol ,gicel s,udy, culture end culture chton<Jo, s, ,ciel
groups end control p rocesses. Study of persor.ality development, reces, sociol classes,
end o her fun, .r· net s, •ciel groups. Prelimir.llry discuuions of social institutions.

2.

Fou,r hours second quarter

SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS

Anelr s of the family. the economic , politicel, educlllionel,
social welfere institutions, end of minor institutional forms.

religious, recreotionel

and

Four hours third quarter

3. SOCIAL PROBLEMS

A study of ~he ceuses of our chief social problems, end their results; some suggested

remedies .
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32.

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY

F our hours fi rst quarter

Analysis of typical social groups--c rowds, assemblies,
public opinion, mass oction, propogondo, etc.
( Given 1945- 1946 ond olternote yeo rs.)

33.

RA CE RELA TIO NS

pa rties, sects, etc.; sources of

Three hours summer quarter

A study of various phoses of ra ce problem s of the world, with speciol reference
the United Stotes.

34.

YO UTH PROBLEMS

A study of the problems
solving them.

35.

to

T hree h011,rssummer quarter
that

foce youth in this troubled

CRIMINOLOGY

time, ond methods of

Four hours third quarter

Anolysis of cont ributing focto rs in c riminolity: economic, politico !, psychological, ond
other environmentol ond pathological factors. Analysis of the origins of delinquency.
Study of programs of punishment, reform and rehabilitation.
{Given 1945-1946 and alternate yeors.)

42.

..

~

:i
:t•,

..~:

POPULATION

Three hours third quarter

Study of populaiion composition, quantitative
ond qualitative growth and trends,
dispersion, present !rends in growth and mc,bility. Influences determining population
changes.

52.

LABOR PROBLEMS

Five hours second quarter

For course description see Economics 52.
{Given 1945- 1946 and alternate yea rs.)

55.

SOCIAL THEORY

Five hours second quarte r

A comoMative and criiicol study of th9 contributions of sociological
eorly timos to modern. A study of ths vuious schools of sociological
on onolysis of recent trends in sociologicol thought.
{Given 1945-1946 ond olternate ye ors.)

56.

THE FAMILY

th inkers from
thought, i,nd

F ive hours second quarter

A study of the fomily os a social institution, on evaluotion of the historical, eco nomic, social ond psychologicol
approaches
to fomily functioning.
A consideration of factors in morital ,.djustment Md porent-child interaction.
{Given 1944- 1945 and olternate yeors.)

58.

RURAL SOCIOLOGY

Three hours first quarter

A study of the :;tructure end institutions cf the rural community, c consideration
of tho broader social ond economic problems of the rurol oreas of the country, ond ,
community or9onizotionol opproach to rural community functioning.
(Given 1944-1945 and alternate years.)

64.

STA TISTICS
For course description

65.

Five hours third quarter
see Economics 64.

Three hours third quarter

PUBLIC OPINION
Charncter and ooerotion of oeliefs
propagando, criticis~. o~d education.
{Given 1944-1945 ond alternate years.)

formed
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90. TOMORROW IN THE MAKING

Two to four hours summer quarter

Fnr course descrip1,on see Eeonom,·s 90.

Th ree hours first quarter

67. PRINCIPLESOF SOCIAL WORK
/\ cereful study of the bos,c
,,-un'ly -:,r';ja,1i1otion. Study of
c,e, o~d understand rg f the
!Given 1944-1945 ond olternote

principles ond practices in modern cose work end comthe present governmentol relief ond socio! work oqen,,, e ond funcrions of socio! workers end odministrotors.
years.)

101. INDIVIDUAL CONFERENCE AND RESEARCH
Students are allowed to follow their own porticulor interest in this field under
gu,donce and w,11be held for o detailed report on their reseorch. Credit given depends
upon tho amount of inves1igetion.
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TOTAL STUDENT
ENROLLMENT
BYCLASSES
1943-1944

Seniors
*Ausink. Muriel- Soci ol Science ......................................... ................. .................................. Selah
Beggs, Dorothy-B iology .......................................... ................. - ........................................... Seattle
Briggs , Johanna -Home
Econo mics .................................................................................. Granger
Cook, Marguerite - Education ································ ·······-·········· ········································· Spokane
.............................. .................. .......................................................... Spokane
Cook, Reuel-History
**Dean, Gerald-Pre-Medi cs ········· ··························· ···········-··········· ··················· ·········--·· Spokane
Dien, Neomi-Bi ology ····························· ···························- ····-··· ·············-····· ·············· ····· Colville
Ghormley, Helen-Chri stion Education .......................... ..................................... ............. Yakima
*Gouldin, Ruth-Physi cal Educotion ................ .................................................................... Yakima
Hodge, Virginia-S ocial Science ............................................................... ................... .. Vancouver
Hook, Eleanor- English ................................................................................. ....................... Spokane
Huntley, Ruth-Bosi c Science ...................... ............................... ....................................... Spokane
McConnell, Louis-So ciolog y ······································ ·······-· ······································· ··· Rathdrum
**Merkle, Paul-H isto ry ............................. ........................... ...................... ...................... Spokane
**Messex, Lewis-Mu sic ................................................... ................................................... Spokane
Monette, Kenneth -Social Science .................................................................................. Spokane
Peterson, Lenore Trevitt-English ............. ................................. ·-······································· Republic
Reese, E. Robert-Bib le.............................. ................................... ....................... .. Post Falls, Idaho
Reynolds, Florence-H ome Econom ics ........................................ ........................................ Tacoma
Saito, Tetsue-S oci ol Science ............................... - ............................................. Portland, Oregon
*Schwab, Richard-Chemistry
............................ ................... - ....................... Corvallis, Montana
Scott, Frances-So ciology ........................................................................................ ............ Spokane
**Thorndike, David-Mothemoti cs ................................................................ Monument, Oregon
Weed, Merle-Christ ion Education ............. ..................................... ................................ Orondo
•seni ors but not graduoting in doss of 1944.
**Seniors now in service to be graduated in ebsentio.

Juniors

fli~~f
?-._;IIlII~;_-;;;-.;:
I=t:;;;;
:I:I=;:;
~~t:
Douglass, Betty Ann ............................................................ .................................................... Ephrata
~~:l::,S°M"ar~~uce
__
........................................................................................................ ::·:··--..An~~otti
Henricksen, John .................................. .......................... ....................................................... Spokane
Horikawa, Hideko ................................................................. .......................................... ......... Seattle

;;~~·~1~:;:,
: : :- -:::

~f
il

K;;,;gg;'.f

~;,~~~;:~G~~i~~eth
·..:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
: :::::::::::::::::::::::
.....
··o~i~th,
.i:}I:~~

McNeeley, Isabelle ........................ ..................................... ................................................. Cowiche
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MiH, ltebel ··----·-···-·-··-·····
·--·-·········--········-·····--·····-····-··
Morrow, Helen .. ···-·······-···-·-·-····-····-··-····-·-·-···
·-········-···---···
~i:t:~t;~~::iye
Rydholm, Edith
S•nd•n, Robert
Snoddy, C.li• .•
Stok•a, Lilli•11 .....

.. __ ..•• ······-···· •..........•......... ............. ......... ••..... .... _ ·····-- .....
... --····-·-······
.•......••....•.•..... ··-·
·- ··-. ·····- .. ·-····-·
......... --·- ······-· •.... -·····-·-···-··-·······-·········-··········-·······...
--· -··· _ ·······--··-···· ··-···-· .. ·- • • ...... •....•. •·····-·-····...... .....•...•.....• ---·--·-········ ···-····-············-·········-·······-·-·····
•.........

0

~=rr~::•j:yc:<:·

-····-···-·-Sf;oken•
_ Modeato, Ce ifornie

~~ -

Rs::~:

Spohn•
N•wport
Spok•ne
Spoken•

--:.-.-:.-:.~~--:.-~=====--=--~--.-:~·:.~::::.·:=:::~-::::~-:::::Sp~k::~

Aldrich, Jee• .. •...•...•...... ·-····-··-·-·-······
.....•• ...................... ··-·
. .... . D••r Perl:
l•rnH, -.uth
.. -· ··- ·-····-····· ·····-·················-···--- _
Stockton, C.lifornie
Spoken•
hr9, Ele•nor ····················-·-·········-··-········· ·····-·······-····-············--··
lourlend, Jeen11• ···--··-······--··-···
-··
--·.
·-·-·--·· ····················-····················· ··· Tec:orne

:~;;~:
~t~ .::::=~~::.~:~-~=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::··::::::·::::::·:_::::::::·::·
.::c,!;k~:
ludd, l•tty ...... ··-·---·-·····--··-···-········-·····
--··· ·-···-··· .
...
.. .... K•l-o
Coett, Dorto11 ... ·····--·-····-··-···-···--·············
-···· •.... ······-·-··· ·· ... Pone:• City, Oklehom•
-··· -··-·-··--····-················
····-······-Spoken•
D•via, Jec:ki• ...
··-····---·-········- .... Spoken•
D•eri119, Ev•ly11 ······-·······················-·····················-·······-······-«····
f•lk. 6•r•ldin•
···--··-··-··
·- - --- --·-·-······-···-· -··-·---········
.. St. JohD
Flor•nc:•, Cheri•• ..... ········-······-·······-·-············· ···-· ..... .. .............. ..
.....• ·······-··Spoken•
......• --····-·· -·-·-···
··-·---·-··--··
Merlin
Fre11z.Alvi11 .. ... -··-·-····-- ·-·-······ ······ .. ..... . •... Outlook
Gerwood, Dorothy ······-· ···-·--······-·······-····-··············--···
. ------·····--·······-·····--·-······-······-·········
·-·-···
.. Plumm•r, ldeho
Gimli11, J•en .
Gr••n, Yvonn• . .....•. -·-·······-····-·······-·····--······
······-·--········· .. -· ..
Spok•ne
·--·--··--··-··········
.. Touchet
Hertl•y , H•len .. ··-··-·· ·······-·-··-··-··--····-·-······--··········-··H•thewey , Frenc:es ··-·--·· __
--··_ ••..... ·-·· ··· -·-·
····-·-······--···
Spoken•
·-···-······--····-··············-······-······
Chef• n
H•nd•rton, J•enne --··--·-·-·---····-·-······-··
Hold•r, Leur•tt•
·······-·-······ .•..• ···--··· ··-··
-··
-·····-····---··
··-·-····-···-·Spokane
Holac:lew, Bernie:• .. ··-·- _ --···-·-·······--·-·-············---··-----··
•. .. Portland
· ····--·--·-·-·-···-·····-······-····
·--· ···· ···-······--······.
Spoken•
Hunt, Virginie ..
Jac:ob1, Betty Hosea ... ..... .•..••. ···--········-···················-·-····--·-__ ...• _ .. Spokane
··-······---·····---···-···-··---··
-·-·-···-··-·.
··--··-·
. .. Seattle
Jemi•ton , Helen Jo
.. -·-·· .... •
Spoken•
Knauh, Eugene
Kriena, Patricia ·----·--·--·-···--····------··-·········-·······-···
······ ···- ......... ...... . Seattle
··-··· ··-···· ......... -··········-·····-····-·
. Sen Joie, California
l•wi1, Anite ···-·· ··-·-···· ·········-··
May, Edn•
..
. ···---·······---·--··-···-···.•.. _..
-· __ .. .. ... Creston
Kuriowe, Sedeo ····-·-·.... ·······--··-·····-···· ···-·-··-········-·····-··
...
Spokane
Munc:e, Dorothy
...• _ -·- ···--·-······
-·-····
Two Dot , Montan•
Nanc:e, Jean .....
······-······-······-·····--····· ··-· ··-··-· ··- -·-· ··········-··· ···
Spokane
Richardson , Melisse
··---·-·-·····-··-·-··-·-········-··--···········-···
-·· ······""·········· Spokane
Ridey, Clate
-·
-·-··· ·-··-·-·······
....•.•.... --· ... .•... -··-·· ·······-· · Spokane
Sanford, Arthur ....•.........••....... ., ....•.. ....... ······························-·········-···········-·-·····
Spokane
___
---·--·-··--·-··----····
.. ·-· St. John
Schauble, Marjorie _ ·-··---·-··-·
Spoke ne
Sheridan, Dorothy ... ········-········-·········-···-······-·············-·······-······-··············-············
-···· ·····- ··-···-·-···············-·-···---··-····-·
Wenatchee
Spec:ker, Della .. ...•. ··-·-Strong, Jeannette .... ····························-····· ··- ······-·-······· ·-· -·-·· ···················-···-· ·· ....... Seattle
. la Crosse
Stuec:kle, Ruth .. ····-·· -··-·-·····-···-·-·-·-·····-··-···-···-·····--····-·-······-

~~:~iI:~:hi
··---·-········-····-·-··-·......
····-···
-··-····-·············-···· ·····--·······-····
I~~~:~:
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Yamamoto, Richard --------------------------·------------------------------·---·------------------------------------------Spokane
Zetrau, Jean -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sen Francisco, California

Freshmen

Andrews, Lee --------------------------------------------------·------------------------------------------------------------------Colbert
Barnes, Marie ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Spokane
Bauer, Barbara -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Seattle
Beal, Melvin ------------------------------------------------------------------------·--·---·------------------------------Medical Lake
Black, Ella Dora ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Naches
--------------Spokane
Brook, Anita -------------·---------------------------------------------------------------·-----·----------------------

gi:.e~.,~x,~~
:::::::::::::::::::::::=:::::::::::::::::::::::::=:::::::::::::::::::
~:~t:
0

-~__

Cline, Rose --------------------------------·------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------Spokane
Collins, Ralph -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Spoken•
g~~Jt:iu~:rothy _----------------------------------------------------------------·-----------------------------·-----------D;;~r.a;!
Croft, Crystal --------------------------·---···---·--·--·-···-----·-----·--··----------·----··
-·-·----·-·------------Walla Walla

V::r~~:
.-:::_-_._-_-::_·_·_-_._._-:::::::
_·::::::::::_-:::::
~:~t:
~:

g:~;~r
DeSall, Patricia -·-----·--·-------------··---·--·-··---·--------··----·--·---------··---------·-···--··--·--·---------··------·--·
Spokane
Diehl, Virginia ---······----··-------···----------·---·---------------·--··--··--····--------·---·-----------·-------·-·····----·--··
Spokane
Spokane
Dimond, Roy -----------·-----·-----··---------------·---····----·--··---·------·---·--·---·-------·------··--·--·-·····--·-----·-·Dowdy, Merilouisa --------·····
-····---·------··-·-----------·--··----------·------------···
·-·-·····-··-------···--------------··-·Selah
Dowke, Edna -···--·-·---·--·-····---·---·-·------·-------·----··-----·---······-·-··-·--·--··-:------·----·-----·-·-----·
··-·· Topaz, Utah
Easterly, Sonnie --------·--------·---·-------------··-·-·--···---·--·----------------------·----·---···-···----·-··-------·
Marysville
Spokane
Edgerton , Patricia --··---··---···------·---·--·------·-·-----------------····-······----·--------------·-·--··-·-----------·
Ellms, Gladys --······----·----------------·-·-------··
······---·----····------------·-------------··--·----·
··-··-·····-··----------Spokane
Evans, Elizebeth ----·--···--------------·····---·-·--··-------------------------------·-·-····
-·----····-----·-----·-------------Post Falls
Farthing, Dorothy ··-----··-······---------·---------------·-----··
···········-··-·-··-------··--------------Cottonwood , Idaho
Fiddler, Bernice ··--·-·--·------·-··-·---·-·--------·······----····--···--·-··----·-····---------------·-······---·----·------- Sequim
Omak
Finkbeiner, Olive -----------------····-·-·---··-·---------·----··----·-----··
--·-·-·-··-···-·-···------------------·---·------····--···
Follett, Mary Ellen -·-··----·-·-·-·-----------------------·······
··-··-····--·------·----·--··------···-·-···--·
-···-- Lenore, Idaho
Frick, Lorraine --·------·----·------·----------····
-··-·-··------·-··----·-·------------·----··----·-··--··------------·---··------·-Merlin
Gimlin, Helen ------------------·--·------·--·---·--------------··-----------------···--·-----·-·-----------------------Plummer, Idaho
Goffinet, Dwight ·····-·-·------------·----------------·--··-----··-----·----·
-----··-----------·
·--······--····--···-----·------Spokane
Granly, Adolph -·-··------·----·---·-···---·-·-·-·----------·-·----------------------··--·---···--------------------------Spokane
Green , Verdelle ·-·--·--·---···---·-·------------------·-·-----·------·-·-·-·--·-----·-··--·---------··--·--·
·-·-·-·--·--·-·--Spokane
Gwinn, Dorothy ---------·---------------------·---·-·-·-----·----------------·---·---·--------·-------·-·---------------·
Seatt le

~:il:I~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:::::::::::::::=::::::::::=:::::::::::::::::=::::::
st:tke•r::
Hammersburg, Lucille -------------------·------·-------------------------·
-··----·-·-··--·--·-·----------------------Bremerton
~:~~;:~~
:~:~;;
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::_~:::::
: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::
~~:!
~::
::::~:~~'

Hasegawa, Elle n ------------·---·--------·-------------··--·--·-·--·------·----·-··--·--·-----·--·---·-··-·-···-·--··-------··---·-Seattle
-·-····-------------·------··---------Spokane
Hawley, Pat ·-·-··--------------·--------·-·-··----·--·------------------------Hayi1shi, Norman -----------···-----·---·---------·-----·---------···-·--·--·-···--·---------------------------------··-Spokane
Heeter , Don ·-----------·------·-··--------------------·-·---·------·--------------------·-----------·-·-·--·----·-·-·-·----------Seattle
Hirata, Michi --·-------------·-------··--------·····-----------------------·-·-·
·----·---·
·-----··----------·--·-·----------Spokane
Hoff, Bernice ·-·-----------·
··----··-····---------·--·-------···-··-·-·----··------·--------·-------------····
··---····-···---------Marlin
Hoffman, Betty ----------------··-----------·---------·--------·--··------------------·-·---·
·-·-·---····----------------··-------Spokane
Hoibakk, Ralph ----------------·--------·--·--·--------------··-------------·--·-·····-·---··-------------··-------------··--·----·
Spokane
1
~~t;;,a
nPh;1ti:r~-~~_:_:-.::
-_-_·_-_-_-_-_-_
:·_-_-_-_-_-_-__-_:-_:
-_:::_:::-_:::::-_::::-_:::::::::·_
~_::::::·_-_-_-_-_::-:
_:-_~_
-_:::-::_::·_
:·-·s;~ --j~;~:---c;f;tt:n~:
9

~~:::
i-, --·-·-------------·----·-··-------··-·
·---··--··-------·------·--·-----------·---·-··------Culver-City, -c;f;;::n~:
Ishibashi, Yuriko ____________
:_____
·---·--·--------------------------------·--·-·-·-·-----------···---------------·-···
Hunt, Idaho
~/;~

Ito, Mary --------------·--··
-··-·----··--------------···-----------·-····---·-·------··-··-----------·------···-··
-·------·---·-Hunt, Idaho
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Jones , Marilyn
······-·-············
····- --··-· ··········-·· •
Chewelah
·····--···· ...... -··-· ~-··
.. Wentachee
Julian , Francelle ··- ···················-· -·· ·- ·-·-·····
Kimura, Bert
----·····--·······--·····---···············--·-·····-·············-· ··· ·· Hunt, Idaho
King, Jerry
...........................................................................
·····-···-···-····-·····-···
.... Chewelah
Klee, Betty
···---·-······-·---·-··---·
Washtucna
.................... ............ .
Reardan
Kneuss, Helen ···-···--·-···········-·-···-···--·······-·-··········-······
Kopp, Jim
_ ····---·- ·-··· -····-··-······-·-·- ···-···- ........ -·····- •.. -····
Yakima
Kreitlow, Marian ··················-·-········-······-·-···-·······
··················-•••... _ _
Spokane
Lalor, Shirley .. -········-·········· ·············-··-················-·----······--········-·
·········-············
Spokane
····--··---············-···-···-··-·······-·········-····-- .•...
Spokane
Lancaster, Mee ___
Lehn, Alvida .... .............. ··-·················································-····-···········-·-······-··········
Espanola
··- •
Spokane
Ludberg, Lucile
..
····-··-····--·-·---····--····-······-················· Spokane
Mcfarlane , Elizabeth Ann ······-······-········-················--································
.. ... ······················-·····················-·········-········-······-··-······Spokane
McHenry, Ruth
Millerd, Dorothy ·········-······· -·· ···········-········ ······-····-····-······--····-·.. ..... .......
Yakima
Moss, Carol .... -·····--···-·-··-···--····-··-··-··-·-······-·····-·----·-·--····
Spokane
Two Dot , Montana
Munce , Warfield ····--··--·······-··-····-·-···········-····-·····---·····················
···-···········-········-···········-··--·-·······--·-·•••
Spokane
Myers, Richard
Na,awaga, Happy . -····-·····-···············-·····
··-······-·······--··-············
Hunt, Idaho
Nakano, Sumiko -···-· ·-·-···-··-··-··-········--·--··
-·-·Amache, Colorado
. . ·····-·······- .. ·-··················-····· ····-········ ·········-······-····
St. John
Nix, Dayne ...
Nothweng, Kathryn ... ···············-· -······· ..·-· -···-······ ··-·······-·· ·-··-··········-· ···· .. .... ..... Bremerton
O'Brien , Arlene ...
---··-······-·· ··-·-··---·---·-··--·
--··
.... Elk Grove, California
Pearson, Feith
........ ·-·-·-·················--······-··-·······················-···············
...... .... ..... .. . .. Seattle
PHlgren , Done -·· -···-·
·······-···-···-·
--········-·······-··-····
..... -·-... Spokane

""··::=::::::.:::::=:::=:=::::::::=::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::
·:::·
w!f:~~11:

;~,~~ .~t~?i~e~ite
Pruter, Irene ... -······-······--················································--········-·······-······
Mullen, Idaho
Ouenelle , Destine ····- ""·············-················-···-···-·····-········-···--·-··-········· .. Port Townsend
Reeves, Barbera ······-····-··············-········---······················-···-····-············--·······
Farragut, Idaho
Robinson , Opal --···-·--·-···-··-··········-······-··························-····-············
......... .... Spokane
Romanoff, Estelle ····--····· ·········-····-········--···-········-·····--···--·-·······
.. ...... .... . Spokane
Ruby, Donna Jean . ······--··· ···- .. ········-······-··-············· -·· ······-·-···-··············
Freeweter, Oregon
... ··-···-·······-··-········-··-··-······--···--·····-··-····
..
Hunt, Idaho
Sende, Tokiko
Shepherd, Virginie
..........................................................................................................
Spokane
··-· · ........ Spokane
Shiraga, George ..... -·····-········-· ···-········-····-··-···-·······-···-··-············
Simmonds, Beverly ········· ·····-···············-······ -·· ············ --·· ·-················ -······ ··-···· ····· ...... Spokane
Smith , Marjorie ·-·-··-····-·--··-···-··-········-·-···-·······-························
..... Mexico, Maine
Spelman, Pat
·······················-··········-······-······-····
··········-·········-·······
••...
Spokane
Stafford, Eleanor ..
-··------··---········-··-·············
St. Maries , Idaho
Summerson , Tom •.... ······-·-·····-···-········--·-·········
.. -·-···-·····-········-····
........ ...... Spokane
···············--·-······························-··································-··········-··
Spokane
Takahashi , Makiko
Tereo, Tome ...
·········-·······-···-··-·····--··--···-···-··-·· ······· Spokane
Terry, Florence
·····-··········-····· ··-··· ········-··-·--············-··-·-·······-··
····
Sunnyside
Therp , Ellen ..... ···-·····-···-·-·········--··---······-··········································-···
......... ...
Spokane
Wecker , Eleanor .................................................................. .................. .............. . Portland, Oregon

~~r2~t;~?~·e
::~:::::::~~~::::~=:~~:=::~:~:::~::::::::~:::::::~:::
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Williams, Jeen ···········································-·············· ········ ········-················-····················
Spokane
Williams , Marien
········-······-·-············-·······-················
·--···················-········-······
Spokane
Wright, David
.. ··--··········-·····-·········-·······-·································-·····
....
Tacoma
························-·- ·-···-··········· ··· ·······--·-·--···-····
..
Spokane
Yehehoto , George
Zenier, Verne ... ················-·········-······-····················-········-····························
.... Sandpoint, Idaho
- ········ ·-··- ·-· ···-······· ··· ......... Sandpoint, Idaho
Zanier, Vesta ... ······-·-····-····-·····-········-·--····
Zike, Frances
......... ·········-····· ··············· ········-·········· ...... . ... . .......
Oxnard , California
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Nurs es and Medical Students in Tra,ining
Best, Kathryn -----·---·-············-··············-···············-·······-··- Swedish Hospitel, Seettle-Montesano
Blindauer, Merlyn -························-···--········· St. Luke's Hosp itel, Spokene-Homilton,
Montana
Bishop, Regino ...... .................... ········-····· ..······-·············· St. Luke's Hospital. Spokane-Garfield
Deon, Gerald ·····-························ ···········-············-·······-·--·········· Northwestern, Chicago---- SpokoRe
*Rydholm, Edith ............. .......................................... _...... Dea coness Hospital, Spo kane- Spokane
Starrett, Jackson ·················-·-····..················-··········· ..-·.. ···-······ .... ··-········ St. Louis, Mo.-Seottle
Woll, Morion -··-··-···---···············-··-························· ..·.. ··-·-·-· Swed ish Hos pital , Seattle-Menette
• Repeeted

l n Regular

Enrollment .

Post Gr<Lduates and Special S tud ents
Berg, Bernice --····-···----··-················--········-···-·····-·-················· ····-···-······-··-··············-··..······· Spokane
Bromblet, Lyle ·······-·-···-···-··-······-···--···········-··········· ·····-······ ..··················· ..············--··--·· Deary, Idaho
Broult, Audrey ········· ······································································-··-·············· ·····-·--·---...... Hoquiam
Cerrell, Anno Jo.ne -···········-···············-···········-······· ········-········-·-·······-··--.............. Cleveland, Ohio
Draper, Mrs. Harry ·----······--···-········-················-·····················-·········..······ ··············-·······-··· Spokane
Dugen, Mory Elaine ··············-······-·····-············-·-···---··········-·-······························ ······· ..······· Tacoma
Edenso, Nathaniel ········-········-·······--··-···-··········-··-··································· ..·······-······-···· Craig, Alosko
Evens, Ernestine ············· ·································· ·-····-·····-··-·---········-··-···········-····-·····-···-··········· Yokime
Gerber, John ···-·-··-·-······-·········-·-··-·························-·-·--·---··-···-·-··-····-···········-············ ........ Spokane
Gordner, Ray ·············· ······················-· ············ ·············· ·······-·-··-·--··-··········· Coeur d 'Alene, Idaho
······················-· Spokene
Gustefson, Poul ····-····-···-·-····-···-··············-·············-··----·-·--·-····-·-··-·--··-·········
Heiner, Mrs . Roy ··-··-·············································· .............................................. SoAdpoint, Idaho
Johnson, Florence ··········································---··············· ·········· ···-·----·-··-·--·····-·-······-·········· Spokane
Johnson, Robert ························-····----··· ··-·--····--·--········-··-··--··························· ······················ Spokane
Jones, Eldred .......................................................................
_.._................................ ...... Spokane
McElhaney, Henrietta .... .. ................ ........... ..................... ... .... ........ .
.. .....
Spokane
Munn , Ila ......................
·················--······· ...................... ·-···..·-··-··········· · ····-··-········ ........ Spokane
Piper, Viola -··-······-················-········-·-· ·-········-··············· ···-·······················-········-··············· . Greenacres
Riva, Elizabeth ··-······ ·-........ ........... ............ ......... _...................................... ,.. -,.·-···--················· Spokane
Schell, Elinor ···-··········-·-··-·-·-·····································-·······································-···· ·-········ .... Spokane
Wo rd , Hutchins .................... .............. .............. ....................................... ............................ Spokene
Wight, John ····················--· ···· ··············· ·-················-·-·······---················· ·-·---·····--······-·····
Spokane

WHITWORTH COLLEGE WAR TRAINING PROGRAM
43-1 Army, Secondary
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Charvet , Poul ............. ·-············-········-···-··-······-·-··-··----··-·-·········--·····-········-·-····..·--·--·--···· Grandview
Cornford, Alfred ·············-···-····- .. ······--············· ..·-················-··-···························· Portland, Oregon
Doy, Lloyd ···· ··--········--·-···-·-··-···'"····..·-·-·· · ..···- ······························-·······-········· ··············-··-·-··· Colfax
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Donaldson , Frank ··-··--···--·--···
····-··-·--·····-·
·-·-·· ···········--·-·······.... ............. Yakima
Durham, Nelson •. -·· ···-··· ·-·····-················-··-····-··
··---· ·----··-·
- ... ·- Seattle
Edwards, Zeno ·--··--····-···-··-·
-··
···--···-·····-···-·-··-••...... . Portland, Oregon
_ ... ···----·-········-·---··-····
·-···-·- ··-·· ······-··-··...
. .. Spokane
Elrod, A. T.
Faulds, Charles
.. -·····-··-·· ···-···-······-··-··---·-·············-·-····-· ·- ······-·--·
Pasco
· -····-···············-······· ... .. Spokane
Gladder, Carlton . ····-···-···-·-·--·--·······-··········--··
Green, Frank ···- . ··········---··-··-·-·--··-·······--··················-·-·-·····-·.... . .. Seattle
Hamilton , Walter . ·········--··············-· ·········-······--····-···-······--···-· ······- .. Goldendale
-···-·-·
·- -··-···- ·- ·- ... __ -···-·-·······-··--···-·····-··-·--·
Longview
Hanner , James
Seattle
Hansen, Harold
·····-····
·--·············-··-··················
···-··· ··········-·· ······ ··-·········
Henderson, Roy . ····-····-······-······-·-···--···---··---···-·····-·······-·--····-··
·- .. Spokane
Herman, Robert ········--···-···-······-·····-·····················-··--······-·········-··-············..... Seattle
Hewitt, Will iem .... -·-······-··--·············--··--···-······-···········-·······-····
·· ··- -Eugene
Krivosha, William ............... ············-···················-·······-·······--·--················-·····-···Seattle
Lacewell, Denn is .. -········-·-····---····--····-·--······-······--·······-·
....
Spokane
Lane, Joseph , Jr. ·······-··· ·-··············--·······························
··············-········-· ..... .... ·····-··
Kent
Ludington , Robert ······-· ···--···············--··-······-· - ·----··-··-···
-_ . Portland, Oregon
Lystila, Reynold .. ···--···-··-·-······-··-·-·-···-···············-··-·········
. ... ...... .. Clarkston
. -··-··· ·····--····--··· ····-····-··· _
-······-···-·······
.. Coeur d'Alene, Idaho
Maki, Walter
Mann, Jack
..
···················- ··········· ··-···· -· ·····-····-···-·-······-·· ····-· · ..... .....
. Reardan
Marler, Fred, Jr. ... ---········--········-···--···-··-··
•.. -··--··--····-······
Kellogg, Idaho
··-· ·········--·-·····-······················-···
-·· ..... Spokane
McDonnell, Leo ········-···-··-··-··-········--·
-·-··
· __
·····-···-·..... Spokane
McLeod, Julius ..... -·-·· ····················-·······--········-········
..... ... Spokane
Mertens , John . ····-······-··········-·-·-·······-·-··-··-·-··············-······-····················
Michaelis, Welter ··-··················--···- ···---··-········-··--·················-···-·······-···
Lewiston, Idaho
•
.
Spokane
Michaels, Man ue l .. - ···· .. .. .•
Noggles, Arthur
··········--············-·-··-······-·····-··············-····---·-···-····-·· . Longview
O'Meara, William -·-···-···---·-···-·-·-···-········- ·······-····· ················-············Spokane
Patten, John ...
-········-···· ··· ···········-······ ·-·····--· - ·········-···-···.
Seattle
Phillips, Kenneth ········-··· • ·--·-···· __ _ --·-·-·
-····-··-······
... .. ··-· . Spokane
Rimmer, Duncan ····-····· -······-··· ····························· ·············-········-··· Los Angeles, California
·-··--..• -··· --··-Seattle
Roddie , Milan .......... --·······--···········-··-····
Rowen, Wilmer
···-········· ········· ·--· ·---·· ··········-·············--········· ·······--····
Bremerton
·-· -····
-· ... Portland, Oregon
Roy, Raymond
-····· ········--·······-···············---········-····
.... Spokane
Ryan, James .............••• ··········-···········--······ -········-·····················-·······-·-··
Salisbury, Lee
···- ··-······-·-··
-·
···-·--··
·-- ··---- __
. Billings, Montana
Sammons, Donald . -···· .... ·················-····························-·--·--···············
.
Seattle
Sandresky, Her bert
··········-·········-···-··-·-······-··-··- -·-·-···
·-·-··
Buffalo, New York
Sands , Lewis ..
• ·····-···
··--··
· -··-··-······-···-·······-···············
Seattle
Schlaefli, Robert
·······················-······-······-·· ··-· ··· ··-··· .. ··- -·..
. Bremerton
Scroggins, Dorsey ..
··········- - ···--··········-···· · -········-······-·····--··-·
•. .... . .. Ontario , Oregon
Shadwick , James
.. ·-···--····-···- ·-····----····---····--······-···--·-··...
Grandview
Slack, Harold
-·-···
-·········-·····
•..•• ..•..• •................ .. ........... ••
Portland, Oregon
. Portland , Oregon
Stanfield, Hugh
............. .......... -,,- .., .......•-······-·-·····-·-····-··--··--·
Stokes, Richard
-··-··-·----····-···· -······-··-··
--·······--···
·
Port Orchard
·-···-··-······-······················-···········-····-··-··-·····--····
....
Oakville
Vance, John
Westerberg, Earl . •• -····-·-·····
--·•..•• ...•..
••. ---·-·····Portland, Oregon
Wheelen, Richard ···-·-········-······--········-····-···-···-··-·······
_ ···--····-·
.
.
Colfax
Wiese, George
··-· ·-·-·-·-·····
....•
···- ··---··
Portland, Oregon
Zirkle, Denny ... ...........................
. . .. -·· .. ..
. .. -··-·-··-..
Seattle

49-J Army Second.ary
Spokane
Adam s, Donald ··············-··········-·········
..
························-····························-·······
Seattle
···----··-···-···-····-···
-·····- ··-··
Albright, Richard ·--·--Seattle
Beard, George
··························-·······················-···········-···········-········
......••..
. Seattle
Bebee, Raymond -·--···-··--··---···
Beidler , Leslie
·-····--······················-········
...... .....................•......................... Joseph , Oregon
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Bennett , Giles . .. . ···-- ...... ·-----·
·-·····Portland, O regon
Bloo mquist , Stanford -·-···
Portland , Or egon
Spokane
Boe hning , Arthur, Jr . ··- -·--···-·
Briggs, Ralph
.
-------·······--····
Spokane
Brosnan, Donald ···-·-··
-···
......••
Selah
Burke, Francis
.. Butte , Montane
.6yrd, Robe rt
Portland , O regon
Campbell, Charles
Hillsdale, Oregon
Coon, Floyd
Port land, Oregon
Taco ma
Cowen , Har land .
Cowderoy, Paul .. -····----····-··-·---·--·-······· --··--··-·-····-Seattle
---··-·
·----------·
-.
Seattle
Danz, Joseph -·····------·
Ervin, Dixon, Jr . ···--····--____ ·-······-·-···
---·. -··---·-·······--··
Seattle
·········-······---·-··-------·-···---··
Seattle
G lass, Nee l
__
Gordon, Calv in ···---······
·-··· - ···- -········-· ··Seatt le
Grey , Robert
__ - . -·-··--·
Eugene , O regon
Grieve , John
··-----. Dietrich, Idaho
Hal e, Otis
·-·· ···· ·-···
..
Malden
Hillison, Clyde ....
.. ············-······Portland, O reg on
Hurtle, Relph ·······-··----·-----····--···
Seattle
Koch, Aaron __
---·-···
-·
..
Ritzville
-· _
··-·-. ··-···-····
Cody, Wyom ing
Kurtz, Henry
Leech , Lewis
..
-·---·· .. ······Portland , Oregon
Lindenburger , Bruce
Seattle
Little, Herold
_
·- ··. - ·Miles
Lovejoy, James ·······--····- -····
...• -·--·-····--·····-----··-········-···
······-·
Tacoma
__
_
Shelton
Mackay , Byrne
Madsen , Baldwin --· ·-- -·········-······- · _
··-··········
_ -· --·-·-··
Billings, Montane
Martin , Donald ..
-·-·-·-·-······-·······_ ·······--········· ····-·· ··..
Tacoma
Morgan, Deen
Lewistown, Montane
Morrison , George , Jr . -·.
Seattle
Motschmen, George
Fairbanks , Alaska
Moulton, Russell ...
···········-· •• ·-·····-·-··············-··----···-·-······-·-Molalla, Oregon
-····· -· ········--··----·-·-····-·--···--··Seattle
Nash, Thomas
···-·--··--···------·-····-··
Seatt le
Noah, Ross
····--···-·---··--····Overlie, Olav
-----·····--··-··----··
· ··-··· ·····-·· ··-····· -- ·····Terry, Montane
-·----····
Seattle
Petersen , Roy ···-·-···--·····-····-···········--······---······--·····--····-·-Eugene, Oregon
Ruder, Robert ······--·--···
-----·-···
···-·----·-··--···-·-. ·----····-·
Seattle
Rugg , Elton
Serbo, Glenn
·--- --··············· ·--· .. -··-·-·······-········· Greet Fells, Montane
Schmid, Robert
·-······-·····--·---···-···-··········-·--····-·····-······SHttle
Schmidt , Richard
-· --·----·
_____
___ Portland , O regon
Summers, Charles, Jr. .. -··· -·········-··-·····-·-····-··---····----··
--- -······· ···Kirkland
Todd, Victor
.... . -···· ····- -·· ··- ·-·· ··········-··-· ··--------·-··-·----·
Bellingham
Ven Metre , Osman ·...... ··········-·-···---------··-··-- · Lewistown, Montane
W etson , Victor .
··-·········-·-······--····-··
··-·· ····-· ···-· - ···-· --·--·--··-Seattle
Weaver, Roy
-·- --···-····-·-· ··-· ·----------·--··-·--···
Tenino
··················--···-·-·-·· -·····-······-·-···
·---·
··-··--Spokane
Welliver , Norman
Yingst , Mereld ..
··-···---··-···-···· ·---··-------·-·---··--·· Dur Perk
Yurg , Frank
.. --·····-·········SHttl e

44-B Army, S eccnulary lnstru ,etor
Longview
Alldredge, Uoyd
--·· --· -····· ·----··-···-··-·-·- ···············--··-·--···
Spokane
Applegate, Thomes ... ·-······-··-·-··-----·············--·-··-·-·····--·-··-········
Spoken•
Aukett, Denial
..... -· ··-- -----·-··-···--·-·-·-··-···
Lewiston , Idaho
Becherech , Billy
-·-·-···--····----·
GrHt Fells, t.4onten•
8ee uleurler, Leo ........... ... ········-······-····
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Benner, Reymond
-··· .... ······················-··--·-·· ·······-···-·· ············-·····--Kettle Fells
Bergstrom, Rudolph, Jr. ····- -··· ···-···-······················ ····-········ -················· .. Somers, Montane
Brewer, Noel ...
·······-········-·······-················-······-············-···· ...
... Boise, Idaho
Casseday, Robert --·-·····-·--···-----····--········-···--·-······-... Walla Walle
···- ··-··-··-·······························-·······-···-···-·······.
. .. Walla Walle
Cilk, Fred
Clepper, Donald . ··················-····-·-··-·-··-····
..-············ ··-· - ·····-·-··
Cut Bank, Montane
Coe, Albert _
···-·--····----······-···········
·······-········· ·······-···· ·······
..
Deer Perk
Coon, Don ··············· ······················· ·····-···· ···-· ······················ ······ ..•················
Billings, Montane
Cosgrove, Francis -···----·-···--····-·-·····-·······--····-·-···--·····-Spohne
Donald, Earl .. -···- ··················· ······················ ..··········--·····- ····················-·· .. .
..
Kelso
Dunham, Alvin ······---·········--··-······
···-······-···················-······--·········
Kalispell, Montane
Fisher, Merlin .... -· ········-···············--·· ·······-···· ····-···· ··-·········-·--· ··-····
.. Walla Walle
... ...... Lewiston, Idaho
Gelles, George .. ····-·············- ····-····-···-·-····-···-····-·············-··-..
Hancock, Walker ····-···········-·····--·······-··········--········-···········-·····-········
Sen Antonio, Texas
Herhler, Philip .. ·····--······················-·-···
-··•.....•• ······-·-··-··-·
Bellefontaine , Ohio
Heys, Lewis ....
·····-······-··--·······----·····-···--·····-···-·
·· ..·····-···- ··········· .. Portland, Ore go"
-···-·.... Portland, Orego"
Holmen, Paul .. ···········-··· · ..····-··············· .. ·······-· -·····-·····
Kreer, David ... ... ····-···---···-····-········-···-·
·-· ···-·-···· ···-············· .. Pendleton, Oregon
Lalor, Benjamin .. ····-············ ...... ···· ········-········-········-··········-·········-···········
Spoken•
Lewis, Kermit ··-· ········-·······-·······--- ·······--·····--········-··········--·······-··
. Yekime
McGrath, Kenneth ... ··-····--··-······· ········--····-······························-········
.. ·· Portland, Oregon
Merchent, William ·······-·········-··························-······· ·····················-·---·
Clarkston
....... ·-·····-··-···· ····-····-·--···-··
·······-········-··········
Grandview
Morton, Charles
Nicholson, Elwood ·····-·····--··········-·······
·································-···-··· ·-······ ......
... Entiat
Pollerd, Oscar ....................... ·-········-··········-···---···
--·-·--····--········
Walla Walle
-······- ---····-·-·-·-·····-··-·········-········-··············-Portland, Oregon
Richey, Warren
Russell, Milton ·············································· ··············· ······-········· ··.. .....•..........
... Wenatchee
.. --·--····
--···-····-····-··--········-··················-·
.. Walla Welle
Schebel, Albert
The Delles, Oregon
Sharp, Edward .. ..... ······························· ·················-····················-····-····
Shorey, Ned Hiram ...... ·-·-······-·······-·······-············-····-···-······--·······-·
········ ..
Chehalis
Sigler, Robert ..... ··---····-·-·-··-·····--·-····-·-··························--···········
..... Walla Walle
Smith, Herold ... ·-······-··················-······-·········-· ··············-····--···-····· -·--···· Billings, Montane
Snoddy, Robert .......... -··-···--···-····-·····-······-·-·················-···-···············
Fowler, Montane
······--·······--··-·-···
Monroe
Streiuguth, William ·······-····················-···-···-·········
Swarb, Vernon
-·-······. ·····-··-··········································-·····-·····-····
Nampa, Idaho
Caldwell, Idaho
Taylor, Lavern .... --·········-··························· ··--··························--···················
Tolen, Robert . ·-···-·····-···-···---···-···-····----··-···-······
Milton, Oregon
Wallace, David .. .. ·····- ························-······ ········-·· ·····························--·······
Ephrata
Williamson , Leland .... .. -· -·---·-··• -··-··-·
-·-··Portland, Oregol\
Wimer, Louis
... ·---···· ·--····-·····--····-·-····
··-········-········ ····-····· Cottonwood, Idaho
Clerksto"
Wyatt, Kenneth .

44-D Army, Secondary lnstrucwr
Bleck, James
........ San Francisco, California
..... Walla Walla
Casseday, Robert ····-·············- ··················-···· ······-··· ··-··· ·········· .... ·-··
Deschner , Thomas .. --···
-···-···-· -···---··--··-·-·
·····--····
Portland, Oregon
Erickson, Donald
····-···-······-··· ····-·· ·······--···-··-···--···--···-···
····
Longview
Folladori, John .. --·························-·········--··········································
......... Proctor, Colorado
····-··········---····-··- ···-·--···
· -·· ·-·· -····
Fallon, Nevada
Goone, Lawrence
Graham, William
.... ·-····-·-······-··-·····-·······-···········-········---···-··
Long Beach, California
Hatteburg , Robert ·--···-· ····-··· ······--··········- ·················· ..····· ..... Burbank, California
Hollinger, Howard ·······-······················-·······-·-······-··---·········-·.. Phoenix, Arizona
Holmes , Thomas . -····• ·······-···- ·-·-·····--··-·· ··-···· ····-····· ···········-··· . Long Beach, California
Hyde, Gerald ....................................................... .... ·-·· ··-········-······.
...
.. Boise, Idaho
Jeffries, Richard
·······-··· ······-··-······-····--········--······-·······-·-··Bakersfield, California
Knapp, Harry ...... ·····-··· ·······- ·······--··············· ··········-····-········-··········
Beverly Hills, California
Lambeth, Robert
················---·· ........................ ···--····-·-··-·····
Polson, Montana
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Morris, James ···································································-·······················
Lo, Angelea, California
Fresno, Californio
Musacchio, Monuel ··················-······················································-················

g~~~felt,
Jo:i~h
..::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=:::::::~~:::::::::::::::::::
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::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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::::::·
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Reod, Jerrold ·····················-············-··················-··············-··-···········-···············
Upton, Wyoming
Reisinger, Robert ·········--····················-··················· ··--·· ·············-····-······ Arlington, Sowth Dokoto
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:::::::
::::::::::::::::::::=:::::
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•Ryan, William ······················-············· ·······-······-·· ········ ········································· Dwbwque, lowe
Shay, William ···-··· ······-····-·······················-···················· -·······-····-········ San lernadlno, California
*Spahr, Thone ······-·········-·-·--·······-······-·············································-·············
Ft. Wayne, Indiana
Seattle
1iteele, James ·····················-·····························-····-··························-························-·········
Steffen, Arthur ············· ·············-····························-······························· ·······- LaGrande, Ore9on
Sutterle, Forrest ····················-·····-·····-···············-······-······
·················-···· Beverly Hill,, California
Tyler, Robert ·········································-············--········-·············
·········· ······················ P'rovo, Utal

:LJ:~~nRu~~:~,·~~
..::::::==::·.::::::::=·.::::~.:::
::::::::·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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Young, Robert ···············-······················································· ···············-··--··

Washingten,

Iowa

44-E Army, Secondarv Instructor
Ashworth, Robert ········-······-·························--······-··········-··········· ·························· Kil9ore, Texas
Beard, Peyton ···············-···············-···························································· .......... Lonoke, Arhnsas
Beavers, Lowell ············-·············-············-········································· ··········· Little Rock, Arkanu11
Bertsch, Kenneth ............................ ........................................................................ Lodi, Californi1
Bordwell, Arthur ········································-···-··- - ·-···-·············-············ ······ Little Rock, Arkansas
Bridgeford, Richard .......................................................................................... Berkeley, California
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:::::::::::::::::::::::::
::::::
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Clemans, Willis --·························-···········································-···-······-·······························
Bothell
Denver, Colorado
Coxhead, John, Jr. ··-·······························-·············-··-······································-··
Cunningham, William ............................................................................................
Roca, Nebroska
Diesterweg, Roland ······································-························ ··························· ······· Enid, Oklahoma
Duckworth, Eldon ·--····-····· ·-······-························· ·········· ···········-··· ········-······-· · Coffeyville , Kansas
Ernster, Gene ·············· ······································-·····-·································· ···························· Seattle
Gress, Jerry ···········-··················································-········-·····························
Severance, Colorado
Gudmundson , Darrel .................................................................................. ........ Bozeman, Montana
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Isaacson, Emil, Jr. ·············· ······························ ···-··························· ···················· Beatrice, Nebraska
1111
..:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
.. :·~:~: • N?b~a~::
Lampton, William .............................. ............................... ..................................... Ft. Worth, Texas
Moore, Mont a ································ ············· ·························· -·················· ··················· Merkel, Texas
Nordean, Carroll .................................................................... .............................. Maud, Oklahoma
Olson, Roy .................................................................................................... .... Anoconda, Montana
Owens, Dennis ..........................................................................................................
Mineolo, Texas

~~·;~s~a~~:n~.~
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Sargent, Joseph ·······-········-·····················-·············-···················-·········-··········

APa~;;~::
Cheyenne, Wyoming
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:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::··
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Smart , Lloyd -·························· ·······-··························-··················-······-···················

Butte, Montana
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t~dgoe::
Stolz, Gerald ···········--··-································-····························
················-······· Eldorado, Arkanse1
Thomp1on, Sivert ···········-·····················-········-······-···············-······································
Delia, Kense1
Thomp1on, William ·····--···························· ······························-··········-····················· Eugene, Oregon
Townsend , Hel, Jr , ·······-·······················································-·····-······················
Ruston, Louisiana
McPherson, Kense~
Tromley , Lorraine ·-·························-··················-······-········-·······························
Tuohy, Norman ·················-·-····························-·························'·····-···················
Helene, Montana
Watson , Alton ······················ ·······-··· ···························::· ........................... Los Angeles, California
Weston, Riche rd ···-···-··········-······-······-···--················-·················································
Dayton, Ohio
Wiles, Ruuell ····························-······-··················-········-·······································
Centerville, Iowa
Z.noni , Albert ·······-··································-·················································
New Castle, Wyoming

44-F Army, Secondary Instructor
Anderson, Linnell ·······-··························· ·······························································
Billings, Montana
Barker, Clifford ·······-···················--···-·-··-····-·-·-··············-·············-·······-··· ·····-·························· Seattle
Baty, Jeck ····-······--·······-··-··-·-·-··· ··········-·········-·····-······-····-··-······-············--·-- ··--··················· McKenne
Brown, Delmer -··---·-·······-·····-······-·- ·······-·-·····························-·················-··············-······-·····-·
Spokane
Buonacorsi , Fred ·······-···············-········-·································-··················
Sen Francisco , Celifornie
Carouo , Philip ····-·--·······················································-····································
Fresno, California
Conover, Don ···-···-··-·················-··-·-····--·····················--··· ····················-··········--····-····· Port Angeles
Dufault , Alfred ······················-·-··-···············-· ·-········································ -··· Los Angele1, California
Derby, Gladstone ·········· ····················-········-················-·-·····················-···
Los Angeles, California
Frioux, George, Jr . ···································· ···········-····-·····················-··············· Stockton , California
Gibson , Daniel ··············-········-·················--····························· ·····························-··············· Spokane
Guenther, Robert ............. ················-·-·-··························································
Denver , Colorado
Hell, Archibald ·-···············-····················· ····-···································· North Hollywood, California
Hawley , David ......................... ······-······-········································· ················· Stockton, California
Heu , Francis ················-···················································-··-················-·················
Portland, Oregon
Hunter, Jeck ·······-·······································-·······-··········· ············································ Elko, Nevada
Jones, Dwight -·--·····--··········--····-·······-·-·--··-·-···-····--··-··········-······-·······--··-···· Salt Lake City, Uteh
Kiernan , Thomes ·-············-····-·-·-··--·····-··-·-·-··-···-··········-·········-······-······-·--······ Secremento, California
Knight, Herbert -·---------·····---····-·--·············---··-······-··-····-·-·-······-·······-·-·-·····-······-······ Butler, Missouri
Knight, Clyde -··-··-···-··-···-······--·-·-·-·-·-······-·--····-·····-··············-·-····-·-·······-··-···-··-·--·-·······-··· Longview
Kruchten, Herbert ·······---·············-··-··---·-·-···--·--·-···--·-··-·····-···-····-··· ··--·-··········-······ Chicago, Illinois
Kretschman, George -·--···--·-·······--·-···-···----··············-·-····-·-···----····----····--·-···--·-·-· Chicago, Illinois
Lawler, W . D. ···········-·····-········-····-·-·---···-·····-················--···········-····-···-········· Hollywood , California
Lundgren, Leonard ··-·------······-······-·-····--·---···--··-···-······-····-·--·--·-···-·············-·-·· Ventura, California
Mango, James ---·····-·---······--·-··--····-··--·-··-····----··--····-···········--·-······-·····-·--········-··--··· Chicago, Illinois
Mattfield, Arnold ·-·-·---··········-····-······------···-----·-··-··-····-····--·····---···-·········-··----Fair Oaks, California
Meyers, Robert ·--·--·---·······-···-····-·-·-·-------··········-······-·--·····-·-··-·-····--··-·--Lessen County, Celifornie
Miller, Earl -·-······-····-·--···-·-····--·-·-··--·-···-·····-···--·-··--··············-·
-·-···--···-···-····-········ Kearney, Nebreske
Murray, Robert -·--······-··-·-·--·----··---···-·-··-··········-······-··-·-·-·-····-····--····---·-··- Willmington , California
Montgom e ry, Doneld ·-···-······--··-------·-····-·------·--···-·-·-···--··-····--·-·····-·····-···-··
Los Angeles California
Olson, Leurel ··-··-·--··--···--·····································--······-····················--····-·-··-··-·-··- Duluth, Minnesota
Olson, Otto -·-·---··-·-·-·-·····-··-·····-·---····-····----·--·-·-·-·····-·-··········
·-··-···-····-·············· Racine, Wisconsin
Otis, Peul, Jr . --······-·--····-·--······--·-···--··---·---------·--·-··-················-··-·----·-··-----·-·· Duluth, Minnesota
Paulson, Earl ------··-----··--···-·-···-··--··----·-·-·-------·---···-··-·······-·-··-······-····-···-········ Walker , Minnesota
Richter, Paul ·-···-··-·-····--··--···-· ···-······--··-····-·-····················-··-············--·······-·-··· Priest Leke, Idaho
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Rasmussen, Louis ----·---------·---·------·------·--------·--·------------------------·------··-·------·--·------Eureka, California
Rice, Raymond ----·-----------------·-·------------------·------------------------------------------------Van Nuys, California
Robinson, Leslie ------------·----··--------------------------------------·-------------------------··--····-··-----------------··--Yakima
Samples, Basil ---------------------------··------·· --·---·-··-··-·----·--------·-----·------·---------------------Denver, Colorado
Schafer, Stanley ·--------------·-----------------------·----------·-------·--------·--------------·----------------·---··-·-·---·-Spokane
Sparrevohn, Helger ----------·---------------·-----------·----·--·--·---------------------------------lone Pine, California
Thompson, William --------------------··--··-·----·--··-----·------·-·---------------------North Hollywood, Cal ifornia

~!~~~

~:~:::,ow~~:~t~~ --::_:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-_::::-_::-_:::::::::._
~a _::.~:
Valles, Anthony ----------·-·-------······----·--·-·-----------------·-··----------·····--··-···-·---··----·----·
Ontario, California
Tyler, Robert ·----··-·-····-·-···-----------------------------·
·--------··----···-···-·--···-·---·-·----··---·--·----··---··--- Provo, Utah

:ht::,n,A:~;~~-~
-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
L~~g
--B~~~t~~1
SUMMARY OF ENROLLMENT
1943-1944
Men Women
13
Seniors ---------------- ·-··----··-··-- ---·-··---·---------·----·-·--·----11
23
Juniors ---·----------·-------·------------------·---·-----·-------·-····-·-··
8
34
Sophomores ---··----------·---·-------·-----·-----------------------·--·10
85
Freshmen ------------------·--------------------·------------·-····--·--·24
Nurses and Medical Students in training ----··----·- 2
4
Post Graduates and Special Students ·--·-·------·--·--10
13
172
TOTAL -----------··--·--·--·-·--·-----------·----·---··65
War Training _______________
____________________
_________________________
290
GRAND TOTAL ---------·--·-----·--····--------355

172

Total
24
31

44
109
6

23
237
290
527

GRADUATES1943
Bachelor of Arts Degree

Baldwin, Ruth-S ocial Science ------····--------------··--·-----·---------·---·-----------·-------------------------·--·Spokane
Blanford, Carl-So cia l Science- -·-·--··-·-···--··---------·-·-·-------····--··------··---------··--·----··
Post Falls, Idaho
Bovee, Jane-S oc ial Science ·-----·-------·-----------------·-----·-------·--·--·--·-----·-·--·--·-----·-·---·--------·---·--·
Seattle
Bramblet, Lyle-Chr istian Education ________________________________________________________
Deary, Idaho
Spokane
F.orkner, Vernon-E nglish ___________________________________________________________________
Holder, Louise-Bu siness Administration -----------·--------·-·---·--------·-----···------·
·------·-------··---·-·
Spokane
Johnson, Florence-Histo ry ····--·--·-··-·--·-·-----·---··
·-·----------·-···-·----------------------------------------·Spokane
Johnson , Robert -Social
Science ·-------·-------------------------------------·--·----------------------·-·---------Spokane
Moos, Marvin-Eco nomics --------·--·-·---------·-·--·-----------·-·--------------------------------------------··--·-----Sprague
Savage, Robert-S ocial Science ------------------·--------·--------------------------·----·-·------·--·---·-·-·-------Spokane
Smith, Sam-Musi c ---··-----------·-----·-·-··---·----·-··-------·------------·--------·-·-·---------·-------------··--------·
Chewelah

Bachelor of Science Degree
Brault, Audrey-H ome Economics -·-·------------··----··--·-------··---·--··-------·-----------------·----------Hoquiam
Brown, Ruth-Nursing
Science ---------·------------------------------------·--------····-··-------------·--···-----Cla rkston
Carlson, Helen - H ome Economics ---···-·---··-·--·---·--·------···-·--····---·--·---·-------------------·--------·--Spokane
Dugan, Mary Elaine-H ome Economics --------·--···---···-·-----------------------------------------··-----------·
Tacoma
Gothberg, Loren-Bi ology ····--·------------···-··
···-···-··-------·--·-·--·········-·-·----·-----··---------··------------Yakima
Hansen, Charlotte-H ome Economics ·----·--···-----·--·-·-···-··-·-··--·----------------------·-------------·
Waterville
Yakima
Ruby, Robert -Pre -Med ics ···-·---------------·--··-·---···-··-·--··--····----···--·--····-·---···-·---------··-·-------·-·
Economics ·-------··---···-··--------·-----·---------------------------------··--··-··-·---Co lville
Skeels, Margaret-Home
\.
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HONORARY DEGREES
Doctor of Divinity
·······-··················· ·······- ... Yekima

Ghormley, Cherl111 J • .

OFFICERS OF ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
President-Merk
Koehler, '37 Country Homes Estates, Spokane
Vice•President-Treasurer-Alice
Postell, 31, N. 1119 Bowdish. Opportunity.
Secretary- Dorothy RHd, ' 3b, 11'4 E. Augusta Ave ., Spokane
Publicity- EIHnor Barrow Chase, ''41, 3517 N. Lindeke, Spokane
Member at L11rg~arriet
Thorndike Eaton, ''42, Sedro W oolley, Washington

WHITWORTH COLLEGE AUXILIARY OFFICERS
Moy 1944
Tho Wh itworth College Auxiliary was organized September 15, 1930, with 103 charter
members e nd hes grown to e large end important organ ization of the college.
Mrs. A. G. Naundorf .. ......... ......... ......... ....... .......
......... President
Mrs. C. E. Fo• ..
······-······-·····-··············-····-··················-·····
... First Vice•Pruident
Mrs. H. 0. Hook ......
····---· ···············-·-············-····-·-·······-······
Second Vice•President
Mrs. Clarence Smith .. . .............. ·--········-·····"··········-········-····"··········
Secretary
Mrs. J. L. Oakes ........ ··· ···-······· ·..-·····-·····-·····
..···················- .. ·-··- .. ·-·· .. ............ Treasurer
Mrs. M. D. Munn ··························-··· ·····················-··-······-·······-······
....... Financial Secretary
-····-··-···· ........................... .. Ways end Means
Mrs. S. A. Postell ·······-····· -··-··-···-······-····
.. Promotional Secretary
Mrs. L. 0 . Robbins .................. ,_.,............ -· ·····-··-······-········-·······-··-··

E~;
l!~t~:;~'
:::::=::::::::.:~:::::::::::.=:=:::::::~=::::::::::::::=:::~~~
M~;~=~~~~
Mrs. W. A. Hogen ···-·····

................. ·-··············-

········-··· ···

Boord of Members ot Lorge
Mrs. H. B. Butler

Mrs. F. C. Ferr
Mrs. Louis Kucera

Member-Ex-Officio
Mrs. F. F. Warren

Advisory Council
Mrs. Albert Arend

Mrs. James Colemen
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PHI ALPHA
or

PHILACADEMIAN CLUB
Scholastic Honor Society
1934

1940

ACTIVE MEMBERS
Dovid Glenn
Eleanor Goeke
Marion Jenkins
Ruthonn Jones
Chorlotte Slater

Eleanor Barrow
Verna Bunkelman
James Goodsell
Tamiko Nozaki
LH Rodkey

1941

1935

Joseph Dixon
Charles Hoyt

Douglas MacIntyre
Keith Murrey

1942

1936

Vernon Forkner
Loren Gothberg
Marvin Moos

Poul Gustafson
Dorothy Reed

1937

1943

Sere Clopp
Williom Gold

Virginia Hodge
Eleanor Hook
Kenneth Monnett•

1938
Margeret Clapp
Lorraine Rasco
Bloir Cosman
Gront Rodkey

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

1939

Betty Ann Douglass
Isabel Mise
Richard Schwab
George Ven leuven

Harriet Bagdon
Stanley Hughart
Pauline Miller
Janice Miller
John Roth

1943-44 Faculty Members
Mn . Carrel

Mr. Bechimont
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Miss Boppell

~

- - --

----------------------

~ ,

______
__,

WHITWORTH COLLEGE
SPOKANE, WASHINGTON

Nome in full

Address ·············································································................... .
Dote of Birth ····································- ························ Place of Birth
Nome ond Location of High School from which yo1Jgraduated .. .
College or University previously attended .....................................................................................................
When? ........................................Standing in your doss?
Extro-CurriculorActivities in which you porticipoted ............................ ...........................................................
Nome Church
Are you o church member?
In whot field of study do you wish to major?
Do you wish a room reserved in the dormitory? .......................................................................................
How do you propose to finance your college work?..................................
In applying for entrance to Whitworth College I sincerely agree that while o student there, I shall
endeavor to live the life of a Christion ond shall:
(I) Be a diligent ond honest student and worker.
(2) Observe the rules of conduct ond enter into the spirit of the College.
(Signed)

NOTE: The motriculoti on fee of $5.00 ond room reservati on of $3.00, shou ld a ccom pany your applicat ion.
Registrar, Whitworth College, Spokone, Wa shingt on.

-:-·-··--...--- ..--

Mail to

INDEX
Absences -···· ········-··········-······-··························-··········-··-··········
.......... -············-··--·············
24
Accreditotion
.................... ·····························-····-········-······-·························-······
-·-···········14
Administroti on Officers ·······························-······-··················-··································-··-···········
10
Admission Requirements .. --····················-····--····························································
······ .. 26-27
Alco ho: end Tobocco ···································-····················································-················-··
.... 23
Alumni Officers
... .. . ... .. ..................................................................................................
99
Applicotion Blank ....................
····-··· ...........•...... ····················-······················
-··············· 101
_ 2+
Attend once end Administrotion ................................................................................................
Art, courses in ............ ····················-······-····-···-··········-······-·············································
32·33
Auxiliary Officers ............ ····-. ·············-···
·····-··-································-······-·--·················
99
Boggoge .......................................................................................................................................
13
Bosic Science Mojor ................ ·······························--······-················ ········································· 50
64-68
Bible and Christion Education ···················-··················-·························································
Biology, courses in .......... ......
. .........•...... ·······················-··· ······· ············ ·····-················· 53.55
Boord of Trustees ······-·······-··-··············-··············-····························································-·········
4
6ook Store ............ ............................................... ......... ............................... .................................. 17
Bus Schedule .................... ·············-·························································--·············
·····-··············· 13
Business Administrotion, courses in ....................................................................................
68·76
Colendor of Events ·······-·-···-·············-··-··-··········································-·····································
2-3
Compus and Buildings ····-·····················-······················-·············································-·······-··
I 3-14
.................................................. 21-23
Campus Orgonizotions ···········-··················-····························
Change of Registration .. ·····-·········-············································································-·····
...... I 6
Chopel ·······························-··················-······-·······-························-··········································22-23
Chemistry, courses in ................................................. ....... .............. ......... ................................. 55.56
Christion Educotion, courses in .........................................................................................
6+·68
Church Services ···-··-·· ··· ·············-······-··········-··-···································-································ 22-23
Clossificotion of Students ·······-··············-··································-······································
...... 30
College Expenses ............ ···················· -· ·················-············· ..····················· ····· ·····- ............ 14-16
Course Description . .....................•....................................................•...................................
. 31-32
Debate .........................
···················-····-·······································
········ ·········-··· ····-·· ···· . 48.50
Degrees ...........................................................
·····················-············-·····
...................... .... 30.31
Dentel, precurriculum .. •........ ............................ ............................................•.....................
51 ·52
Division Requirements .... ......................................................................................................
...... 29
Division Organization ..... .........•.............•....................
..........................................................
28.29
Doctrinal Stotement ................... -- ·········-······-····················
···········-·· ····· ····· ····················· ...... 12
Dormitory Requirements .. ········-······················-··················-···························
....................... 19.20
Dromotic Art, courses in ........................................................................................................
48·50
Economics ···········-··········· ···-······-········-··-···--·-··················-····
·-····· ·······-· ··-··············· ··
68·76
Education ·······································-·············-············································································
77-79
Endowment ···········································-·····-···-··············-····························································
14
Engineering, precurriculum
····-·······-·······-········-········-········································
···· .......... 62.63
Enrollments
..
........... ...........................................................................
.. 88-98
English Longuoge. Literoture and Journalism ·······-······-··············-·-·············
...
........
33-37
Executive Committee .... -··············-······················-··························-··········-········
···········
..... 5
Ex,ension of Finonciol Credit ·······················································-···········································'
6-17
Extra-Curricular Activities ......... ·················-·······--····-·········
··-···-····································
20-21
Faculty, members of ........................................................................................................................
5-8
Faculty Standing Committee ....................................... .............................................................
I0
Failures . . ............... ··················-··········································-··········-··············-·········-··················
25
fee s. schedule of . ........... ·································---······-·················································
·········· 15-16
Fine arts, division of ······················· ····-··· ..···-·· -····-····'"·········· .. -····················--·····--··· ········· . 32-50
Financial Delinquencies ···········-··········-··················-····························································
..... I 6-17
French , courses in ·······················-··············-······
...........................................................................
39
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German, courses in ..
• ·····-··· -··-·
·-··············· ···········-·····················-······-········
39.-40
Grades and Points ....
-··············---················--······-·······-··········--····· ·············--·······
24·25
·····································-···· ······················· ··············· ····-······-····· 27-28
Graduotion Requirements
Graduates, 1943 ..................• ·············-··················-···· --- ································ ·····-·· ·········· ....... 98
Gronts-in
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